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Carroll hosts
Career Fair

Denise Glaros
Staff Reporter

Career Development Services
at john Carroll University is hosting a Career Information Night in
the OJ Lorn ba rdo Student Center
from 7-9 p.m. on Feb. 10.
This fair is for students interested in talking to emp loyers,
droping off resumes and, in some
cases, signing up for interviews
with any of the 54 companies registered to attend.
"Most companies are coming
withjobopenings," sa1djoan Hill,
director of career development
services.
She added that the positions
available with the companies,
whether post- graduate work or
internships, are not restricted w
o nl y the business sector, but are
open to students in any major, in

r.
me o t e compames se to
attend the fair include American
Greetings Corp., BP Oil, the Cleveland Lumberjacks, Dean Witter,
the Gap, WEWS Channel 5 and
Xerox .
Hill stated that this year, the
career development oHice targeted
companies for attendance with a
questionnaire of items such as the
types of positions the company is
looking for and the types of majors that are required to qualify for
the jobs, because"not anyoldcom-

pany can come to the fair."
Hill said she hopes the Career
Information Night, in its twelfth
year, will outdo last year's showing in which anestimated300students came seeking possible employment with the companies.
In order for students to be prepared for the night, the career development office held a preparanon session on Monday evening,
according to Hill.
At the workshop, they focused
on how students can make the
most of the career fair by providing hints to employment such as
strategies for the proper resume,
wardrobe, and even the handshake.
Ann Hricko, a junior here at
john Carroll, attended the workshop on Monday mght and said it
was helpful in that "i t was a good
an w at yo s o
into the career fair"
Although only 35 students
came to this workshop, it is expected that a much larger percentage of the student body will attend the actual fair, Hill said.
Many of thecompaniesare preparing for the event by sending
between two to four representatives to the fair. Hill suggests that
students have a target of the top 15
companies they would like to talk
to, because it is unlikely that stu-

An All-Star Weekend

The National Basketball Association's 1997 All-Star Game comes to Cleveland on Sunday,
February 9. NBA players hover over Tower City's Avenue this week.

dents wil be a le to ta
company there.
In addition,Hill stated that the
Career Development Office will
host another career fair in March,
but on! y non-prof it organizations
such as the Red Cross will attend
that fair.
Hill added that Career Information Night is just one way to
bring employers to campus and
"approximatelyi50employersrecruit at john Carroll in addition
to these fairs."

Students take alternative break
This project is similar to one held over winter
Students from that trip agree that the
break.
Staff Reporter
service
opportunity
is a very beneficial experiThe Alternative Spring Break, a service project deence.
signed to give students the experiences of a low-in"There is a lot of hope in these communities,"
co me family, is being offered by the john Carroll Censaid
freshman Patrick Scanlan. "The people just
ter for Community Service.
need
some outside support to help them along
The project, to be held March l-7, will allow nine
with
their
lives."
volunteers the opportunity of living on food stamps for
Sophomore Dave Roth
a week.
said
the trip is a definite
Three "families" of three
learning
experience and
w11l each receive $60.60 in
"There is lot of hope in that everyone
involved refood stamps, similar to lowceived
more
than what
these communites.,
income families struggling
they gave.
with poverty.
Patrick Scanlan
"I definitely developed
The student participants
an appreciation of what I
will stay in low-income
have at home," Roth said.
housing apartments located
Falbosaid he hopes the
above the garage of Christ
projectcanexpand
to
other
cities that have strong
the King parish in East Cleveland.
john
Carroll
alumni
bases.
These volunteers will then work at various sites in
"We are setting a model example here at Carthe city tutoring students, assisting the elderly, and
roll
that I hope is seen by alumni in areas such as
renovating housing.
Buffalo,
Chicago, and Pittsburgh," Falbo said
Mark Falbo, director of the Center for Community
"The
project
is a great way to teach people how
Service, sa1d the Break is designed to give people a
direct sense of the situation facing the poor on a daily to be an advocate for those who don't have the
same benefits.
basis.
Aside from the Alternative Spring Break in
"The Break should be an opportunity to see the
East
Cleveland, plans for other serv1ce tnps are
1m pact of a lack of food and the stress that comes with
being planned.
having to share limited resources," Falbo said.
In the near future, trips to Immokalee, Florida
"Even though we may not be poor, a jesuit instituand
Acadia National Park m Mount Desert Istion such as john Carroll should involve students with
land,
Maine are being planned.
a d1rect contact with the poor."
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television prentier
Cherie Skoczen
Staff Reporter

The annual Student Union
executive debates will be broadcast liveonJCTV tonight, Th ursday, Feb. 6, at 8 p.m.
"We're broadcasting the debateslive becauseitseemsin past
years the debates haven't been
well attended," said Chris Tye,coexecutive producer of JCTV "It
will also be a nice tool to promote our show."
Student Union presidential
candidates jeff Becherer and
Chris Beato will debate each
other.
Chief justice candidate Kevin
Filiatraut will have a one-man
debate, according to James
Sullivan, Student Union chief
justice.
Sullivan said each candidate
will give an opening statement,
will field questions from a moderator and audience members,
and will then give closing arguments.
Sullivan said candidates for

the Olher executive positions
will also be at the debates to
answer questions from the audience.
The debates, which are expected to last about one hour,
will be held in the television
studio located in the O'Malley
Center.
"We'll have 25 chairs for
people coming to the stud1o to
watch," Tye said. "For people
who can't get in, the debates
will be on the cable channels
for them to see."
Thedebatescan be accessed
by turning any on-campus
televison to Channel 7.
"Too many people are disinterested in a lot of the issues
that impact them," Tye said.
"This will help students become interested in the issues
that are shaping campus life."
Sullivan said he thinks the
live broadcast of the debates is
exciting. "It will stimulate excitement about the debates,"
Sullivan said.

Meet the candidates .
jeff Becherer, Chris Beato, Meghan Rogers, Amy
Kerner, Chip Ranaletta and Kevin Filiatraut discuss their
candidacy for the Student Union executive offices. Plus,
photos, oochground information and complete elections information.
See Q& A with the Candidates on page two of the
Carroll News.
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WITH THE CANDIDATES

I

THE FOLL<:NING STUDENTS WILL R.UN IN f\fXT wm's GEf\fR.AL ELEcnONS FOR THE

'97 -'98 ExEcUTIVE
Students nominate for Beaudry Award
Seniors will have the opponumty to nominate
and vote for a classmate who has made significant
contributions to university life. Undergraduates, faculty, staff and administratOrs may nominate any
graduating senior, but only seniors can vote. Ballots
are available in the Campus Ministry Office or the
Dean of Students Office. Nominations will be accepted in Campus Ministry from Feb. 5-24.
The Beaudry Award is given at the May Commencement to the graduating senior who has strived
to accomplish during the four years atJCU the ideals
of jesuit education
freshmen travel to Flats
The freshman class will be going to Club 1148
in the Flats tomorrow night, Friday. Feb. 7. Abu:. will
be leaving Belvoir at 9:30 and 10:30 p.m. to take freshman to the Flats. The cost for the evening is $4. Other
students are invited toauend, but will not be permitted on the bus.
Dance tickets on sale
Bids for Moonlight and Roses, the Valentine's
Dance, will connnue w be sold in the Atrium until
alll85 bids are sold. The alcohol-free dance will take
place on Valentine's Day, Feb.l4,atthe Mediterranean
Party Center. Murphy Hall is sponsoring the dance,
for which freshmen have the first chance to buy bids.
Volunteer opportunities in Florida
An informational meeting will be held
Wednesday, Feb.J2at 9 p.m. in the Murphy Room regarding a volunteer service trip to lm mokolee, Florida.
The service activity is sc heduled over the Spring
Break of March 3-9, and volunteers will work in a
migrant farm community.
Organization hosts Chinese Auction
Greek organization Delta Delta Xi is sponsoring a Chinese Auction to be held on Sunday, March
16. This f undraiser will benefit the service organization as well as charity organization:. such as the AIDS
~the

'M:mwn'&Shelter. In a

Ch inese A ucrion, each aw :ndcc purchases ti cke ts and
puts them in from of the pri zes they would like to
WID

Delta Delta Xi is asking that local businesses

donate the prizes for the auction. Prizes ca n be gift
certificates or items from a store.
Winterfest coming up
Winterfest is a series of competitions between
the res1dence halls sponsored by the Resident Hall
Association. Winrerfest, to be held from Feb. 10-12,
will gtveeach member of the winmng team a $20gift
certificate tO Beachwood Mall. Monday is the Make a
Sundae Contest at 5 p m. m the Cafeteria and the Basketball Shoot-Out at midnight in the Intramural
Gym. Tue:.day is the Roommate Game at 7 p.m. in
the Wolf and Pot and the Balloon Toss at 9 p.m. in the
pool. Wednesday is ,ile Relay Race at 7 p.m. in the
LSC Conference Room.
lunchtime lyrics in the Atrium
Tomorrow, Friday, from ll a.m.-1 p.m. in the
Atrium, guitarist Paul Skyland will per~ rm Lunchtime Lyrics for students and faculty.
Students can ski at Boston Mills
Saturday is a trip to Boston Mills Ski Resort for
students. [nterested students can inquire in the Student Life Office.
Learn how to Love
Warren Grossman will give students 'Specific
Instructions on How to Love" Tuesday night at 6 p.m.
in the Faculty Dining Room.
Ash Wednesday Mass to be celebrated
Any mterested students can auend an Ash
Wednesday Mass in the St. Francis Chapel at 10:30
p.m. on Wednesday.
Meet Amy Hasten and larry Morrow
The Cleveland Jaycees are hosting the Fourth
Annual Cupid's Night Out on Valentine's Day, Fnday,
Feb 14. The annual bachelor 1 bachelorette raffle
starts at 6:30p.m at the Cleveland Renaissance Hotel, hosted by Amy Hasten of WKYC-TV and larry
Morrow of WQA L·FM. Tickets are $40 or $45 at the
door, to bend it Saint Jude's Childr.::n's Hospital and
Cleveland junior Chamber of Commerce
Newsbriefs were comptlcd by Tom

O'Kononowrtz news editor
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NOMINATED AT A REQNT 5TUDENT UNON MEETING.
ALL JOHN CARROLL STUDENTS CAN VOTE IN THE ELECTIONS. VOTING TA[}LES WILL
DEN 1l-£ All\A.,M ON rvlcwAY, Fro. 10, AN) TWDAY, Fro. 11 fRClv1 9 A.M. TO 9 PM
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Hometown:
Rochester, NY
"Why are you running for an. office in
the Student Union?"
' I'm interested in
continu ing to increase
the diversification of
the Union so that it
serves its purpose as a
voice of the students."
"What do you
think is the Student
Union president's
main responsibility?" ._,~--=~-,....-,-'--~---J
'To oversee all of
the other positionsandcommitteeswithin t he Union.
Probably the most essentia l task of the presidem,
though, is to Listen to thestudents' needs and respond
accordingly."
"What one thing a bout john Carroll University
would you like to change most1"
"I would Like to change the perspective of what the
students perceive the Student Union to be. People
don't realize that you don't have to be an elected
official to attend the SU meetings and speak your
mind.'

s

e c

Hometown:
Massillon , OH
"Why are you
running for an office in the Student
Union?"
"I want to continue serving the
student body. l feel l
have the qualifications, dedication
and vision to serve
effecti vely as president."
"What do you
think is the Student
Union president's main responsibility?"
"To have a vision for the entire Student Union to
effectively represent all of the various interests of
the student body."
"What one thing about john Carroll University
would you like to change most?"
"I just want to ens ure that the social and educationa l needs of the student body are heard and acted
upon by the student government and the university."

e t a r

y

Hometown :
Pittsburgh, PA
"Why are you running for an office in

Hometown :
Pittsburgh, PA
"Why are you
running for an of-

the Student UJllon?"

fice in the Student

cause of mysin ·
cere desire co serve the
student body in this
capactiy. l have previous experience in the
Student Union, and l
would like to take my
involvement in the
Union to a higher
level.
l-Am.,...--y'"'K_e_rne-r,..,..ju_n..,..io_r_ _ _ _,
"What do you
think is the Student Union secretary's main responsibility?"
' To attend to public relations. Some of the
secretary's duties are producing the minutes of the
SU meetings, the SU newsletter and the Freshman
Record. Another important responsibility is planning Big Brother / Big Sister weekend."
"What one thing about john Carroll University
would you like to change most?"
"If I could change one thing at John Carroll, 1
would want to empower the students to take a more
active role m things that go on atjCU.

T r e a

s u r e r

Hometown :
Pittsford, NY
"Why arc you running £or an o££ice in
the Student Union?"
"I was involved in
highschool, and 1kind
of miss it. I have a lot
to bring to the Union.
not being a Senato r
before."
"What do you
think is the Student
Union treasurer's
main responsibility?"
"To balance Student Union activities to be able to provide proper
fundingforthings like Welcome Back Week. To make
sure there is responsible spending of student money."
"What one thing about john Carroll University
would you like to change most?"
"Financial! y, lthtn k there needs to be some changes
with the budget. The Student Umon needs to change
ItS budgeting and its way of going about things."

Union?"
"Nowlamanoncampussenatorand
also the chairperson
of the Special Events
Committee. I want
to do something
more.'
"What do you
'-M;:;-;ii~c;:;~~;;:;-;:;h---' think is the Student
Union secretary's
main responsibility?"
' We have our specific job requirements, but
everyone's maincommitment should be to motivate
the Student Union. ldon 't think it's something where
your commitment gets done with your duties. You
have to do other things and motivate others.'
"What one thing about john Carroll University
would you like to change most?"
"Lack of participation and enthusiasm of the
student body. It's hard . There's been so muchstu ff to
do. it's hard to get people to come. If they did, their
experienceatjohn Carroll would be so much better."

J

c h l. . e f
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Hometown:
Columbus, OH
"Why are you
running for an office
in the Student
Union?"
"I think it'sa measu re of someone's
character to be in
that position. I also
want to reform the
Student
Unio n
handbook and make
it user-friendly."
"What do you
think is the Student
Union chief justice's main responsibility?"
"To measure what the Student Union isdoingand
to make sure students' interests are kept in mind."
"What one thing about john Carroll University
would you like to change most?"
' I'd !tke to get more students involved, especially
in the Student Union. I think the Srude nt Union
should be a students' union.'
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International visitors Breakfast with the
come to Canoll
Tom O'Konowitz
visitor from Mexico, i the juarez
News Editor
Office Chief of the Chihuahua
Twelve international vtsttors Stat e Econom tc Development
wi 11 beat the Boler School of Bus i- Commission He founded the
ness Wednesday, Feb 12, from I Coparmex Commtssion for Young
p.m . to 3:30p.m.
Emrepreneurs whtch creates ties
The vi sitor:. are guest s of the be tween young business people
Un tted Sta res Information Agency and leading business executives
and the Cleveland Counc il on He is also m volved 111 urban reWorld Affairs, and they will dis· newal projects.
Angelo Salvacuss trad e policies.
- - - - - - - - - - - • dor Benedictos,
visitor from the
"The purpose
Phtlippines,lsthe
of the meeting The international
Assistant Divi at john Carroll
JCU are sion Chie f in the
ISfor the visnors visitors
department of
to learn about
trade and mdusbusiness ed uca- from Barbados,
try. He formution," said Chris
lates policies and
Lucas of rhe Bulgaria, Ghana,
implement s
Cleveland
guidelines for
Council
on India, Mexico,
World Affairs.
compliance to
Prof essors Philippines, Serbia, multilateral and
from the boler
regional trade
agreements
School will brief Singapore, South
Tanja jakobi,
the
visito rs
about regional Africa, Sri Lanka
visitor
from
Se rbia, is a joureconomicdevelopment, na- and Uzbekistan.
nalist for Nasa
tional economic - - - - - - - - - - - - Borba. She is an
economic comd evelopment.
trade issues in the media, the mentator covering economic ismanufacturing sector, theagric u!- sues for Serbia and Montenegro.
rural sector, academic programs, her articles have involved the deinvestment, small business and velopment of Serbia's free market
economy.
oth er topics.
Kevin Shum, visitor from
Lucas sa id that the visitors are
identified a:. "future leaders in Singapore, is the senior trade officer of the Singapore Trade Develtheir count ries."
The international visitors to opment Board. He promotes trade
JCU are from Barbados, Bulgaria, between Singapore and th e United
Ghana , India, Mexico, Philippines, States.
Serbia , Singapore, South Africa ,
Ekhsaan Ismail j awoodeen.
Sri Lanka and Uzbekistan .
vis itor from South Africa , is are-

to

of law at the University of West
Indies. Brown teaches courses in
international development and
econom ic law, i nterna tiona I organizations and Law of the Sea at
the University of West Indies.
Tatyana Veicheva Petrova is a
visitor from Bulgaria. She is the
director general for multilateral
trade policy at the Ministry of
Trade and Foreign Economic Cooperation. Petrova speaks Russian, English and French, and she
writes papers on trade policy in
business journals.
Kwesi lntsuah, visitor fr om
Ghana, is th e managing director
of Semaxa Limited. He is a regular columnist with the Ghanian
Chronicle, where hewriteson economic and trade matters.
Narayanan Ramakris.hnan,
visit or from India , is the ch ief of
the news bureau for Business Line.
In addi tion to covering business
and trade issues, he is also a radio
journalist.
j ose Mario Sanchez Soledad,

are small and medium-sized enterprises, industrial strategy and
competition policy.
Dewage Siripal a, visitor from
Sri Lanka, is the senior lecturer in
the department of Economics for
the University of Peradeniya.
HehastaughtcoursesinAmerican economy and public policy in
his nearly 20 years at the University of Peradeniya.
Ulugbek Erkinovich Olimov,
visitor from Uzbekistan, is a specialist in analysis and estimation,
economic relations at the American a nd Canada Dessk of the
Uzbekistan Ministry of Foreign
Economic Relation:..
The twelve international visitors will be briefed by Associate
DeanjamesOaleyand Dean Frank
Navratil of the Boler School and
professors fr om the departments
of econom ics, logisitcsa nd finance.
The visitors will also likely
meet withjCU students to discuss
business education and issues, according to Lucas.

. . . . . . at 14101 Cedar Rd.

~lNG

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

We have part time positions
available with flexible hours.
This week's special is: All JCU students and
faculty receive a 20 percent discount with I.D.

Parents came to JCU on Sunday to join their children for mass and breakfast on Sunday. Jessica
and Elizabeth Hlucky's parents experienced a Marriott meal first-hand.
--------------------------------~

You know you want to.

SO JUST DO IT!
Write News for the CN.
It'll mean a lifetime of
regret, I mean excitement.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1997
7-9P.M.

LSCCONFERENCEROOM
FOR STUDENTS OF ANY MAJOR INTERESTED
IN A CAREER IN BUSINESS

Here are just a few of the 50 employers coming
to discuss postions after graduation, co-ops,
internships and summer jobs:
I.T\ Stn·l l "·
\ld )ltll;tld .'\, ( II ..... LTIII"ifil''
\alillual ( it .' ( '~~"Jl ·
\• 111 ht·r ·ll (I hi• 1 l.i1 ,.

\nll'rictn <;rl'L"Iill~' l ·"rp.
\ndtT'l'll l " on,ultin~
IU' I )il
l ·Jc, dand l nmrh
( ·1,., dand l.umht·r:j;tt·h.,
( "lt'\l'iand \la~atinl'
l ·outinl'nlal \irlillt''
Fe dent! Re,en c Ban h. of ( "It'\ dam I

R\lltT lnt e::rall'd lo::i,tir'
"JI'II"hl haund
Tht· ( ;ap

l'e~

\\ E\\ S ( ·hannd 5

Corporation

l' t ·"~n·,-.il,· l "·

Come early to review a booklet of company descriptions and positions.
Profe ional attire. Bring resumes.

•,
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WITH THE CANDIDATES

I
T1-£

FOLLC:W'I G 5TUDEN'T 5 WILL RUN IN I'IEXT WEEK' 5 G£1\ERAL ELECTIONS fOR THE

'97 -'98
Students nominate for Beaudry Award
Seniors will have the opportunity to nominate
and vote for a classmate who has made significant
contributions to university life. Undergraduates.faculty, staff and administrators may nominate any
graduating senior, but only semorscan vote. Ballots
are available in the Campus Ministry Office or the
Dean of Students Office. Nominations will be accepted in Campus Ministry from Feb. 5-24.
The Beaudry Award IS g1ven at the May Commencement to the graduating senior who has strived
to accomplish dunng the four years atJCU the ideals
of jesuit education.
Freshmen travel to Flats
The freshman class w1ll be going to Club 1148
in the Flats tomorrow night, Friday, Feb. 7. A bus will
be leaving Belvoir at 9:30 and 10:30 p.m. to take freshman to the Flats. The cost for the evening is $4. Other
students are invited to attend, but will not be perm itted on the bus.
Dance tickets on sa le
Bids for Moonlight and Roses, the Valentine's
Dance, will continue to be sold in the Atrium until
alll85 bids are sold. The alcohol-free dance will take
place on Valentine's Day, Feb. l4,at the Mediterranean
Party Center. Murphy Hall is sponsoring the dance,
for which freshmen have the first chance to buy bids.
Volunteer opportunities in Florida
An informational meeting will be held
Wednesday; Feb.l2at 9 p.m. in the Murphy Room regarding a volunteer service trip to Immokolee, Florida.
The service activity is sc heduled over the Spring
Break of March 3-9, and volunteers will work in a
migrant farm community.
Organization hosts Chinese Auction
Greek organization Delta Delta Xi is sponsoring a Chinese Auction to be held on Sunday. March
16. This fundraiser will benefit the service organization as well as charity organizations such as the AIDS
f"~ tba iwo"Nid 'Wo!IMn's Shelter. ln a
Chmese A ucr ion. each arrcndcc purc hases tickers and
purs them in from of the prizes they would like w
win.
Delta Delta Xi is asking that local businesses
donate the prizes for the auction. Prizes can be gift
certificates or items from a store.
Winterfest coming up
Wimer fest is a series of competitions between
the residence halls sponsored by the Resident Hall
Assoctation. Winterfest. to be held from Feb. l0-12,
will give each member of the win ning team a $20gift
certifica te to Beachwood Mall. Monday is the Make a
Sundae Contest at 5 p m in the Cafeteria and the Basketball Shoot-Out at midntgh t in the Intramural
Gym. Tuesday is the Roommate Game at 7 p.m. in
the Wolf and Pot and the Balloon Toss at 9 p.m. in the
pool. Wednesday is tne Relay Race at 7 p.m. in rhe
LSC Conference Room.
Lunchtime Lyrics in the Atrium
Tomorrow, Friday, from ll a.m.-1 p.m. in the
Atrium, gui tarist Paul Skyland will perform Lunchtime Lyrics for students and faculty.
Student can ski at Boston Mills
Saturday is a trip to Boston Mi lis Ski Resort for
students. Interested students can inquire in the Student Life Office.
learn how to love
Warren Grossman will give students "Specific
Instructions on How to Love" Tuesday night at6 p.m.
in the Faculty Dining Room.
A h Wednesday Mass to be celebrated
Any mterested students can attend an Ash
Wednesday Mass in the St. Francis Chapel at 10:30
pm. on Wednesday
Meet Amy Hasten and Larry Morrow
The Cleveland Jaycees are host mg the Fourth
Annual Cupid's Night Out on Valentine's Day, Fnday,
Feb. 14 The annual bachelor I bachelorette raffle
starts at 6:30p.m. at the Cleveland Renaissance Hotel. hosted by Amy Hastenol WKYC-T and Larry
Morrow of WQAL-FM. Tickets are $40 or $45 at the
door, to benefit Saint jude's Childr.:n's Hospital and
Cleveland Junior Cha mber of Commerce.
Newsbriefs were complied by Tom
O'Kononowrtz, news editor.
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NOMINATED AT A RtaN'T 51UDENT UNON MEETING.
ALL JOHN CARROLL STUDENTS CAN VOTE IN THE ELECTIONS.
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Hometown:
Rochester, NY
"Why are you running for an office in
the Student Union?"
"I'm interested in
cominuingtoincrease
the diversification of
the Union so that it
serves its purpose as a
voice of the students."
"What do you
think is the Student
Union president's
main responsibility?" '--::-:--:-'--:='~-,.-,.._-~..........
"To oversee aII of
theother positionsandcommittees within the Union.
Probably the most essential task of the president,
though, is to listen to the students' needs and respond
accordingly."
"What one thing about John Carroll University
would you Uke to change most?"
"I would like toch ange the perspective of what the
students perceive the Student Union to be. People
don 't rea lize that you don 't have to be an elected
official to attend the SU meetings and speak your
min d."

s

VOTING TABLES WILL

f10.1

9

AM TO

9

P.M.

d e n t
Hometown:
Massillon, OH
"Why are you
running for an off ice in the Student
Union?"
"I want to continu e servin g the
student body. Ifeel I
have the qualification s, dedica tion
and vision to serve
effectively as president"
"What do you
think is the Student
Union president's main responsibility?"
"To have a vision fo r th e entire Student Unio n to
effectively represent all of the various interests of
the student body."
"What one thing about john Carroll University
would you like to change most?"
"I just wan t to ensure that the social and ed ucationa l needs of the student body are heard and acted
upon by the student government and th e university."

e c r e t a

y

Hometown :
Hometown :
Pittsburgh, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
"Why are you run"Why are you
ning for an office in
running for an office ln the Student
the Student UJU,on'l"
causeoFmysinUnion?"
"Now I am anonceredcsire wserve the
campus senator and
student body in this
capactiy. I have previalso the chairperson
of the Special Events
ous experience in the
Student Union, and I
Comm ittee. I want
to do something
would like to take my
involvement in the
more.'
Union to a higher
"What do you
level.
'-Am:--y---:-:K_e_m_e-r,-=-ju_n..,..io_r___ _, '-M:-:-egh--=-a-n-=----s-o-ph-=----' think is the Student
"What do you
Union secretary's
think is the Student Union secretary's main responsi- main responsibility?"
"We have our specific job requirements, but
bility?"
"To atte nd to public relations. Some of the everyone's main commitmentshould be to motivate
secretary's dut ies are producing the minutes of the the Student Union. !don't think it'ssomething where
SU meetings, the SU newsletter and the Freshman your commitment gets done with your duties. You
Record. Another important responsibility is plan- have to do other things and motivate others.'
ning Big Brother / Big Sister weekend"
"What one thing about john Carroll University
"What one thing about john Carroll University would you like to change most?"
would you like to change most?"
"Lack of participation and enthusiasm of the
"If I could change one thing at John Carroll, I studentbody. lt 's hard. There'sbeensomuchstuffto
would want 10 empower the students to take a more do. It's hard to get people to come. lf they did, their
experienceatJohn Carroll would be so much better."
active role in things that go on atJCU.

T

r e a s u r e r

Hometown:
Pittsford, NY
"Why are you running for an office in
the Student Union 1"
"I was involved in
high school,and I kind
of miss It. 1have a lot
to bring to the Union,
not being a Senator
before."
"What do you
think is the Student
Union treasurer's
main responsibility?"
"To balance Student Union activities to be able to provide proper
fun ding forthi ngs like Welcome Back Week. To make
sure there is responsible spending of student money."
"What one thing about John Carroll University
would you like to change most?"
"Ftnancially, l think there needs to besomechanges
with the budget. The Student Union needs to cha nge
ns budgeti ng and its way of going about things."

c h

J u s t

.
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Hometown:
Columbus, OH
"Why are you
runningforanoffice
in the Student
Union?"
"I think it's a measu re of someone 's
charac ter to be in
that position. I also
want to refor m the
Student
Union
handbook and make
it user-£ riend ly."
"What do you
think is the Student
Union chief justice's main responsibility?"
"To measu re what the Student Union isdoi ngand
to make sure students' interests are kept in mind ."
"What one thing about John Carroll University
would you like to change most?"
"I'd like to get more students involvcd,especially
in the Student Union. l think the Student Un ion
should be a students' union."
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International visitors Breakfast with the
come to Canoll
Tom O'Konowltz

visitor from Mexico, i the juarez
Office Chief of the Chihuahua
Twelve imernational vtsitors State Econom ic Development
will beat the Boler School of Busi- Commtssion He founded the
ness Wednesday, Feb 12, from 1 Coparmex Commission for Young
p.m.to330 p.m.
Emrepreneu rs whtch creates ues
The visitors are guests of the between young busines people
Unned States Information Agency and leading business executives
and the Clevela nd Council on He is aI so involved m urban reWorld Affairs, and they will dis- newal projects.
Angelo Salvacuss trade policies.
- - - - - - - - - - - · dor Benedictos,
visitor from the
"The purpose
Philippines,tsthe
of 1he meeting The international
Assistant Diviat john Carroll
JCU are sion Chief in the
tsforthe vi iwrs visitors
department of
to learn about
trade and mdusbusiness ed uca- from Barbados,
try. He formution," said Chris
lates policies and
Lucas of the Bulgaria, Ghana,
implements
Cleveland
guidelin es for
Co un ci l
on India, Mexico,
compliance to
World Affa irs.
Professors Philippines, Serbia, multi lateral and
from th e l:ioler
regio nal tr ade
School will brief Singapore, South
agreements
TanJa jakobi ,
the
visitors
visitor
from
about regional Africa, Sri Lanka
Serbia, is a joureconomi cdevelnalist for Nasa
opment, na- and Uzbekistan.
tionaleconomic - - - - - - - -----Borba. She is an
economic comdevelopment,
trade issues in the media , the mentator covering economic ismanufacturing sector, the agricu 1- sues for Serbia and Montenegro.
tural sector, academic programs, her articles have involved the deinvestment , small business and velopment of Serbia's free market
economy.
ot her topics.
Kev in Shum, visitor from
Lucas said that the visitors are
idemified as "future leaders in Singapore, is the senior trade office rof the Singapore Trade Develtheir countries."
The international visitors to opment Board. He promotes trade
j CU are from Barbados, Bulgaria, between Singapore and the United
Ghana, India,Mexico,Philippines, States.
Serbia, Singapore, South Africa ,
Ek hsaan Ismail Jawoodee n,
visitor fro m South Afnca, is areSri La nka and Uzbekista n.
News Ed1tor

to

of law at the University of West
Indies. Brown teaches courses in
international development and
economic law,international organizati ons and Law of the Sea at
the Universi ty of West Ind ies.
Tatyana Velcheva Petrova is a
visitor fro m Bulgaria. She is the
director general for multilateral
trade policy at the Ministry of
Trade and Foreign Economic Cooperation. Petrova speaks Russia n, English and French, and she
writes papers on trade policy in
business journals.
Kwesi Im suah , visitor from
Ghana, is the managing director
of Semaxa Limited. He is a regu lar columnist with the Ghanian
Chron ide,where he writes oneconomic and trade matters.
Narayanan Ramakrishnan ,
visitor from India, is the chief of
the news bureau for Busi 11essLine.
In addi tion to covering business
and trade issues, he is also a radio
journali st.
Jose Mario Sanchez Soledad,

are small and med ium-sized enterprises, industrial strategy and
compe ti tion policy.
Dewage Siripala, visi tor from
Sri Lanka, is th e senior lecturer in
the department of Economics for
the University of Peradeniya.
He has taught courses in American economy and public policy in
his nearly 20 years at the University of Peradeniya.
Ulugbek Erki novich Olimov,
visitor from Uzbekistan, is a specialist in analysis and estimation,
economic relations at the American and Canada Dessk of the
Uzbekistan Ministry of Foreign
Economic Relations.
The twelve international visitors will be briefed by Associate
Dean j ames Daley and Dean Frank
Navratil of the Boler School and
professors from the departments
of economics,logisitcsand finance .
The visitors will also likely
meet withJCU students to discuss
business education and issues, according to Lucas.

~

eURGE.J at 14101 Cedar Rd.

KING

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

We have part time positions
available with flexible hours.
This week's special is: All JCU students and
faculty receive a 20 percent discount with LD.

Parents came to JCU on Sunday to join their children for mass and breakfast on Sunday. Jessica
and Elizabeth Hlucky's parents experienced a Marriott meal first-hand.
----------------~

You know you want to.

SO JUST DO IT!
Write News for the CN.
It'll mean a lifetime of
regret, I mean excitement.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1997
7-9P.M.
LSC CONFERENCE ROOM
FOR STUDENTS OF ANY MAJOR INTERESTED
IN A CAREER IN BUSINESS

Here are just a few of the 50 employers coming
to discuss postions after graduation, co-ops,
internships and summer jobs:
\nll'rkan (;rl"L"Iilll.!' l o1·p.
\ndt"l""l'll l uu.,.,ltilll.!
Bl' ( >il
l"ll·' dand ( nmt·h
t "In t-land J.umhL"r:j;rcJ.,,
l "k' dand \lal.!;llim·
( ·untim·ntal \irlim·,
h·dl·ral RL"st·n l' Banh.uf ( k\ datHI

""~ Curpon1tiun

LT\ Stl"d (II.
\ld )onald .'\ l o. ">~nH·itin
"\ational ( ih ( owp.

"\ortlu·m ( >hio Lh l'
Progrt.'''i' t.' ( ·...
R\dl"!" lnlt'i.!l":!ll"d l.o:.:i,lit·,
Spor·h( hanul"l

Tht· ( ;ap
\\ E\\ S ( hannl"i:.

Come early to review a booklet of company descriptions and positions.
Professional attire. Bring resumes.
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America Online forced to refund millions to customers
Mea an Lynch
Staff Reporter
Amenca Online Inc .. the
nation 's lar!f.CSt online service,
agreed last Wednesday,jan 29, to
give million~ of dollars worth of
creditS anri refunds to customers
unable to access the service
America On h ne's recent problems began when it offered customers unlimited usage for $19.95
a month late last year. The company 1s offenng refunds for December and january when many
customers had rrouble loggmgon.
Thecompany made the refund
announcement in response to
threats of lawsuns by dozens of
states and numerous complaints
from customers.
IllinOIS Auorney Genera l
james Ryan led the efforts of 36
stare attorneys general to hold
America Online accountable for
the online service difficulties
Ryan expressed rhe views of many
customers when he told the me
dia that,"Youcan'toffcrsomething
ro a subscriber and then not be
able to deliver."
The agreemem includes full
refunds for cusr.omers nar ion wide
who used the service lesst hantwo
hours in December and January.
A 50 percent refund is offered to
those who used rhe serv1ce e1ght
to fifteen hours Customers can
a !so opt for one momh off ree ser-

vice 1f they prefer.
sponsibility for these problems, yet know how many customers
Addi uonall y. the agreement re- but the reason we have these prob- will take advamageof the refund.
quires America Online to reduce lemsisthat thedemand issogreat." Most analysts doubt that the total
its advertismg in February in an
This great demand has angered cost to the company wi II be more
attempt 1oholdthenumberof cus- so many customers that many of that 25 million dollars.
tomers at eight million. America
Online will also advertise that its
A DIJCONNE<TED MODEMI
network might not always be acAmerica
Online has agreed to refund customer~
cessible. hire 600 more customer
for Internet jam, the details ...
service representatives, and make
It easier to cancel subscriptions.
TIME UJED
REFUND
America Onlme also announced plans to spend $350m ilLess than 2 hours in either S19.95 a month
lton between now and june to upmonth
grade its network. Plans include
buying new modems, building a
More than 2 hours but less 50% of bill
new data center to house comthan
8 hours
putereqmpmentandaddingmore
More than 8 hours but Jess 25% of bill
customer-support representatives. AmericaOnlinerepresemathan 15 hours
tives have told the media that they
More t han 15 hours
None
eKpect the problems in getting
R&hxld$ con b8 reques1&d ttv()UQh o
ottOfney generoh otfk:e Of lrom
online to decrease as the new
AmercaONne ut 1-8C0-827~ To request o n)()"''th'~hee service~ leu of
payment, c!Afomers conwrlle to .A.fneflco Onihe. eo,. 5\l.Ogden. Utah.
equipment is installed.
3440HI51 1. roccncelaervtce . c~omer$ con UJI'ld o fox to l-801-o22·7Qf:ROI
wrl'le to AmercoOnlne.Box lt:JXJ. 0Qden. Ut0h34«ll
souau: AtSO<IATED PREll
Gaining access to America
Online during prime-time hours,
A group of disgrun tled
whtch are basically the same as them are turning to other services.
telev ision's busiest evening hours, Competitors such as Microsoft Amer ica Online subscribers m
has been difficult since the intro- Network, Compuse rve, Prodigy LorainCountyfiled a lawsuit prior
and AT&T World net have all re- to the announcement made by the
duction of the flat -rate service.
The com pany told the media ported unusually high rates of company beca use of the consisthat it had added some modems in new subscribers.
tent problems gaining internet
the Cleveland area. and it also
The financial impact on access.
Robert D. Gary, a Lorain attorboosted its user capacity in Akron America Online remains uncerrecently.
tain because customers must re- ney, filed the class-action lawsuit
Stephen M.Case, the chairman quest a refund through a state at- aga instAmericaOnline. Gary told
of America Online told the media torney genera l's office or America the media that, "This is a volun1hat, "We accept 100 percent re- Online. The company does not tary compliance program. Any~tate

one who chooses to participate in
the program would be recovermg
theirdamagesunderthe program.·
The program allows for subscribers to JOin the class-action
lawsuit rather than obtam a refund through America Online.
The New York Times reponed
that currently only about 15 million American households, or 15
percent, are connected to any online service or Internet access supplier. That number is expected to
rise to43 million by the year 2000,
asestimated by the Yankee Group,
a research firm in Boston.
Greg Wester. an analyst for the
Yan keeGroup told the media that,
"For them, [Amenca Online]. the
game is not to win and be loved
today, but to survive and be dominant in the year 2000 when 43
million households are in
cyberspace."
Case, America Online's chairman, also said he has no regrets
about changing to the $19.95 flatrate, which was obviously aninitia l attempt to attract new subscribers.
"When the dust settles," Case
said, "I believe America Online
will berecognizedasaservicethat
ca n handle millionsof people and
that millions of people want to
use. And pricing for unlimi ted
use is part of reaching a main stream audience"

Govemors express concems with cutbacks for immigrants
Janet Hook
() Los Angeles Times
U. governors,

meeti ng in
Washington on Saturday, expressed btpani.san concern about
cu t a . 1
or
1n1grantsundcr la5t year's welfare
reform legislatiOn, but Republicans Jtnmed••"dy began backing

away from efforts to push Congress hard to change the law.
GOPgovernorspa rti cipating in
a four-day meeting of the National
Governors' Association passed a
ut1 n a tr ayop singany
r
major changes in the welfare reform law. But with some of their
own members fearing the finan-

cial burden their states will face,
the resolunon by the Republican
Governors' Association also calls
on Congress to make "technical
corrections" to ease the impact of
e aw on some categories of ega! immigrants
Democratic governors. and
some Republican dissenters, want

Nominations for Beaudry .lwa:rd
John Carroll University is seeking nominations for
the Beaudry Award, given to a graduating senior
who has been voted by the senior class as most deserving of this honor. The award is presented at
Commencement exercises in May.
The Beaudry Award recognizes outstanding setvice
in the following areas: leadership, academic achievement, service to the University and/or civic community, and Christian Life.
All students, Faculty and Staff may nominate.
Forms are available in the offices of Campus Ministry, Student Union and the Dean of Shtdents. Completed forms must be sent to the office of Campus
Minisby by March 1st. Criteria for nominations are
on the forms.
The Beaudry Award is the only student award at
Graduation.

to do more. They are supporting a
proposal before the governors' association calling on Congress to
restore cash benefits and food
stamps for certain elder! y and disa e immigrants w oen tered the
countr y legally before the welfare
law was enacted in Augus t 1996.
Some Republican governors
from states with large imm igrant
populations have pressed to restore immigrant benefits. But their
appeals have met with stiff opposition from Republican leaders in
Congress who think that any effort to change the welfare law
would risk unraveling last year's
carefully crafted compromise on
the controversial legislat ion.
Although GOP governors as a
group voiced opposition to reopening the welfare law, they left
open the possibilit y that they
would su pport propos als from
President Clinton to restore benefits for immigrants when he unveils his budget today.
"We'll have towaita nd see what
is in his budge t," said Michigan
Gov. john Engler, a Republican.
"This isn't something we need to
take the lead on."
The maneuvering among the
governors has broad political significance. During the past two
years, the GOP-dominated governors' association has been a pivotal ally of Republican leaders on
Capitol Hill as Congress has tried
to revamp federal welfare and
other social programs togivemore
power and responsibility to the
states.
The group weighed in on last
year's welfare debate with a bipartisan proposal of its own. Republican governors in particular were
intimately involved incraf tingthe
final version of the measure.
The landmark l996 welfare legislauon gives states vast new
power to run their own welfare
programs, imposes new time limitsand work requirementson welfare benefits. and cuts off benefits
for legal immigrants. When he

signed the bill, Clinton said he
would fight th1s yea r to restore
benefits for legal immigrants. The
budget he submits to Congress
today is expected to include such
pr posals.
The law bans legal immigrants
from receiving food stamps or
Supplement al Security In come,
which provides cash assistance to
the elderly, blind and disabled.
Thosecutsaccounted for about 40
percent of the savings mad e in the
new welfare law.
With the cutoff scheduled to
take full effect Aug. 22, some governors have become increasingly
worr ied about increased costs to
their states once legal immigrants
lose their federa l assistance.
'The bottom line is that it always gets back to money," said
Ohio Gov. George Voinovich, a
Republican. 'I think th at some of
the guys, once they got home and
rea li zed some of the implications
of some of this,found it was going
to cost some money."
Last week, New York Gov.
George Pataki and some of his fellow Republican governors held a
news conference ca lling for
changes to ease those reductions.
They got a chilly reception on
Capitol Hill, where GOP leaders
have insisted that the law be allowed to work for at least one year
before they reopen the thorny issues they struggled for two years
to resolve.
At Saturday's opening session.
Republican governors seemed eager to patch up their differences
wlth Congress.
Democratic governors, meanwhile, announced their support
for a proposal calling on Congress
to restore foods ta mps and SSI benefits for refugees and immigran ts
who were in the United States
when the wel fa re measure was
signed in August 1996. The proposal also aims to help those who
are so disabled that theyarephysicall yor mentally incapable of applying for citizenship.
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Chechnya edges toward independence
Shane Subler
Kremlin still considers Chechnya
Staff ReiJOrter
a part of the Russian fede rat ion.
According w observers. the
ln a symbol of celebration of
their victory over Russia , more elections were co nduc ted fairly
than hal[ a million Cheche ns and were free of any large-scale
flocked to the polls last week ro corruption. Monitors representing
elect a new prestdent and parlia- the Organization for Secu rity and
ment. By a vote of 64.5 percent to Cooperation in Europe(OSCE),an
22.7%,Aslan Maskhadov,themod- organization developed during the
erate comma nd er of Chechnya's Bosnian war, were located at pollstations
throughout
military,defeated his closest chal- ing
lenger, Shamil Basayev, a promi- Chechnya. Ln ordenoassuageany
nent terrorist figure in th e recent fears the observers may have had
war with Rttosia.
in light of the December murder
The elect ions are seen as a first of six Red Cross officials by terstep on the road to mdependence roristsataChechen hospita !,each
for C: hech nya from Russia follow- observer was given 2 armed body
ing
a
b l oody
two - year
wa r be- Although Chechens view the
tween th e
tWO.

A

elections as the initiation of

cease-[ ire
independence, the Kremlin still
organized
las t Au gust be- considers Chechnya a part of
t w e e n
Maskhadov
the Russian Federation.
and former
R u ssian
Secur ity
Counci l Leader guards and an armored convoy to
AleKander Lebed brought an end the poll ing stat ion. Vakha
to the war, which has left thou- Gaisrimov. the chairman of the
sands of Chec hens dead and the Chechen Electoral Commission,
country's economic and political stated, "We want to show the enstructure in shambles. Although tire world in what direction our
Chechens view the elections as the republic is headed by conducting
initiati on of independence, the our elections in the most demo-

cratic way."
Russian officials appeared
pleased by the election of
Maskadov. who is considered a
leader willing to negotiate with
Moscow. A spokesman for Russian
President Boris Yeltsin voiced optimism that "The negotiating process between the fed eral center
and the newly elected government
(of Chechnya) will conti nue."
However, Maskhadov made it clear
that he will not budgetoanyRussian compromises on Chechnya's
independence. "Chechnya is already an independent country.
What is important for us now1sto
achieve international recognition.
Moscow,'
including from
Maskhadov sa id.
A fragile peace now exists in
Chech nya. For now, Chechen
hopes are that the Kremlin will
still consider Chechnya a pa rt of
the Russian Federation, but do
littl e to exhon Chec hnya to accept the Kremlin's policy. In coming months and years, however.
the iss ue will have to be resolved.
Thefateof the entire Russianstate
may hang in the balance. According to analysts, if Russia allows
Chechnya to become an independent nation, other states within
Russia will be likely to manifest
their own desires for independence, with the Chechen issue
serving as a precursor to the f uture of Russia.

Subpoenas target contribution records
Joe Wholley

lobbying firm that represents in
fluential japanese and South Ko-

Huang, who has held various
positions at the DNC for the

is currently a consultant to the
firm .
Berry told the media on Monday that he had not raised contributions from any foreign corporations or individuals while at
Global. He said that theonlyfundraisershewasinvolved in included
two Clinton -Gore re-election
events, a june 1995 luncheon at
the Excelsior Hotel in Little Rock
and a Washington event where
$100,000 was collected. He went
on to tell the media that none of
these fund-raisers obtained
money from foreigne rs or foreign
corporations.
Berry's ties to the LippoGroup,
one of the companies on the list of
questionablecontributors,arealso
being investigated by the justice
Department.
Lippo, an Indonesian financia! and real estate conglomerate,
is at the center of questions conThe documents requested
cerning the
Democratic
include checks, statements,
Party's fu ndraising acreceipts and all other
t i viti e s.
Sincefederal
documents related to the
laws bar foreign corpodate and amount of money
rations and
most foreign
donated to the DNC.
c it ize ns
from rna king contricommineeand Democraticoffice- butions to U.S. campaigns and to
hold ers. The documents requested ca ndidates, neither Lippo nor its
incl ude checks, statements, re- eKecutives are eligible tomakedocei pt s and all other docum ents nations.
related to the date and amount of
Despite its illegality, numerous
money donated to the DNC
donations from Lippo executives
According to the DNC docu- were obtained by former DNC
ment . the grand jury subpoena fund-raiser john Huang, who was
also covers fu nd-ra •smg acti vnies once a high ranking executive for
by Global USA Inc., a Washington the conglomerate.

the campaign money was obtai ned from individuals associated with Lippo Group.
One-third of the donations obtai ned by Huang were returned
last fall after questions of their
legality were raised.
Due to Huang'squestionableactions, the subpoena also requires
theDNCtoprovidedocumentson
Huang's fund-raising activities. It
also asks for the DNC to produce
Huang's employment and travel
records, including overseas trips,
his expense files and records on
all don ations.
Some congressional Republicans have also suggested that
Lippo, which watches U.S. trade
policy closely, may have benefited
improperlyfromHuang'sposition
at the Commerce Department.
Due to th is situation, the grand
jury has ordered the DNC to produce any records it had on Lippo
and its affiliates and officials.
The grand jury has also issued
subpoenas to the White House and
to Clinton's Whitewater legal defense fund .
In an effort to keep important
financial information from being
tampered with, DNC employees
were instructedonMondaymorning to make a thorough search of
their files. They were warned 'to
take care to ensure that no documents are destroyted, discarded,
misplaced or altered in any way,'
according to the DNC general
counsel.
The justice Department and
grand jury are not the White
House's only worry. Republicans
in both the House and Senate have
begun preparing th eirown inquiries. Senate Republicans are seeking$6.5million toconducta broad
investigation of campaign finance
violations.

Asst . Int. News & Business Editor
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Task forc.e tackles appaR:l industry sweatshops
For the past six momhs, a White House task force has been
engaged in the monumentous effort to elimmate apparel industry sweatshops. The task force , which includes busmess
giants such as Nike and Liz Claiborne, unions, consumer groups
and talk show host Kathie Lee Gifford, 1s expected to present a
f ulllistof recommendations to the White House in February or
early March regarding the creanon of an independent workplace monitoring system and international standards to address the problems of chi ld labor and harassment.

Economy growth may be misleading
The U.S. Comme rce Department announced last rrtdaythat
the economy grew at a rather large, 4.7 percent annual rate in
the fourth quarter, yet analysts cautioned that the big expansion was boosted by a big batch of atrplane exports and other
one-time factors, and such htgh-paced growth is unlikely to
continue into this year. A source at an economic analysis
company said that 'It's a b•g number, but... it doesn't mean as
much as iL would first appear.'

Peru, Japan leaders vow to push for talks with rebels
Last Saturday, Peruvian and Japanese leaders pledged to
push for talks with rebels holding hostages tn the Japanese
ambassador's residence in Lima. The leaders insisted. however,
that Peru will not free imprisoned terrorists in eKchange for the
release of the captives. The leaders' words offered little hope
that Japan and Peru have devtsed a strategy to resolve the
standoff, which began Dec 17. The JOint refusal to constder
releasing more than 300 terronsts brought a fast response from
the rebels holding the 72 hostages, who said, 'Once and for all
we will not back down.'

Pesident, Simpson share national spotlight
Tuesday mght, as President Clinton began his State of the
Umon address, the major news networks found themselves m
the position of choosing betweencovenng the president's speech
and the anticipated verdict ln the OJ. Simpson civil trial.
Sim

'J~~~~~----~~~--~--~--ww-.~as vice president
and he for Clinton's re-election M

and
eral grand jury in Washington issued subpoenas for
records from the Democratic ation a! Co mmittee last Monday.
The records were requested as part
of a wide-ranging investigation
into possibly illegal for eign campaign cont ributions to the Democra tic party.
The grand jury, which is being
directed by justice Department
law yers, required the DNC to provide conmbution records related
to 29 individuals and 11 corporations. The individuals include
bothPresidentClinton'soldfriend
and occasional golfing partner,
lobbyist Paul Berry of Little Rock
and former DNC fund -raiser john
Huang.
Accordi ng to a memo prepared
by DNC general counsel joseph
Sandler, the DNC was directed to
turn over all documents conce rning Berry's fund -raising for the

(

was found Hable o n a\l count~. wl11<·h

"'l I<HI<·d h~bi\

-~·=-~~

uu.•un ... n.

The jurors, nine of whom were white, voted unanimously on each of the eight questions of liability. Meanwhile,
analysts, who agree that the ::,rate of the Umon audress IS
supposed to bean annual boost for the president's pubhc image,
fear that the high lights of his address will be overshadowed by
the verdict, even though the verdict was not announced until
after Clinton finished.

World Briefs were compiled by Kristen Schneidlcr,Int.News
& Business Editor. with the atd of wire sources.

Oinical Psychologist
Dr. Warren Grossman
presents

"I!PECIFIC
~IRECTIONS

ON
IIJOW TO (lOVE"

Tuesday, Feb. 11 at 6 p.m.
Faculty Dining Room

sponsoring by Office of Student Activities
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America Online forced to refund millions to customers
Meagan Lynch _
Staff Reporte_r_
----Amenca Online Inc., the
nation's lai!!,CSt online serv1ce,
agreed last Wedncsday,jan 29, to
give million~ of dollars wonh of
credits ancl refunds to customers
unable to access the service.
Ame rica Online's recent problems began when it offered cus
tamers unlirnued usage for$l995
a month late last year The company 1s offenng refunds for December and january when many
customers had trouble loggmgon.
The company made the refund
announcement m response to
threats of lawsuits by dozens of
states and numerous complaints
from customers.
Illinois Attorney General
james Ryan led the efforts of 36
state attorneys general to hold
America Online accountable for
the online service difficulties
Ryan expressed 1heviewsof many
customers when he told the media that, "You can'toffer something
to a subscnber and then not be
able to deliver."
The agreement includes full
refunds for customers nationwide
who used the service less than two
hours m December and january.
A 50 percent refund is offered to
those who used the service etght
to fifteen hours. Customers can
also opt for one momh of free ser-

vice if they prefer.
Additionally. the agreement requires America Online to reduce
its advertising in February in an
auempt to hold the numberof cuswmersat etght million. America
Online will also advertise that its
network mtght not always be accessible, htre 600 more customer
service representatives, and make
H easier to cancel subscriptions.
America Onltne also announced plans to spend $350m illion between now and June to upgrade Hs network. Plans include
buying new modems, bUtldtng a
new data center to house computerequipment and adding more
customer-support representatives. AmencaOn line representatives have rold the media that they
expect the problems in getting
online to decrease as the new
equipment is installed.
Gaining access to America
Online during prime-ume hours,
which are basically the same as
televiswn's busiest evening hours,
has been difficult smce the int roduct ion of the rlat -rate service.
The company told the media
that It had added some modems in
the Cleveland area , and it also
boosted its user capacity in Akron
recently.
Stephen M. Case, the chan man
of America Online told the media
that, "We accept 100 percent re-

sponsibility for these problems,
but the reason we have these problems is that thedemand 1ssogreat"
Thisgreatdemand has angered
so many custOmers that many of

yet know how many customers
will take advantage of the refund.
Most analysts doubt that the total
costtothecompanywill bemore
that 25 million dollars.

A DISCONNECTED MODEMI
America Online has agreed to refund customers
for internet jam, the deta;/s . ..

TIME USED

REFUND

Less than 2 hours in either
month
More than 2 hours but less
than 8 hours
More than 8 hours but less
than 15 hours
More than 15 hours

S19.95 a month
50% of bill
25% of bill
None

Ae~ con

be r~uested lhrOUQh o state ot10fney g enero1'1 olfice ()(hom
Ametk:a 0n1ne at 1-a:o-a27.Q364_ 1oreQUeP o month's free servce in leu of

payment, CIAtOI'T'IefJ.COn Wfl& IO Ameflco Qrihe, Bo)' $11. C)gcW1, Uloh,
84402.()511. TocO"ICel~.eMce. cUS1omerscon ~a fox to 1-801-622-7Qo9or
'Nrlte toAmeriCOOrlne . Box ltO:l,Ogden.Utor\SA4:ll

them are turning to other services.
Competitors such as Microsoft
Network, Compuserve, Prodigy
and AT&T World net have all reponed unusually high rates of
new subscribers.
The financial impact on
America Online remains uncertain because customers must request a refund through a state attorney general'soffice or America
Online. The company does not

IOURUi: ASJO<tATID PRill

A group of disgruntled
America Online subscribers in
LorainCountyfiled a lawsuit prior
totheannounce ment made by the
company because of the consistent problems gaining internet
access.
Robert D. Gary, a Lorain attorney, filed the class-action lawsuit
against Ame rica On) me. Gary told
the media that, "This is a voluntary compltance program. Any-

one who chooses to partictpate in
the program would be recovering
their damages underthe program."
The program allows for subscnbers to join the class-action
lawsuit rather than obtain a refund through Amenca Onltne.
The New York Times reponed
that currently only about 15 million American households, or 15
percent, are connected to any online service or Internet access supplier. That number IS expected to
rise to43 million by the year 2000,
as estimated by the Yankee Group,
a research firm in Boston.
Greg Wester, an analyst for the
Yankee Group told the med1a that,
"For them, lAme rica On line], the
game is not to win and be loved
today, but to survive and be dominant in the year 2000 when 43
million households are in
cyberspace."
Case, America Online's chairman, also said he has no regrets
about changing to the $19.95 flatrate, which was obviously aninittal attempt to attract new subscribers.
"When the dust settles," Case
said, "[ believe America Online
will berecognizedasaservicethat
can handle millionsof people and
that millions of people want to
use. And pricing for unlimited
use is part of reaching a mainstream audtence."

Govemors express concems with cutbacks for immigrants
Janet Hook
10 Los Angeles T1mes

U.S gave rnors, meeting in
Wash1ngron on Saturday, expressed btpanisan concern about
t a s
r
m1grants under last year 's welfare
reform lcg1slatton , but Rcpubh
cans immedi;tcdy began backing

away from efforts to push Congress hard to change the law.
GOP governors partici paring in
a four-day meeting of the Nationa 1
Governors' Association passed a
r
uti n _a ur ayop s ngany
major c ha nges in the welfare reform law. But with some of their
own members fearing the finan-

cial burden their states will face,
the resolution by the Republican
Governors' Association also calls
on Congress to make "tech nical
corrections• to ease the impact of
e aw on orne cate cries o egal1mm1grants.
Democratic governors, and
some Republican dissenters, wan t

Nominations for Beaudry Award
John Carroll University is seeking nominations for
the Beaudry Award, given to a graduating senior
who has been voted by the senior class as most deseiVing of this honor. The award is presented at
Commencement exercises in May.
The Beaudry Award recognizes outstanding setvice
in the following areas: leadership, academic achievement, service to the University and/or civic community, and Christian Life.
All students, Faculty and Staff may nominate.
Forms are available in the offices of Campus Minisby, Student Union and the Dean of Students. Completed forms must be sent to the office of Campus
Ministry by March 1st Criteria for nominations are
on the forms.
The Beaudry Award is the only student award at
Graduation.

to do more. They are supporting a
proposal before the governors' association calling on Congress to
restore cash benefits and food
stamps for certa1 nelderl y and disa e immigrantswhoenteredthe
country legally be fore the welfare
law was enacted in August 1996.
Some Republica n governors
from states with large immigrant
popu lations have pressed to restore immigrant benefits. But their
appeals have met with stiff opposition from Republican leaders in
Congress who think that any effort to change the welfare law
would risk unraveling last year's
carefully crafted compromise on
the controversial legislation
Although GOP governors as a
group voiced opposition to reopening the welfare law, they left
open the possibtlity that they
would support proposals from
President Clinton to restore benefits for immigrants when he unveils his budget today.
"We'll have to wait and see what
is in his budget," said Michigan
Gov. john Engler, a Republican.
"This isn't something we need to
take the lead on."
The maneuvenng among the
governors has broad political significance. During the past two
years, the GOP-dam ina ted governors' associat ion has been a pivotal ally of Republican leaders on
Capitol Hill as Congress has tried
to revamp federal welfare and
other social programs to give more
power and responsibility to the
states.
The group weighed in on last
year's welfare debate with a bipartisan proposal of its own. Republican governors m particu lar were
intimately involved in craf ring the
final version of the measure.
The landmark l996welfare legislation gives states vast new
power to run their own welfare
programs, imposes new nme lim Its and work requirements on welfare benefits, and cuts off benefits
for legal immigrants. When he

signed the bill, Clinton said he
would fight this year to restore
benefits for legal immigrants. The
budget he submits to Congress
today is expected to include such
proposals.
The law bans legal immigrants
from receiving food stamps or
Supplemental Security lncome,
which provides cash assistance to
the elderly, blind and disabled.
Thosecutsaccounted for about 40
percent of the savings made in the
new welfare law.
With the cutoff scheduled to
take fu II effect Aug. 22, some governors have become increasingly
worried about increased costs to
their statesonce legal immigrants
lose their federa l assistance.
"The bottom line is that it always gets back to money," said
Ohio Gov. George Voinovich, a
Republican. "I think that some of
the guys, once they got home and
realized some of the 1mplications
of some of th is, found it was going
tO cost some money."
Last week, New York Gov.
George Pataki and some of his fel low Republican governors held a
news conference calling for
changes to ease those reductions.
They got a chilly reception on
Capitol Hill , where GOP leaders
have insisted that the law be allowed to work for at least one year
before they reopen the thorny issues they struggled for two years
to resolve.
At Saturday's opening session,
Repubhcan governors seemed eager to patch up their differences
with Congress.
Democratic governors, meanwhile, announced their support
for a proposal calling on Congress
to restore food stampsandSSI benefits for refugees and immigrants
who were in the United States
when the welfare measure was
signed in August 1996. The proposal also aims to help those who
are so disabled that they are physically or mentally incapable of applying for citizenship.
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Chechnya edges toward independence
Shane Sub! er
Staff Reporter
In a symbol of celebration of
their victory over Russia, more
than half a million Chechens
flocked to the polls last week to
elect a new president and parliament. By a vote of 64.5 percent to
22.7%,Aslan Maskhadov, the moderate commander of Chechnya's
military,defeated his closest c hallenger, Shamil Basayev, a prominent terrorist figure in the recent
war with Ru~sia
The elections are seen as a first
step on the road to independence
forChechnya from Russia following
a
bloody
two-year
war between the
two.
A
cease-fire
organized
last Au gust bet w e e n
Maskhadov
and former
Russian
Securtty
Council
Leader
Alexander Lebed brought an end
to the war, which has left thousands of Chechens dead and the
country's economic and political
structure in shambles. Although
Chechens view the elections as the
initiation of independence, the

Kremlin still considersChechnya
a part of the Russian Federation.
According to observers, the
elections were conducted fairly
and were free of any large-scale
corruption. Monitors representing
the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe(OSCE).an
orga nizat ton developed during the
Bosnian war, were located at polling
stations
throughout
Chechnya.lnordenoassuageany
fears the observers may have had
in light of the December murder
of six Red Cross officials by terroristsataChechen hospital, each
observer was given 2 armed body

Although Chechens view the
elections as the initiation of
independence, the Kremlin still
considers Chechnya a part of
the Russian Federation.
guards and an armored convoy to
the polling station. Vakha
Ga1srimov, the chairman of the
Chechen Electora l Commission,
stated, "We want to show the entire world in what direc tion our
republic is headed by conducting
our elections in the most demo-

cratic way."
Russian officials appeared
pleased by the election of
Maskadov, who is considered a
leader willing to negotiate w ith
Moscow. A spokesman for Russian
President Bans Yeltsm v01ced optimism that "The negotiating process between the federal center
and the newlyelectedgovernment
(of Chechnya) will continue."
However,Maskhadovmade it clear
that he will not budge to any Russian compromises on Chechnya's
independence. "Chechnya is already an independent country.
What is important for us now 1s to
achievemternational recogmtion,
including
from
Moscow.'
Maskhadov said.
A fragile peace now exists in
Chechnya. For now, Chechen
hopes are that the Kremlin will
snll consider Chechnya a part of
the Russian Federation, but do
httle to exhort Chechnya to accept the Kremlin's policy.ln coming months and years, however,
the issue will have to be resolved.
The fate of theentire Russian state
may hang in the balance. According to analysts, if Russia allows
Chechnya to become an independent nation, other states within
Russia will be likel y to manifest
their own des1res for indepen dence, with the Chechen issue
serving as a precursor to the future of Russia.

r

Joe Wholley

lobbying firm that represents in
fluentialjapa nese and South Ko-

Huang, who has held various
positio ns at the DNC for the

as vice president
and he for Clinton's re-election.
is currently a consultant to the the campaign money was obtained from individuals associfirm.
Berry told the media on Mon- ated with Lippa Group.
One-third of the donations obday that he had not raised contributions from any foreign corpo- tained by Huang were returned
rations or individuals while at last fall after questions of their
Global. Hesaid thattheon lyfund- legality were raised.
Due to H uang'squestionable acraisers he was involved in included
two Clinton-Gore re-election tions, the subpoena also requires
events, a June 1995 luncheon at the DNC to provide documents on
th e Excelsior Hotel in Little Rock Huang's fund-raising activities. It
and a Washington event where also asks for the DNC to produce
$100,000 was collected. He went Huang's employment and travel
on to tell the media that none of records, including overseas trips,
these fund-raisers obtained his expense files and records on
money from foreigners or foreign all donations.
Some congressional Republicorporations.
Berry's ties to the li ppo Group, cans have also suggested that
one of the companies on the list of Lippa. which watches U.S. trade
questionablecontributors,arealso policy closely, may have benefited
being investigated by the justice improperly from Huang's position
at the Commerce Department.
Department.
Lippa, an Indonesian finan- Due to this situation, the grand
cial and real estate conglomerate, jury has ordered the DNC to prois at the cen- duce any records it had on Lippa
ter of ques- and its affiliates and officials.
The grand jury has also issued
tions concerning the subpoenas to the White Houseand
Democratic to Clinton's Whitewater legal deParty's fund- fense fund.
ln an effort tO keep important
raising activities . financial information from being
Sincefedera l tampered with, DNC employees
laws bar for- were instructed on Monday morneign corpo- ing to make a thorough search of
rations and their files. They were warned 'to
most foreign take care to ensure that no docuci tizens ments are destroyted, discarded,
from mak- misplaced or altered in any way,'
ing contri- according ro the DNC general
butions to U.S. campaigns and to counsel.
candidates, neither Lippa nor its
The justice Department and
executives are eligible to make do- grand jury are not the White
nations.
House's only worry. Republicans
Despite its illegality, numerous in both the House and Senate have
donations from Lippa executives begun preparing their own inquirwere obtained by former DNC ies. Senate Republicans are seekfund-raiser John Huang, who was ing$6.5mlllion toconducra broad
once a high ranking executive for mvestigation of campaign finance
the conglomerate.
violations.

The documents requested
include checks, statements,
receipts and all other
documents related to the

date and amount of money
donated to the DNC.
commineeand Democratic officeholders. The documents requested
include checks, statements, receipts and all other documents
related to the date and amount of
money donated to the DNC.
According to the DNC document, the grand jury subpoena
also covers fund-raising activities
by Global USA Inc., a Washington

f
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Task force tackles apparel industry sweatshops

Economy growth may be misleading
The U.S. Commerce Department announced last Friday that
the economy grew at a rather large. 4.7 percent annual rate in
the fourth quarter, yet analysts cautioned that the big expansion was boosted by a big batch of airplane exports and other
one-time facwrs, and such high-paced growth is unlikely to
continue mto this year. A source at an economic analysis
company said that "It's a b1g number, bur._ it doesn't mean as
much as it would first appear.'

Peru, japan leaders vow to push for talks with rebels
Last Saturday, Peruvian and Japanese leaders pledged to
push for talks with rebels holding hostages m the Japanese
ambassador's res1dence tn Lima. The leaders msisted. however,
chat Peru will not free imprisoned terrorists mexchange fort he
release of the captives. The leaders' words offered little hope
that Japan and Peru have devised a strategy to resolve the
standoff, which began Dec. 17. The joint refusal tO consider
releasing more than 300 terrorists brought a fast response from
the rebels holding the 72 hostages, who said, 'Once and for aiL
we will not back down.'

Pesident, Simpson share national spotlight
Tuesday night, as President Clinton began his ~tate f the
Union address, the major news networks found themselves in
theposition of choosing between covering the president'sspeech
and the anticipated verdict in rhe OJ. impson civil trial.

..

Ajw~f~~_.~~--~~~----._--~~--W.~-and federal grand jury in Washington issued subpoenas for
records from the Democratic National Committee last Monday.
The records were requested as part
of a wide-ranging investigation
into possibly illegal foreign campaign contributions to the Democratic party.
The grand jury, whic h is betng
directed by justice Department
lawyers, required the DNC to provide contribution records related
to 29 individuals and ll corporations. The individuals include
both President Clinton's old friend
and occasional golfing partner,
lobbyist Paul Berry of Little Rock
and former DNC fund-raiser John
Huang
According to a memo prepared
by DNC general counsel j oseph
Sa ndler, the DNC was directed to
turn over all documents concerning Berry's fund-raising for the

e

For the past six months, a White House task force has been
engaged in the monumentous effort to eliminate apparel industry sweatshops The task force, which includes busmess
giants such as N ike and Liz Claiborne. unions. consumer groups
and talk show host Kathie Lee Gifford, is expected to present a
fullliscof recommendations to the White House m February or
e:~rly March regarding the creation of an mdependent workplace monitoring system and international standards to address the problems of child labor and harassment

Subpoenas target contribution records
Asst. tnt. News & Business Editor

i

'>lll\n<;c:>n wa s found Hable o n a.\\ com" "· w hkh m c\nJ.rtl \\ab1\

man. The jurors, nine of whom were w te, vottd unanimously on each of the eight questions of liability Meanwhile ,
analysts, who agree that the State of the Umon aJdre55 15
supposed to bean annual boostfor the president's public image,
fear that the highlights of his address will be overshadowed by
the verdict, even though the verdict was not announced until
after Clinton finished.
~rld Briefs were compiled by Kristen Sch neidler;lnt. News

& Business Editor; with the aid of wire sources.

Oinical Psychologist
Dr. Warren Grossman
presents

"5tPECIFIC
lt]IRECTIONS ON
II)OW TO (lOVE"
Tuesday, Feb. 11 at 6 p.m.
Faculty Dining Room

sponsoring by Office of Student Activities
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Carroll ski team is an
Colleen ::.
M:::a:.::
s:.;,
nY,___ _ __
Staff Reporter

When sophomore and ski
team president Corey Paquette
was thinking about where to attend college. he was bothered that
john Carroll UmversHy d1d not
have acompetitiveski team. However, his education was his first
priority. "I knew I
wanted to race,
but I also

knewCarroll was more important
tome." Paquette resolved thisconfhct by staning the Carroll ski
team AlthoughJCU'sskt team is
only in its second year of existence, the word seems to have
spread quickly about 1he sport.
In its first year, there were about
15 people on the team , according
to sophomore vice-presidcnt Sean
Casey. This year membership
jumpedtoalm ost SO people. With
48 members. Carroll has one of
the largest teams in Ohio, second
only to Bowlmg reen State Uni-

versity. The team 1sspht mtoseparate men'sand women's teams. The
ski team 1scompnsedof relatively
young members, with no semors
and only one junior.
Carroll belongs to the Ohio d!visionof the Regional Midwest Ski
Association. The division also includesOhioState University, Kent
State University, Bowling
Green State
University and

theUniversityof Akron. lnacompetition held Jan. 11, JCU's men's
team placed fourt h and t he
women's team placed third. There
are five divisional races left th is
season, and a sixth competition if
Carroll qualifies to regionals.
The ski team practices once a
week at Brandywine Ski Resort,
and most com petitions are held at
BostonMillsor Brandyw ine. Compet itions are class ified as all- collegiate racing. This means that
races take place on black diamond
courses, which are the most difn-

JlEWElY
~\!JOOfll~W ~ll\!JlJl~~ ~\!J~~@4f
All you cat1 eat •6.95
irlcludes Fret1Ch
at1d OtMcdetla

roast

11 a.ttt. -- 1. p.ttt.

cult hills. The ski team divides
into two teams for competition,
team A and team B. The three best
times of team A count for thejCU
score. Paquettesa1d,"Even if a person on team B has a faster time
than a person on team A, the time
cannot count towards the school's
score. But the person on team B
can still place individually."
Paquette stressed that eve ryone
gets the opportunity to compete.
Anyone can join the team, even
1f they don't have a lot of expenence with skim g. "It doesn't matter if you're not an Olympic
skie r," said sophomore ski
team member Meredith
Whitlock
Freshman jennifer
Costarella said, "There
are a lot of different levels, but everyone is doing really well."
Casey said that he
has seen much improvement. "Since last year, everyone
has improved 200 pe rcent,"
One problem the team is currently facing is covering the costs
of practices and competitions.
"Paying for tickets is extremely
costly," Whitlock said.
Members are currently selling
t-shirts to raise extra money. They
are also plan ning futurefund raising campaigns which include
workinga tJacobsField duringthe
spri ng season Indians ga mes and
selli ng ca ndy on campus.
While the cost is somewha t
steep, membe rs are still very enthus iastic about the team.
C:O!mn•e11 . h ha
n I
for five years sa id,"It's a really great
time and we are doing well as a
team," she said.
Paquettefeels proud of the success of the ski team thus far and
added, "I've skied all my life. Skiing is such an ind ividual sport,
but being on a team seems to make
it more worth while. It's been one
of the most fulfilling experiences
of my li fe."

Winter blues gotcha down?
Local attractions provide cure for
cabin fever
Does warm spring weather
seem like it will never arrive?
Instead ofge tting sick of the
cold weather, take advantage of these nearby winter
activities and bea t the winter blues.

Mi ll Str eam Run
Reservation
The Chal et
57 2-9990
Tobogganing hours
Thurs.- Fri.: 6-10 p.m.
Sat .- Sun.: 1 2-10 p.m .
Cost: $5-$7

Alpine Valley Ski Area
10620 Mayfield Road
Chesterland, Ohio
285-2211
Mon.-Fri. : 1 -1 0:30 p.m.
Sat.-Sun.: 9-1 0:30 p.m.
Uft tickets : $1 6-$27
Rentals: skis $19/
snowboards $25

Boston Mills Ski Resort
71 00 Riverview Road
Pennisula, Ohio
467-2242
Mon.-Thurs.: 9:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. : 8:30 a.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Sun. 8:30 a.m. -11 :00 p.m.
'Uft tickets: $28-$30
Rentals: skis/snowboards SZO

Brandywine Ski Reso rt
1146 W. Highland Road
Pennisula , Ohio
467-2242
Mon.-Thurs.: 3:00-11:00 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. : 8:30 a.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Sun.: 8:30 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.
Lift tickets: $28-$30
Rentals: skis/snowboards $20

1 Monticello Blvd
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
691 -7373
Skating hours
Tuesday: 2:30-3:45 p.m.
Wed.-Fri. : 3:45-5 p.m.
Sat.: 3-4:30 ; 8-9:30 p.m.
Sun.: 8-9:30 p.m.
Cost: Admission $3.25,
Rentals: $1 .SO

Cuyahoga Valley
National Recreation
Area
1 561 0 Vaughn Road
Brecksville, Ohio
524-1497
General park hours
Mon.-Sun.: 24 hours
Winter sports shelter hours
Mon.-Sun.: 10-5 p.m.
Snowshoe rental: $3
Information compiled by
Sara Buss

Don't fret, though, the Carroll News
has a sure fire cure. Well, maybe.

(~NLO

NETW~K

It's simple. Write out whatever you wish you said to that special
someone (or even just a friend) and we will publish it on a special
page in the next issue of The Carroll News, and it's just in time for
Valentine's Day. Maybe now you won't be sitting in your room
watching Reality Bites again this year.

$2.50
$3.00
$3.50

1 line equals approximately 5 words

9Jt.
JREW
S.t16 SILSJY ROAP

Cleveland Heights
Recreat ion Pavillion

Well, unless you do something fast, you'll be
playing tournament solitaire on Valentine's Day.

5lines
8lines
10 lines

any questions?

(:all 39i -4398
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Carroll close-up: Campus retreats
Julie Thorud
Staff Reporter

}i.,eeli11' a little friskv?
..

thursday Nights:
Free pool 9.-11 p.IH.
ft.OO pints
free chicken wings
after 10 p.IH.

g but downhill
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Submiss ions to T he CN Love
N e twork will only be accepte d with
cas h or chec k pay m ent. Ch ecks
s h o ul d b e m a d e o ut to The Ca rr oll
Ne w s . Eith er d r o p off submissio n s
in the CN office or p u r chase s pace
d urin g lunch o r d i n ne r hour s in the
A trium . Su b mission cut o ff date i s
Monda y, Feb. 10 a t no on .

Practicing for a sport and playing an mstrumen t rakes dedication. Learning about
and applying your faith is no different, according to Rev. joseph Schell, Sj.
"lt is important during these years that
studemscan grow in every dimension possible," said Schell. "The opportunities for
spiritual growth and fai th support at john
Carroll are 111any."
John Carroll Universay Campus Mimstry offers a variety of opportunities for students to grow in theirfaith and spirituality.
Campus Mimstry's goal 1s to prov 1de opportu nities fors t udents codevelop in tellectual, moral, and spiritual principals, meet
new problems and engage in responsible
social action.
Antioch Retreat
Retreats are one of the many opportumties that are offered thro ughout the academic year. On March 21 and 22 all studentsare invaed to attend the22nd Antioch
Retreat to Carroll Lodge.
The Antioch Retrea t is"agrea t chance to
get back in to uch with God," accordin g to
Don Dunbar, SJ., member of the Ca mpus
Ministry Team .

~'It

is important during
these years that
students can grow In
every dimension
possible."
Rev. joseph Schell, S.J

'""ish to get away
the weekend, Ant ioch
may be the right choice. j unior Grant Mast
decided to attend "because other people told
me how awesome it was." Mast would recommend the retreat to others who need a
day or a weekend rofocuson God and want
ro meet other people.
According to Dunbar, the retreat is led
by st udents who had prev iously made th e
retreat. Dunbar said that nodefiniteschedule is given for the retreat. "Students are
invited to enjoy what will happen without
worrying al>vut a set schedule," he said.
Registration began on Feb.3in the Campus Ministry office.
freshman, Sophomore & Senior Retreats
Because the Antioch retreat fi lls up so
quirk ly, Fresl1man, Sophomore and Senior
ret rf'a rs are offered. Each retreat in vires a
m~1ximum of 25 students to participate.
The retreatsaredirected to help students
deepen thei r spiritual lives. Each focuses
on ad iffercnt goal depe nding upon the class
of the partic ipants.
The Fresh ma n retreat is held in the fall.
A ream of fres hma n students plans thererrcal for their peers. Every year the reu eat
va ries depe nding on the people involved.
"The Freshman retreat prim aril y focuses
on the transition to life at john Ca rroll, a
college li fe," sa id Dunbar
The Sopho more retreat will be held Feb.
7 ;~nd 8. The retreat is a new add ition ro the
ot her pla nned retreats orga ni zed by Campus t>-li n1str y
"'T he re treat makes you th in k about
thi ngs you don't norm ally," sa id sophomore Nicole Jussea um e, who attended the
Freshm an retreat last year and is also attending th e Sophomore retrea t.
The Se ni or retreat is a new opportu nity
ofrered to interested seniors. The retreat
will be hel d Feb. 21 and 22.
The Se n1or retreat may be the last opport unity !'or these students to attend are·
treat. "The retreat will pnmarily focus with
reflec tin g on time at john Carroll and also a
ref ll'ct ing towards life in the 'rea l world'."
sr11d Du n bar.
Regi>t r<ltion for th e Senior retreat will

We gather together: (from left) Lisa Viscusi, Lori Szudarek, George Schaefe r,
Jay Donato, Theresa Kosik enjoy a peaceful morning breakfast at Carroll
Lodge during the Antioch retreat.
end Feb. 7. Students are encouraged to help
each other fi nd God in the next steps of
thei r li ves.
Couples retreat
Do you have a special someone in your
lift!? If so,theCou plesretreat will be offered
for the first time on March l4 and 15.
The idea of a Couples ret reat came rrom
the Re treat Board, which is comprised of
faculty, staff. and students. The retreat is
open to all those who identify themselves
as couples, even if they are not currently
engaged or pla nn ing to be engaged in the
near future.
The retreat allows couples to spend time
together reflec ti ng God's role in their relations hip and roworkon basic skills needed
in a relationship.
The retreat will helpcouples "robe yourse lf as a cou
without I
mdiv1dual
The retreat is not set up as an engaged
couples retrea t. Dun bar stresses that,"A lot
of folksdon'tfocuson what it means to be a
couple and how God plays a role in that."
Young
alumni
couples will direct the
retrea t and offer support
and guidance. To sign up
or ge t further i nformation contact Don Dunbar
or Ca mpus Min istr y.
Staff & Faculty Retreat
Students are not the
only people who Campus Mimstry is aiming
to encourage spiritually.
On Marc h 22 from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. faculty is
invited to a Faculty Day
of Prayer. The day together wil loffera chance
for faculty to form a community and a fellowship
with one anoth er.
A Uni versi ty Staff
Retreat will also be held
May 30 and 31. The focus
will be on spi rituality in
the work place.
The8-DaySilentRetreat
Anyone interested in
a more intense spiritual
ex pe rience can partici·
pate in an 8-day retreat
following the spiritual
exercise of Saint Ignatius.
The rerrea t will be
held at the comple ti on of
the semester.
Twice a yeartheCampus Min istryTeam offers
the indi vid ua lly directed
retreat. "I think it is a
different kind of retreat
fro m almost anything
else here at John Carroll
in its length , silence, indivi dual d irection and
because of its close relationsh ip to the spiri tual

exercise," sa id Schell.
The retreat is held at the jesuit retreat
house and is subsidized by the university.
To pre pare for the re trea t, pa rt icipa nts meet
wi th Schell, who ex pla ins the sptritual exercises and the intensi ty of the retreat.
Additional meeti ngs tak e place to pre·
pare students for wha t the retreat requires.
"!think retreatants benefit agreatdeal. You
only have to talk to th em to reali ze It has a
definite im pact," said Sc hell.
junior jil l Sc hell man participated in the
retreat over Christmas break. Schell man
sa id," It has definite! y changed a lot for me.
Before I was at a spirit ual stand still. The
retreat really moved my rel ationship with
God forward."
Liturgies, Social Justice and Volunteerni zations and theavail ing, Christian
abili

Year: junior
Majo r: Communications
Zodiac Sign: Aquarius
Who is your favorite Selnfe/d
character?: Cosmo Kramer. He
has great hair.
lfthere was a movie about
your life, who would you
choose to play yourself?: Meg
Ryan. Her characters can handle
many different situations.
What shampoo do you use?:
Pan t ene
What is your favorite letter of
the alphabet?: Q. It's un1que.
What is the most daring thing
you have ever done?: Renting a
U-Haul to learn to drive a st1ck-shift.
What do you wish you had
more tim e t o do?: Play
What one thing did you do last
semester t hat you hope you

SUMMER SCHOOL fOR PEOPLE

ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
for a $4,000 scholarship
ROTC as a freshman or
and advanced officer
sophomore, you can still
training whel_l you return
catch up this summer by
to campus m the fall.
attending Army ROTC
You'll al~o have the
Camp Challenge, a paid
self-confidence and
six-week course in ~ discipline you need
leadership. Apply
to succeed in college
now. You may qualify
and beyond.

If you didn't sign up for

ARMt ROTC
THE SMAR1'ESI' COLLEGE C:OUUE YOU CD 'IUE

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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g but downhill

Carroll ski team is an
Colleen Masn
Staff Reporter

When sophomore and ski
ream prestdem Corey Paquette
was thinking 11bout where ro attend college, he was bothered that
John Carroll University did not
haveacompetitiveskiteam. However, his education was h1s first
priority. "[ knew r
wanted ro race,
but I also

knew Carroll was more important
this con flict by starting the Carroll ski
team A 1though JCU's ski team is
only in its second year of existence, the word seems to have
spread quickly about the spon
fn Hsfirst year,therewereabout
IS people on the team, according
to sophomore vice-president Sean
Casey. This year membership
jumped to almost 50 people. With
48 members, Carroll has one of
the largest teams in Ohio, second
only to Bowlmg reen State Uni10 me." Paquette resolved

versiry. The team lssplitmroseparate men 'sand women's teams. The
ski team is comprised of relatively
young members, With no seniors
and only one junior.
Carroll belongs to the Ohio division of the Regional Midwest Ski
Association. The divisiOn also lncludesOhioState University, Kent
State University, Bowling
Green State
University and

theUmversityof Akron. fnacompetition held jan. 11, jCU's men's
team placed fourth and the
women's team placed third. There
are five divisional races left this
season, and a sixth competition if
Carroll qualifies to regiona Is.
The ski team practices once a
week at Brandywine Ski Resort,
and most com petitions are held at
Boston Mills or Brandywine. Competitions are classified as all- collegiate racing. This means that
races take place on black diamond
cou rses, which are the most diffi-

cult hills. The ski ream divides
into two teams for competition,
team A and team B. The three best
rimes of ream A count for rhejCU
score. Paquettesaid,"Even if a person on team B has a faster time
than a person on team A, the rime
cannot count towards the school's
score. But the person on team B
can still place individually."
Paquette stressed that everyone
gets the opportunity to compete.
Anyone can join the team, even
if they don't have a lot of expenence with skitng. "It doesn't matter if you're not an Olympic
skier," said sophomore ski
team member Meredith
Whitlock
·~
Freshman jennifer
Costarella said, "There
are a lot of different levels, but everyone is doing really well."
Casey said that he
has seen much improvement. "Since last year, everyone
has improved 200 percent,"
One problem the team is currently facing is covering the costs
of practices and competitions.
"Paying for tickets is extremely
costly," Whitlock said.
Members are cur rent! y selling
r-shirts to raise extra money. They
are also plannmg futurefund raising campaigns which include
working at Jacobs Field during the
spring season Indians games and
selling candy on campus.
While the cost is somewhat
steep, members are still very enthusiastic about the team.
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Winter blues gotcha down?
Local attractions provide cure for
cabin fever
Does warm spring weather
seem like it will never arrive?
Instead of getting sick of the
cold weather, take advantage of these nearby winter
activities and beat the winter blues.

Mill Stream Run
Reservation
The Chalet
572-9990
Tobogganing hours
Thurs.- Fri.: 6-10 p.m.
Sat.- Sun.: 1 2-10 p.m.
Cost: $5-$7

Alpine Valley Ski Area
1 0620 Mayfield Road
Chesterland, Ohio
285-2211
Mon.-Fri.: 1-10:30 p.m.
Sat.-Sun.: 9-1 0:30 p.m.
Lift tickets: $16-$27
Rentals: skis $1 9/
snowboards $ 2 5

Boston Mills Ski Resort
71 00 Riverview Road
Pennisula, Ohio
467-2242
Mon. -Thurs.: 9:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.: 8:30 a.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Sun. 8:30 a.m. -11 :00 p.m.
Lift tickets: $28-$30
Rentals: ski&/snowboards $20

Brandywine Ski Resort
1146 W. Highland Road
Pennisula, Ohio
467-22•42
Mon. -Thurs.: 3:00-11:00 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.: 8:30 a.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Sun.: 8:30 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.
Lift tickets: $28-$30
Rentals: skis/snowboards $20

Cleveland Heights
Recreation Pavillion
1 Monticello Blvd
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
691-7373
Skating hours
Tuesday: 2:30-3:45 p.m.
Wed.-Fri.: 3:45-5 p.m.
Sat.: 3-4:30; 8-9:30 p.m.
Sun.: 8-9:30 p.m.
Cost: Admission $3.25,
Rentals: $1. SO

Cuyahoga Valley
National Recreation
Area
1561 0 Vaughn Road
recksville, Ohio
524-1497
General park hours
Mon.-Sun.: 24 hours
Winter sports shelter hours
Mon.-Sun.: 10-5 p.m.
Snowshoe rental: $3
Information compiled by
Sara Buss

Well, unless you do something fast, you'll be
playing tournament solitaire on Valentine 1s Day.

Don't fret, though, the Carroll News
has a sure fire cure. Well, maybe.

(~NLO

NETW~K

It's simple. Write out whatever you wish you said to that special
someone (or even just a friend) and we will publish it on a special
page in the next issue of The Carroll News, and it's just in time for
Valentine's Day. Maybe now you won't be sitting in your room
watching Reality Bites again this year.
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Carroll close-up: Campus retreats
Julie Thorud
Staff Reporter

lt.,eeli11' a little friskv?
..

thursday Nights:
Free pool 9-11 p,m,
ft,OO pints
free chicken wings
after 10 p.m.

l

for fl ve years said, "It's a real Iy great
time and we are doing well as a
ream," she said.
Paquette fee Is proud of the success of the ski team thus far and
added, "l've skied all my me. Skiing is such an individ ual sport,
but being on a team seems to make
it more worthwhile. It's been one
of the most fulfilling experiences
of my life."

FEATURES

$2.50
$3.00
$3.50

1 line equals approxii1Uitely 5 words
any qne~tions?
Call 39i -4 398

Submissions to The CN Love
Network will only be accepted with
cash or check payment. Checks
should be made out to The Carroll
News. Either drop off submissions
in the CN office or purchase space
during lunch or dinner hours in the
Atrium. Submission cut off date is
Monday, Feb. 10 at noon.

Practicing for a sport and playing an instrument takes dedication. Learning about
and applymg your faith is no different, according to Rev. joseph Schell, Sj.
"It is important during these years that
students can grow in every dimension possible," said SchelL "The opportunilies for
spiritual growth and faith support at john
Carroll are Hiany."
john Carroll University Campus Mimstry offers a vanet y of opportunities for students to grow in theirfaith and spirituality.
Campus Ministry's goal is to provide opportunities for students to develop intellectual, moral, and spiritual principals, meet
new preble ms and engage in responsible
social action.
Antioch Retreat
Retreats are one of the many opportunities that are offered throughout the academic year. On March 21 and 22 all students are i nvned to attend the 22nd Antioch
Retreat to Carroll Lodge.
The Antioch Retreat is "a great chance to
get back in touch with God," according to
Don Dunbar, Sj., member of the Campus
Ministry Team.

~'It

is important during

these years that
students can grow In
every dimension
possible."
Rev. joseph Schell, S.J

·wish to get away
the weekend, Annoch
may be the right choice. Junior Grant Mast
decided toattend"becauseothcrpeople told
me how awesome it was." Mast would recommend the retreat to others who need a
day or a weekend tofocuson God and want
to meet other people.
Accordmg to Dunbar, the retreat is led
by students who had previously made the
retreat. Dunbar said that nodefiniteschedule is given for the retreat. "Students are
invited to enjoy what will happen without
worrying auvut a set schedule," he sa id
Registration began on Feb.3 in the Campus Minis1ry office.
Freshman, Sophomore&: Senior Retreats
Becau~e the Antioch retreat fills up so
quickly. Fresl101an, Sophomore and Senior
relrPHlS are offered. Each retreat invites a
m;tximum of 25 studems to participate.
Tile rct reatsaredi rected ro hel pstudents
dec[X'n their spiritual lives. Each foc uses
on a different goal depending upon the class
of the participants.
The Freshman retreat is held in the fall .
A team of freshman students plans theretreat for their peers. Every year the retreat
varies depending on the people involved.
"The Freshman retreatprimaril yfocuses
on the rransition to life at john Carroll, a
college life ," said Dunbar
The Sophomore retreat will be held Feb.
7 and 8. The retreat is a new addition to the
other planned retreats organ ized by Campus Ministry.
"The retreat makes you think about
thmgs you don't normally," said sophomore Nicole jusseaume, who attended the
Freshman retreat last year and is also attending the Sophomore retreat.
The Senior retreat is a new opportunity
offered 10 interested seniors. The retreat
will be held Feb. 21 and 22.
The Senior retreat may be the last opportu nity lor these students toanend aretreat "The retreat will primarily focus with
reflecting on time at)ohn Car rolland also a
reflecting cowards life in the 'real world'."
~:tid Dunbar.
Regi~rration for the Senior retreat will

We gather together: (from left) Lisa Viscusi, Lori Szudarek, George Schaefer,
Jay Donato, Theresa Kosik enjoy a peaceful morning breakfast at Carroll
Lodge during the Antioch retreat.
end Feb. 7. Students are encouraged ro help
each other find God in the next steps of
their lives.
Couples retreat
Do you have a special someone in your
life? If so, the Couples retreat will be offered
for the first time on March 14 and 15.
The idea of a Couples retreat came from
the Retreat Board, which is comprised of
faculty, staff, and students. The retreat is
open to all those who identify them selves
as couples, even if they are not currently
engaged or planning to be engaged in the
nearf ut ure.
The rerrea tallows couples to spend time
together reflecting God 's role in their relationship and to work on basic skills needed
in a relationship. .
The retreat will help couples "to be yourse lf as a
without
mdtvidual

exercise," said SchelL
The retreat is held at the jesuit ret reat
house and is subsidi zed by the universl[y
To prepare for the retreat, partici panrs meet
with Schell, who explains the spimual exerc ises and the intensity of the retreat.
Additional meetings take place to prepare students for what the retreat requires.
"I think rerreatants benefitagreatdeal. You
only have to talk to them to realize ir has a
definite impact," said Schell.
juniorjillSchellman partiCipated in the
retreat over Christmas break Schell man
said, "It has definitely changed a lot for me.
Before I was at a spiritual stand still. The
retreat really moved my relationship with
God forward."
Liturgies, Social Justice and Volunteering, Christian
nizations and the availabih

The retreat is not set up as an engaged
couples retreat. Dunbar stresses that," A lot
of folks don't focus on what it means to be a
couple and how God plays a role in that."
Young
alumni
couples will direct the
retreat and offer support
and guidance. To sign up
or get further information contact Don Dun bar
or Campus Ministry.
Staff&: Faculty Retreat
Students are not the
only people who Campus Ministry is aiming
to encourage spiritually.
On March 22 from 9
a.m to 4 p.m. faculty is
invited to a Faculty Day
of Prayer. The day together willofferac hance
for facultytoformacommuniryand a fellowship
with one another.
A University Staff
Retreat wtll also be held
May 30 and 31. Thefocus
will be on spirituality in
the work place.
The8-Da y Silent Retreat
Anyone interested in
a more intense spiritual
experience can participate in an 8-day retreat
following the spiritual
exercise of Saint Ignati us.
The retreat will be
held at the completion of
the semester.
Twice a yeartheCampusMinis tryTeamoffers
the i ndivid ua lly directed
retreat. ·r think it is a
different kind of retreat
from almost anything
else here at john Carroll
in its length, silence, individual d1rection and
because of its close relationship to the spiritual

try
are
requires you to take
they are the mo~l importam opportunities
you have," said Schell.

Year: junior
Major: Communications
Zodiac Sign: Aquarius
Who is your favorite Selnfeld
characterl: Cosmo Kramer. He
has great ha;r.
If there was a movie about
your life, who would you
choose to play yourself?: Meg
Ryan. Her characters can handle
many different Situations.
What shampoo do you usel:
Pantene
What is your favorite letter of
the alphabet?: Q. It's un1que.
What Is the most daring thing
you have ever done?: Renling a
U-Haul to learn to drive a stick-shift
What do you wish you had
more time to dol: Play
What one thing did you do hut
semester that you hope you

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO TilE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for

ROTC as a freshman or
sophomore, you can still
catch up this summer by
attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid
six-week course in
leadership. Apply
now. You may qualify

i

for a $4,000 scholarship
and advanced officer
training whel_l you return
to campus m the fall.
You'll al~o have the
self-conf1dence and
discipline you need
to succeed in college
and beyond.

UMYRO'I't
TIE SMlRTEST COLLEGE OOUISE lOll W 'IUE

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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Trashy plots litter Sunset Beach

Coming Attractions

Kara Barauskas
Staff Reporter

Lust, greed, deception, romance, power: lt has allt he elements of a soap opera. But it has
some thing no ot her daytime
drama has ever had-the Internet
Aaron Spelling's first daytime
project, "Sunset Beach"(! p.m.EST,
NBC), is the first soap ever to in-

Aexlngsome rruscle: After a disappointing Hunchback, Disney
hopes to bounce back this surrmer with Hercules, an animated
film featuring the voices of Damy DeVito and Charlton Heston.
Walt Disney Pictures' 35th full-length animated
feature is just entering the final stages for release in
•
latejune. Hercules tellsthestoryof'Herc," themighty
son of Zeus. who is taken from his Mount Olympus home and raised
on Earth as half man, half god. The fiery figure behind Hercules'
disa ppearance is Hades, the hot-headed god of the Underworld
who has grown tired of looking after a 'bunch of deadbeats' and
seesZt:lls'son as an obstacle to his plans to rule the universe. When
Here discovers the truth of his origins, he sets out to prove himself
a hero so he can return to hi s mythological home. Along t he way,
Here discovers that a true hero is not measured by the size of his
strength but the strength of his heart.
M ter a relativedroughtof big-name album releases
overt he past month, the coming months promise to
be a li ttle sweeter to alternative
-music fans. Out just last Tuesday is the la test
from The Offspring, titled Ixnay on the
Hombre. The CD features the current radio
hit 'A ll! Want.' Also released Tuesday was
S!lverchair'sFreahShow. And the current
word is that U2's long-awaited
Diswrh equewill hit thestreetsearly next
month. Ltvc will follow up th eir debut
Thr wi~ pperalbum with a new d tsc in March.
She call s hersel f a 'tec hno-icc queen
observer"
and for more than 20 years,
Multi-media
performance artist Laurie Anderson has
re1gned as the high priestess of
muhi-media technology. ow
Andcr n returns to 1he Palace
I hemre tomorrow, Fnday. Feb
7 foronc730showwah a new
10tH tilled 'The Speed of
Darknes' • C:,he describes her
how i.lS a co llection of stones
and ~ongs about the future of
tl'chnology, usmg an ensemble
ol the latest 1n electrontc
mstruments,gadgctsandcf feels
to amuse and charm audiences.
Amongothcrthmg ,'Darkness"
rmu- he; on 1he recent t rc nd to
combtnc 'work' and 'fun,' plus
websncsand the role of coffee
1n modern life. Ticket arc
av,\dable for $2.2.75 a t the Laurie Anderson: On stage at
Pia yhousc Square Box Off ICC or Playhouse Square tomorrow
by c.1l hng 2.41-6000
evening at 7:30 pm.
OscarWtldedubbedtt: A TnvialComedyforSenous
People· Call it what you want, The Importance of
Being Earnest IS a wonder[ ullyf unny play that ha
-been a great crowd pleaser since tt was first staged back in 1895.
And now you can see ll when Jtcomes totheCieveland PlayHouse
for rcguhu ~rformances tomorrow evenmg February 7 through
Sunday, ~larch 2 The play ·aurizcs earnestness and pokes fun at
the Vtctorian Age preoccupauon with po ltion, money and name.
Shows wtll run Tuesdays through Fridays at 8 p.m., Saturday
matinees .11 410 pm, aturday evenmgs at 8:30p.m. and Sunday
m<Hince- .tt2 p.m. Tickets for all showings usually run from $28to
$.!)but students an obtamtickets for half -pnce atthe Play House
Box Off ICe on the day of the sh w. Call 795-7000 for more
mformation

Co':'i~g Attractions were compiled by Sam Sublty, Entertain-

ment Ed1to~ Dates and times are subject to change.
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Blast from the Past: Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia and Han Solo prepare to take on the f orces of
the Empire. Star Wars blasted past the competition in earning $36.2 million last weekend.

The Empire Comes Back
Star Wars trilogy re-invades theaters near you
Mike Mapel

suance in 1977. Star Wars ,of course,
is the modern epitome of the epic
Not so long ago in a theater poem: the essential struggle benot too far away [had the oppor- tween good and evil, constructed
tuni ty to catc h up with an old in the vacuum of space, with just a
friend -Star Wars. Needless to touch of roma nee and humor.
say,! was anxious fo r this highly
Through the years,! and myconant icipated and rejuvenated film , tem poraries have been relegated to
as were the swarms of other hu- the video version of Star Wars and
manoids
itscounterparts.
awaning the - - - - - - - - - - - - It 's a lmost espresentation. Most Gen-Xers
sentia l for any
This updated
Star Wa rs aficioscree i
is
'ed nado to experico m p r ise d of
e nce the ga la
new footage with diapers and
presentation on
and digital re the big screen .
vamping, mashed bananas t o Like juras sic
though the baPark, the visual
sic premises re- fully appreciate the and audio efmain intact.
fects can only
truly be apprePeople of all impact of Star
ages came to
ciated on the exploding
big
witness there- Wars unon its first
turn of Luke
I"
screen.
Skywalker , •
•
D a v i d
Pnncess Leia, ISSUance In
•
Chordas, a john
Han Solo and
Carroll UniverDarth Vader, et al.
sity junior, has seen the movie on
1, being a representative of video well over a hundred times.
Generation X, if you will, finally Buthesayshe"fell in love with it as
got my first big screen experi- soon as he saw it" on the big screen.
enceof Star Wars. MostGen-Xers He went on tO say that the new digilike myselfwere tOo occupted tal editing and added foo tage trewith diapers and mashed ba- mendously enhanced the experinanas to fully appreciate the im- ence of Star Wars.
pact of the film upon its first isThe pre-show crowd was in a
Staff Reporter

were too occu

1977.

buzz but the real evaluation would
come during the movie. Everyone
seemed to dilate in some enraptured trance at the begi nning of
the spectacle. True emotion would
overtake them soon after. Veritable
roars pea led from the crowd as the
Rebellion (that's the good guys)
collected triumphs and ultimately
wrested victory from the Empire
(the bad guys, that is). The crowd
was as loud as I have ever hea rd a
movie crowd. And they already
knew the ending.
The umque aspect of the film
was that most viewers had seen
Star Wars in some capacity. Still,
everyone enamored upon leaving.
The new footage was sparse and
average at best which gives credence to the everlasting power of
the epic story of Star Wars. There
was a genera I look of satisfaction
on the faces of the multitudes, so
overall I'd say the event was a success. [was altogether pleased to
see Slar Wars again, experience it
with myf riendsand recall exactly
why it is that 1 have bazillions of
ships and figures scattered
throughout my house.
Star Wars: A New Hope is the
fourth segment in a series of nine
episodes,and ilslwentieth anniversary resurrection is a precu rsor for
Lite new episodes which will reach
Lhe theater in 1999.

corporate an Internet romance as
one of its matnstorylines. Besides
this technological aspect, the
drama exemplifies the word trash.
The storylines are all the same
compared to other daytime dramas. Currently the big question
on "Sunset" is who killed AI Douglas? The main suspect, temptress Annie Douglas (Sarah
Buxton) is too busy fulfilling her
physical desires to even care that
she may be charged with murder.
Her tryst in her jail cell with socalled good guy policeman Eddie
Connors(PeterBurton) borders on
the corn ical.
And then there is Meg (Susan
Ward), the sweet, innocent Ka n-

sas girl who jilted her fiance at the
altar in search of the man who
holds the key to her eternal happtness. This mysterious man is
known only as "S.B.," the Internet
romance that pushes this drama
over the edge. But Meg doesn't escape her fiance so easily. He fol lows her to Sunset Beach to plead
for forgiveness after sleeping with
her best friend.
Perhaps no other character on
"S unset" is as mysterious yet important as Cole St. john (Ashley
Hamilton). As the grandson of
Armando DeschaneL the town
founder, he holds the burning legend of Sunset Beach. Cole has captured the heart of "daddy's little
girl" Caitlin Richards (Vanessa
Dorman). She must choose between the love of her life and her
tycoon daddy (Sam Behrens).
You've got an assortment of
characters to follow. There's Aunt
Bette (Ka thleen Noone) who's trying to break the record for most
marriages (she's up to seven). From
the younger generation, Tiffany
(Adrienne Frantz) and her dog,
Spike, ran away from Seattle toescape her dreaded past.
Even though "Sunset" offers the
reality-escaping stories 1hat are the
heart of daytime drama, it's still

lacking in scene quality. Sure, the
beach is very alluring butthecharacters look as if they are just placed
in a certain spot The set really
doesn't look natural.
Aaron Spelling has proved his
success in primetime drama and
that's where he should stay. "Sunset Beach" is just another excuse to
allow viewers to be deceived by
unreality. If you're really desperate to watch, I'd recommend being
a channel surfer instead of being
washed ashore by the waves of
Sunset Beach.

Beauty and the beach: (At left)

Temptress Anni e Douglas has a
li ttleliaisonwith policemanEddie
Connors in herjail celLMeanwhile,
(above) Caitlin Richards is torn
between an attachment to her
father and the love of her life,
Cole St. John in Aaron Spelling's
new Sunset Beach on NBC.
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Nicole Jusseaume
Staff Reporter

Open Mike Night, a standupshow that features John Carroll students every Wednesday
night,isoff to a great stan. Sponsored by the Little Theatre Society, the show includes poetry
readings,singing,music playing,
skits and stones. And the best
part is that Open Mike Night
caters to the average joe.
Since its inaugural day last
October 16, the idea has been a
hit, especially during finals
week. Each Wednesday at ll p.m.
in the Little Marinello
Theatre, JCU folks have
thechancetostrut their
creative stuff. And
maybe even stuff themselves wllh the refreshmentsafterward. For the
next three Wednesdays,
however, the location
will be moved to the
Wolf-N-Pot at 9 p.m. to
accommodate a play.
Some members of the
Little TheatreSocietyare
current! ypreparing The
Head ofa Blue-Eyed Man
to be staged in the Little
Theatre
beginning
Valentine's Day.
"It's fun, enjoyable,
and there's something

This week:
Open Mike
Night
a situation and anyone who
wants to jump in and finish it or
change it can say "freeze" and
take over the other's spot.
"!like gettmg the chance to
get up there and develop my
writing,"f reshmanDarby Dixon
satd. He satd he has told a story
or read a poem every week.
Other swdents just like to go
to relax and see theirf riends and
peers perform. "It's nice to hear
the talents of other people and
see what different people have
to say," freshmanjon Rice said.
Among the founding mem -

new ever week "

50

8 Dave Matthews Band - Crash
2. Alanis MorissetteJagged Little l111
3. Alice in Chains - Unplc.Jgged
~. Various - Evita Sndtrk
5. Jewel- Pieces of You
6. No Doubt - Tragic Kingdom
7. Outkast - Atliens
8. Counting Crows DMB crash into the top spot

Recovering the Satellit es

I Mission: Impossible

shows stealing number
one is no impossible mission.

faculty attend the weekly show
Anyone can step out of the audience 10 share somethmg on
stage. The audience are very
supportive and it's a natural and
relaxing atmosphere. Stories of
life and death ,as well as sad and
funny experiences are told.
To end the night, which usually goes for a couple hours, everyone in attendance can participate in an improvisational
gamecalledFreeze. Afewpeople
spontaneously start acting out

bersofOpcnMik NtghtareTom
Antle , Deh Chute, Many

Hoehler, Ben Kuhlman and MelissaSomrack Theyspentmany
hours putting up lights above
the stage, paintingandcleamng
the theater.
lf you haven't had theopportumty to check out Open Mike
Night and you're looking lor a
good time or just to sit back and
relax, go tO the Wolf -N-Pot next
Wednesday and share in the entertainment.

9. REM - New Adventures in Hi-Fi
10. Smashing Pumpkins - Melon
Collie and t he Infinite Sadness

I Madonna- "You Must Love Me"

2. Independence
Day

2.

3. Jerry Maguire
~- The Rock
5. The English
Patient
6. Phenomenon
7. Fargo
8. Star Trek: First
Contact
9. Twister
10. Michael

~.

3.
5.

6.

Pearl Jam- "Hail. Hail"
Alice in Chains - "Again"
No Doubt - •Don't Speak•
Dave Matthews Band
·erash Into Me·
Marilyn Manson -

•Beac.Jtiful People·

7.

Tupac Shakur and Dr. Dre -

·ea6fornia Love·
Jane Arden- •Insensitive·
Blackstreet - •No Diggity•

Apparentlly somebody out
there really loves her.

8.
9.
10. The Cure - •Mint

ecr·
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ENTERTAINMENT

Kara Barauskas .
Staff Reporter

Lust, greed, deception, romance, power: It has all the elements of a soap opera. But it has
something no other daytime
drama has ever had-the Internet.
Aaron Spelling's first daytime
project,"S unset Beach"(l p.m. EST,
NBC), is the first soap ever to in-

Aexlngsomerruscle: After a disappointing Hunchback, Disney
hopes to bounce back this su!lTT'ler with Hercules, an animated
film featuring the voices of Danny DeVito and Charlton Heston.

Ill

Afterarelativedroughtofbig-namealbumreleases
over the past month, the coming months promise to
be a liule sweeter to alternative
music fans. Out just last Tuesday is the latest
from The Offspring, titled Ixnay on the
Hombre The CD f eamrcs the current radio
hn'AIIl Want.' Also released Tuesday was
Sllverchair's FreakShow. And the current
word is that U2's long-awaited
Di"ot hequewill hit thestreetsearlynext
month. L1ve will follow up thetr debut
Thr win& Copper album with a new disc in March.
f""t";:...,.,..,..............,~ ' """'--'""'
'>he calls herse lf a 'tcl hno-ICC queen
observer,"
and for more than 20 years,
Multi-media
performance artist Laurie Anderson has
re1gned as the h ig,h pnestess of
muln·media technology. Now
Anderson returns to the Palace
I he,ure tomorrow, Fnday, Feb
7 forone7 30show wnh a new
tour tIll d '1 he Speed of
Darkness· She describes her
how a a collection of stones
and songs ubout the future of
technology using an ensemble
of the late t 1n electron ic
IllS! rumcnts,J.\adgctsandeff ects
t<)atnuo;c and charm audiences.
Amnngot her th mgs. 'Dark ness'
tou< hes on the recent trend to
com bmc 'work' and 'fun,' plus
wcbsnesand the role of olfee
111 modern l1fe Tickets arc
ilVailable for $22 75 at the Laurie Anderson: On stage at
Playhou Square Box Office or Playhouse Square tomorrow
by callmg 241·6000.
evening at 7:30p.m.
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Blast from the Past: Luke Skywalker, Princess lei a and Han Solo prepare to take on the forces of
the Empire. Star Wars blasted past the competition in earning $36.2 million last weekend.

The Empire Comes Back
Star Wars trilogy re-invades theaters near you
Mike Mapel

sua nee in 1977. Star Wars, of course,
is the modern epitome of the epic
Not so long ago in a theater poem: the essential struggle benot too far away l had the oppor- tween good and ev il, constructed
tun ity to catch up with an old in the vacuum of space, with just a
friend-Star Wars. Needless to touch of romance and humor.
say, I was anxious for this h ighly
Through the years, land my conanticipated and rejuvenated film, temporaries have been relegated to
as were the swarms of other hu- the video version of Star Wars and
manoids
itscounterparts.
awaiting t he
It's almost espresentation. Most Gen-Xers
sential for any
This updated
Star Wars aficioscree i
is W81'8 t
led nado to expericornpnsed ol
ence the gala
new footage with diapers and
presentation on
and digital rethe big screen.
vamping, mashed bananas to Like ]u rassic
though the baPark, the visual
sic premises rc- fully appreciate the and audio efmain intact.
fec ts can only
truly be apprePeople of all impact of
ages came to
ciated on the exWllness thereunon its 18 1"rst ploding big
'
turn of Luke
I'
screen.
Skywalker, •
•
D a v i d
Princess Leia, ISSUance In
1.
Chordas, a john
Han Solo and
Car roll UniverDarth Vader, et al
sity junior, has seen the movie on
I, being a representative of video well over a hundred times.
Generation X.tf you will, finally But he says he "fell in love with it as
got my first big screen experi- soon as he saw it" on the big screen.
enceof Star Wars. MostGen-Xers He went on to say that the new digi1i ke myself were too occupied tal edl!ing and added footage trewith diapers and mashed ba- mendously enhanced the experinanas to fully appreciate the im- ence of Star Wars.
pact of the film upon its first isThe pre-show crowd was in a
Staff Reporter

occu

Star

Wars

197.,

buzz but the realevaluation would
come during the movie. Everyone
seemed to dilate in some cora ptured trance at the beginning of
the spectacle. True emot ion would
overtake them soon after. Veritable
roars pealed from the crowd as the
Rebellion (tha t's the good guys)
collected triumphsand ultimately
wrested victory from the Empire
(the bad guys, that is). The crowd
was as loud as l have ever heard a
movie crowd. And they already
knew the ending.
The unique aspect of the film
was that most viewers had seen
Star Wars in some capacity. Still,
everyone enamored upon leaving.
The new footage was sparse and
average at best which gives credence to the everlasting power of
the eptc story of Star Wars. There
was a general look of satisfaction
on the faces of the multitudes, so
overall I'd say the event was a success. l was altogether pleased to
see Star Wars again, experience it
with myf riendsand recall exactly
why it is that I have bazillions of
ships and figures scattered
throughout my house.
Star Wars: A New Hope is the
fourth segment in a series of nine
episodes, and itstwent1 ethan ni ver·

corporate an Internet romance as
one of its mamstorylines. Besides
thi s technological aspect, the
dra rna exemplifies the word trash.
The storylines are all the same
com pared to other daytime dramas. Currently the big question
on "Sun set" is who killed AI Douglas? The main suspect, temptress Annie Douglas (Sarah
Buxton) is too busy fulfilling her
physical des1res to eve n ca re that
she may be charged with murder.
Her tryst in her jail ce ll with socalled good guy policeman Ed die
Co nnors (Peter Burton) borders on
the comical.
And then there is Meg (S usan
Ward), the swee t, innocent Kan -

sas girl who jilted her fiance at the
altar in search of the man who
holds the key w her eternal happiness. This mysterious man is
known only as "S.B.," the Internet
romance that pushes this drama
over the edge. But Meg doesn't escape her fiance so easily. He follows her to Sunset Beach to plead
for forgiveness after sleeping with
her best friend .
Perhaps no other character on
"S unset" is as mysterious yet important as Cole St. john (As hley
Hamilton). As the grandson of
Armando Deschanel, the town
founder, he holds the burning legend of Sunset Beach. Cole hascaptured the heart of "daddy's little
girl" Caitlin Richards (Vanessa
Dorman). She must choose between the love of her life and her
tycoon daddy (Sam Behrens).
You've got an assortmen t of
characters to follow. There's Aunt
Bette (Kathleen Noone) who's trying to break the record for most
marriages(she's up to seven). From
the younger generation, Tiffany
(Adrienne Frantz) and her dog,
Spike, ran away from Seattle to escape her dreaded past.
Even though "Sunset" offers the
reality-escapingstories rhat are the
heart of daytime drama, it's still

lacking in scene quality. Sure, the
beach is veryalluringbutthecharacters look as if they are just placed
in a certain spot. The set really
doesn't look natural.
Aaron Spelling has proved his
success in primetime drama and
that's where he should stay: "Sunset Beach" is just another excuse to
allow viewers to be deceived by
unreality. If you're rea II y desperate to watch, I'd recommend being
a cha nnel surfer instead of being
washed ashore by the waves of
Sunset Beach.

Beauty~ the beach: (At left)
Temptress Annie Douglas has a
little liaison with policeman Eddie
Connors in herjailcell. Meanwhile,
(above) Caitlin Richards is torn
between an attachment to her
father and the love of her life,
Cole St. John in Aaron Spelling's
new Sunset Beach on NBC.

Entertaining
Options
lf0111 lt!!l!'klr !IIide to (1111 rtf
tl(forddblt pldces to vtstt tit
tlfe Clevehlldarea

Nicole Jusseaume
Staff Reporter

Open Mike Night, a standup show that features john Carroll students every Wednesday
night,isoff toagreatstart. Sponsored by the Lmle Theatre Society, the show includes poetry
readings,singing.m usic playing,
skits and stories. And the best
part is that Open Mike N1ght
caters to the average joe.
Since its inaugural day last
October 16, the idea has been a
hi t, especially during finals
week. Each Wedncsdayatll p.m.
in the Little Marinello
Theatre, JCU folks have
the chance to strut their
creative stuff. And
maybe even stuff them selves wnh the refreshmentsafterward. Forthe
next three Wednesdays,
however, the locat ion
will be moved to the
Wolf-N-Pot at 9 p.m. to
accommodate a play.
Some members of the
Little TheatreSocJety are
currenrl yprepa ringThe

This week:

Open Mike
Night
a situation and anyone who
wants to jump in and finish it or
change it can say "freeze" and
take over the other's spot.
"1 like geumg the chance to
get up there and develop my
writing."freshman Darby Dixon
satd. He said he has told a story
or read a poem every week.
Other students just like togo
to relax and see their rriends and
peers perform. "I t's nice to hear
the talents of other people and
sec what different people have
to say," freshman Jon Rice said.
Among the foundi ng mem-

Head of aBlue-EyedMan
be staged in the Linle
Theatre
beginning
Valentine's Day.
"It's fun, enjoyable,
and there's something
to

week "

I

Dave Matthews Band - Crash

faculty attend the weekly show.
Anyone can step out of the audience to share somethmg on
stage. The a udicnce are very
supportive and it's a natural and
relaxing atmosphere. Stories of
life and death, as well as sad and
funny experiences are rold.
To end the nigh t, which usually goes for a couple hours, everyone in attendance can participate in an improvisational
gamecalled Freeze. Afew people
spontaneously start acting out

bersof Open MikeN1ght are Tom
Anile, Deb Chute, Marty
Koehler, Ben Kuhlman and MelissaSomrack. Theyspemmany
hours putting up lights above
the stage, painting and cleaning
the theater.
If you haven't had the opportunity to check our Open Mike
Night and you're looking for a
good time or just to sit back and
relax,go to the Wolf -N-Pot next
Wednesday and share in the entertainment.

2. Alanis MorissetteJagged Little Pill
3. Alice in Chains- Unpll.Jgged
~. Various - Evita Sndtrk
5. Jewel- PiecesofYoo
6. No Doubt - Tragic Kingdom
9. REM - New Adventures in Hi-Fi
7. Outkast - Atliens
10. Smashing Pumpkins - Melon
8. Counting Crows Recovering the Satellites
Collie and the Inf1nite Sadless

sary resurrectzon is a precursorfor
the new epi odes which will reach
the theater in 1999.

I Madonna- "You Mast Love Me"

OscarWildedubbedJt:'A TnvialComedyforSerious
People.' all it what you want, The Importance of
Being Earnest ts a wonder( ully funny play that has
-been a gre;n crowd pleascr since 11 was first staged back in 1895.
And now you can sec 11 when It comes to the Cleveland Play House
for reRular performances tomorrow evcmng February 7 through
'>unday, M,trch 2. The play satirizes earncsmess and pokes fun at
the Vtctonan Age preoccupation with position, money and name.
Show will run Tuesdays through Fndays at 8 p.m., Saturday
maunec;. at 4-30 p m, aturday evcnmgs at 8:30p.m. and Sunday
m.lllneesat 2 pm . rickets for all showmgs usually run from $28 to
$.b but students can obtam nckets for half-pnce at the Play I louse
Box Ofl1ce on the day of the show Call 795-7000 for more
mlorrnat1on

Comtng Attractions were co mpiled by Sam Subity, Entertainment Editor Dates and times are subject to change.

9

Trashy plots litter Sunset Beach

Coming Attractions

Walt Disney Pictures' 35th full- length animated
feature is just entering the final stages for release in
•
lateJ une. Hercules tells the storyof'Herc,"the mighty
son of Zeus, whoistakenf rom hisMountOlympus home and raised
on Earth as half man, half god. The fiery figure behind Hercules'
disappearance is Hades, the hot-headed god of the Underworld
who has grown tired of looking after a 'bunch of deadbeats' and
seesltus'son as an obstacle to his plans to rule the universe. When
Here discovers th e truth of his origins, he sets out to prove himself
a hero so he can return to his mythological home. Along the way,
Here discovers that a true hero is not measured by the size of his
strength but the strength of his heart.

ENTERTAINMENT
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2.
3.

Independence

Day

Cruise shows stealing number
one is no impossible mission

3. Jerry Maguire
~. The Rock
5. The English
Patient
6. Phenomenon
7. Fargo
8. Star Trek: First
Contact
9. Twister
10. Michael

~.

5.

Pearl Jam- "Hail. Hail"
Afice in Chains- ·Again·
No Doubt - ·oon·t Speak•
Dave Matthews Band

·erash Into Me·
6.

Marilyn Manson -

•Bea£Jtifal People·

7.

Apparentlly somebody out
there really loves her.

Tupac Shakur and Dr. Dre -

·ealifornia Love·
8. Jane Arden - ·Insensitive·
9. Blackstreet - •No Diggity•
10. The Cure - •Mint Ger.

....
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LIFE BEFORE
FRESHMAN YEAR?
-

Co u I d there b e IUih a thlllg?

Remember
studly folks
you through

ApplleatloMs are now available for Su111111er
OrleMtatlon Advisor posltloMs for the Su1111111r of
1997. fhe Offlee of Student Life Is saakiMg
respoMslble, eMergetle and 111otlvated Individuals to
weleo111e the elass of !001 to John Carroll while
working to 111ake their first college experleMee a
positive one.
Applications are available in the Office of Stadent Life
on Febraary 3 and dae on Febra.a ry 2¥. Please contact
Lisa Heckman with any qpestions at 397-¥¥01.

SPORTS
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Wrestling New NBA needs a dose of nostalgia
•
•

WillS SIX

Mark Boleky
Sports Reporter

Head1ng into last weekend's
action, the john Carroll wrestling
team had competed against only
one OAC opponent all year. So
naturally the Blue Streaks were
determmed to show the conference how far they had come this
season.
The OAC Dual Meet Championships at Baldwin-Wallace gave
the Streaks their opportunity to
shine and they took full advantage ,wJnnmgthetournamcntand
claiming sole possession of first
place in the conference.
"We wanted the IOAC] to see
how hard we're working," said
sophomore Brandon Steinmetz, 40 on the weekend at 134 pounds,
"and that this is how it's going to
be at the OAC Championships."
The convincing victory was
also the Blue Streaks' first in the
event since 1994. Carroll (18- 3, 70 OAC) dommated the tournament by winn ing 45 out of 60
bouts. Fif teenjCU wrestlers competed in the Duals and everyone
helped in the effort to sweep four
weight classes (126, 134, 167 and
heavyweight). In the process, the
Streaks defeated two nationallyranked opponents, #]8 BW and
#15 Mount Union
The Streaks, current! y fo urth
in DivisiOn Ill, started the tournament last Friday by crushing Ohio
Northern, 30-9, and then
Muskingum , 37-6. So homore
his second dual match of the year
as he shutout Travis Brown of
Muski ngum,l0-0. "G uys likeStull
and !junior Nate] Samblenet are
stuck behind big people, but they
both Iwent] 2-0 on the weekend,"
said coach Kerry Volkmann. "This
is when the program really solidifies. with unselfish people who see
the bigger picture."
Volkmann has used 22 di ffe rent wrestlers this year in meets
and tournaments, 20 of whom
have picked up victories.
jCU's f1rst match Saturday was
agai nst Mount Union, and the 1815 victory was th e key to the
Streaks' weekend. The Purple
Raiders saw the Streaksasthe team
to bea t and shifted their lineup to
try and edge out a win. Mount
Unio n moved three-time AllAmerican Brian Milloy, third in
Division Ill at 150 pounds, up to
wrestle jCU senior jason Kessen,
etgh th in Division [II at 158
pounds. Milloy edged Kessen, 9-7.
After switching leads for the
first five bouts of the match, the
Streaks found themselves down,

see

WRESTLING,

NBA's dilemma, though Free
Steven R. Colaianni
Sports Editor
agency has sent the league mto a
Call me less than enthusias- virtual player whirlwind where
tic, but I'm just not as excited team rosterschange virtually overabout watching NBA games as I night. Gone are the days when
once was. At the risk of sound- players will be forever associated
mg exactly like a lot of my with one team, a Ia Isiah Thomas
frie nds, who are also basketball with the Pistons, Magic johnson
fans, dare I say "pro hoops sucks!" With the Laker . Larry B1rd wnh
To expand on this profound state- the Celtics and Mtchael Jordan
ment, II is necessary, of course, to with the Bulls.
relate why exact ly it "sucks"
I, for one, thought ShaqUJlle
nowadays to watch the best bas- O'Neal would forever be part of
ketball players in the world do Orlando's magic kingdom with
Anfernee "Penny" Hardaway,
their thing on the hardwood.
Charles Barkley, the always Horace Gram, Dennis Scott and
outspoken forward for the Hous- Nick Anderson. Iguess the opporton Rockets, said earlier this sea- tunity to make more stellar rap
son that there are only five or six albums and even more outstandgood teams in the NBA nghr now. mg motion pictures was too much
He's right. Although teams like for Shaq Daddy / Diesel/Fu.
Miami, Los Angeles (Lakers), DeCharlotte fans thought they
troit, Houston, Seattle and Utah had a dynasty in the makmg when
are clearly the cream of theNBA's Larryjohnson and Alonzo Mourndiluted crop, there is still one ing had fans buzzing in the Hive
team, and one team only, to beat (Charlotte's Coliseum). Now, both
- Chicago. At 41-5, the Bulls have players are gone and the Hornets
thus far toyed with the rest of the are coping with Vlade Divac, Anleague and appear to be on pace thony "look at my latest haircut"
for another 70-win season and Mason and Glen Rice. But I di- Shattered Dreams: The NBAjust isn't what it used to be
thanks to expansion. free agency and skyrocketing salaries
their fifth NBA tide in the last gress...
seven years.
Many critics have alsocorrectl y think "pass" before "shoot"
It can eastly cost a family
Expansion is one of the larg- pointed out that as more and more
Althoughexpan ion and free of four over $100. tf they don't
est factors to consider when ex- young athletes leave college early agency have definitely changed want their nose5 to bleed , to
amining the current state of the (orskipthe higher education thing thefaceoftheNBA,n thingha
see an NBA game and that's
NBA . Branching out has created altogether), they are not giving damaged the league more than without bu}'lngsouvemrsl At
more opportunities for players
sk yrocke ti ng least some NBA star are tryand given more cities a chance to
salanes. I w1sh I ing to give us our money's
feel the excitement of having a
had some cool fo- worth, though
professional basketball team, but The league has spread the
cus group ty pe
Take Bulls forward Dennis
the fli pside toexpansion,d iluted
fact about how Rodman, for example. When
talent, appears more pressing at talent pool too thin and,
many people dis
Rodman hus theOoornotonly
the moment.
approve of the will you see a ha1rcut with

ea
roo thin and, consequently, competition has suffered.
Consider this: At the midpointof the l996-97NBAseason,
on ly l3of 29 teams have a record
above.500. Pretty pathetic. Playersareshootingat lower percentages than ever and final scores
look like finals from college basketball games (a fact to which
Cavalier fans can attest} How
fitting that in the 50th year of the
NBA, teams are execut ing their
anemic offenses just like teams
used to in the 1946-47 inaugural
season.
Expansion is on! y pan of the

...

~~IU.U.1~-

(and pro arh letes
in general) make,
themselves enough time tO prop- but I think the point 1s lear:
er! y develop their talents for NBA these guys are making way too
competition.
much.
The number of players in the
1 know he makes marketing
league under the age of 21 is as- executives drool, but is O'Neal
tounding, and there is no doubt real1y worth $121 m illton over
that if many of these players would seven years7 Is Mourning, cenhave been able to sharpen their ter for the Miami Heat, worth
skills had they stayed in college a $105 million over seve n years? Is
year or two more.
Washington Bullets forw ard
Instead, we see a bunch of 20- juwan Howard, a third-year
year-old millionaires whoaregreat player, worth$100million? And,
at selling shoes and are appealing although l admire htm greatly,
to youthful fans, but they cannot Michaeljordan is making $30
shoot 40 percentf rom the field or million . . . this season!

a

equally charm-

ing tattoos to match, bur al.so
you m<lY wnne · th head buttmg of an off tua I or the
kicking of a cameraman. Now
isn't that entertaining?
But hey, at least we can all
be happy tha t the All-Star
Game is in Cleveland this
weekend and the NBA is celebrating its 50th anniversary,
right? Sure, and maybe we'll
see the Cavs only representative, reserve guard Terrell
Brandon, play a few mmutes
before the final count of l90170 lights up on the Gund
Arena scoreboard.

5100 Mayfield
Lyndhurst
605-9953
OfXn )pm d•lly aod
12 noon on S.twnily

febftUARY SpecDAls
MoNdAy ANd WedNesdAy WING NIGifrl

20 CENT WINGS
Also, Wed. Is T~E BlUES &r..d JAM SEssioN

page 13
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TuEsdAy Is BIG
MIJG NIGinl
10-12 p.M.

W ednudays 4-6 p.m.
tNtI

8th at
Unlv.

Pool TOURNMI:NTS
I3Rif1G i"< OWN M.G fOR !JeeR spECiAls
12 oz. M.G $1
SL Valeaolo<'o Day
24
oz. M.G $2
...
with rlat: Hltlllea
laclr. oad loll
36 oz. M.G $~
OVER ~6 OZ., [rrs TAlk!
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Mark Boleky
Sports Reporter

Heading into last weekend's
action,theJohnCarroll wrestling
team had competed against only
one OAC opponent all year. So
naturally the Blue Streaks were
determined to show the conference how far they had come th1s
season.
The OAC Dual Meet Champiohnships at Baldwin-Wallace gave
t e Streaks their opportunity to
shine and they took full advantage, winnmgthe tournament and
claiming sole possession of first
place in the conference.
"We wanted the !OAC] to see

Remember all those
studly folks who guided
you through your first
John Carroll experience(
You know. Freshman Orientation(

AppllcatloMs are MOW available for Su111111er
OrleMtatloM Advisor posltloMs for the Su111111er of
1997. fhe Office of StudeMt Life Is seekl11g
respoMslble, eMergetlc aMd 111otlvated IMdlvlduals to
welco1111 the class of %001 to JohM Carroll while
workiMg to 111ake their first college experleMce a
positiVI OMe.
Applications are available in the Office of Student Life
on February 3 and due on February 2 ~. Please contact
Lisa Heckman with any qpestions at 397-¥~01.
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how hard we're working," said
sophomoreBrandonSteinmetz,40 on the weekend at l34 pounds,
"a nd that this is how it's going to
be at the OAC Championships."
The convincing victory was
also the Blue Streaks' first in the
event since 199 4 . Carroll 08_3. 7 _
0 OAC) dominated the tourna ment by winning 45 out of 60
bouts. FifteenjCUwrestlerscompeted in the Duals and everyone
helped in the effort to sweep four
weight classes (126, 134 . 16 7 and
heavyweight). In the process, the
St reaks defeated two nationallyranked opponents, #18 BW and
#]5 Mount Union.
The Streaks, currently fourth
in Division Ill, started the tournament last Friday by crushing Ohio
Northern, 30 . 9 . and then
-

Steven R. Colaianni

Sports Editor

Call me less than enthusiastic, but I'm just not as excited
about watching BA games as I
once was. At the risk of soundmg exactly like a lot of my
fnends, who are also basketball
fans,darelsay"prohoopssucks!"
Toexpandonthisprofoundstatement, it is necessary, of course, to
relate why exactly It "sucks"
nowadays to watch the best basketball players in the world do
their thing on the hardwood.
Charles Barkley, the always
outspoken forward for the Houston Rockets, said earlier this season that there are only five or six
goodteamsintheNBArightnow.
He's nght. Although teams like
Miami,LosAngeles(Lakers),Detrait, Houston, Seattle and Utah
aredearlythecreamof theNBA's
diluted crop, there is still one
team, an d one t earn on 1y, to be a t
-Chicago. At41-5,theBullshave
thus far toyed with the rest of the
league and appear to be on pace
fo r another 70-win season and
their fifth NBA title in the last
seven years
Expansion is one of the largest factors to consider when exa mining the current state of the
NBA. Branching out has created
t ·t· r
1
more oppor um Jes 10r p ayers
andgivenmorecitiesachance to
feel the excitement of having a
professional basketball team, but
t he fli psi de toexpansion,di luted
talent, appears more pressing at
the moment.

NBA's dilemma, though. Free
agency has sent the league into a
virtual player whirlwind where
team rosters change virtuallyovernight. Gone are the days when
players will be forever associated
with one team, ala lsiah Thomas
with the Pistons, Magic johnson
With the Lakers, Larry B1rd with
the Celucs and Mtchael Jordan
with the Bulls
1, for one, thought Shaqudle
O'Neal would forever be part of
Orlando's magic kingdom wnh
Anfernee "Penny" Hardaway,
Horace Grant, Dennis Scott and
NickAnderson lguesstheopportunity to make more stellar rap
albums and even more outstanding motion p1ctures was too much
for Shaq Daddy/D1esel/Fu
Charlotte fans thought they
hadadynastyin the making when
Larryjohnson and Alonzo Mourning had fans buzzing in the Hive
(Charlotte's Coliseum) Now, both
players are gone and the Hornets
are coping with Vlade Dwac, Anthony "look at my latest haircut"
Mason and Glen R1ce. But I digress ...
Many critics have a lsocorrectl y
pointed out that as more and more
young athletes leave college early
(orskipthe highereducauon thmg
altogether), they are not giving

ketball games (a fact to which
Cavalier fans can attest). How
fitting that in the 50th year of th e
NBA , teams are executing their
anemic offenses just like teams
used to in the 1946-47 inaugural
season.
Expansion is only pan of the

+-6

(and pro athletes
in general) make,
but I think the poim is clear
these guys are making way too
much.
I know he makes marketing
executives drool, but is O'Neal
really worth $121 million over
seven years? Is Mourning, center for the Miami Heat, worth
$105 million over seven years? Is
Washington Bullets forward
juwan Howard, a third-year
player, worth$100 million? And,
although I admire him great! y,
Michaeljordan is makmg $30
million ... this seaso n!

mg rati<JOs ro march, bur also

U,W.ifllli~KQ....
themselves enough time to properly develop their talents for NBA
competition.
The number of players m the
league under the age of 21 is astounding, and there is no doubt
that if many of these players would
have been able to s harpen their
sk ills had they stayed in college a
year or two more.
instead, we see a bunch of 20year-old millionaires whoaregreat
at selling shoes and are appealing
to youthful fans, but they cannot
shoot 40 percent from the field or

12 nooaon S.tunby
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Poolr~s
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8th at

Unlv.

l\oi.G rOR !JEER spECiAls
12 oz. MXj $1
-...
24 oz. MXj $2
wtcb
}6 oz. r.u:; $}
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iN OWN

St. Valcorloe'sO.y
rll~ Hltm~a

enterta

Pat Bote-

you may w1tne s the headbumng of an off. wl or the
kicking of a cameraman Now
isn't that entertaining?
But hey, at least we can all
be happy that the All-Star
Game is in Cleveland this
weekend and the NBA is celebrating its 50th anniversary,
right? Sure, and maybe we'll
see the Cavs on! y represemative, reserve g uard Terrell
Brandon, play a few minutes
before the final count of 190170 li ghts up on th e Gund
Arena scoreboard.

opt-n lpm d&Jiy and

p.m.

with your host

n ana equally charm-

5100 Mayfield
Lyndhurst
605-9953

see WRESTLING, page 13

W ednudays

It can eastly cost a famtly
of four over $100, if they don't
want their noses to bleed, to
see an NBA game- and that's
without buymgsouvemrsl At
least some NBA stars are try·
ing to give us our money's
worth, though
Take Bulls forward Denni.
Rcxlman, for example. When
Rcxlman husthdloornotonly
will you . e a haircut w1th

talent pool too thin and,

e MaMWM_.

too thin and,consequently,competition has suffered.
Consider this: At the mid· t o fth e 1996-97NBA season,
pom
only l3of 29teamshave a record
above .500. Pretty pathetic. Playersareshootingat lower percentages th an ever an d f'ma1 scores
look like finals from college bas-

think "pa ·before "shoot"
Ahhoughexpan ion and fre
agency have definitely hanged
the face of the NBA, nothing has
damaged the league more than
sk yrockcti ng
salaries. I w1sh I
had some cool fous group type
fact about how
many people dis
approve of the

The league has spread the

~~~~~~~-.~--~M~u~s~k,in~g~u~m~·-3~7~-~6.~5-o~h~o;m~o~re~~'-!~
his second dual match of the year
as he shutout Travis Brown of
Muskingum, L0-0. "G uys like Stull
and !Junior Nate] Samblenet are
stuck behind big people. but they
both !wentl2-0 on the weekend,"
said coach Kerry Volkmann. "This
iswhen theprogramreallysolidifies, with unselfish people who see
the bigger picture."
Volkmann has used 22 diffe rem wrestlers this year in meets
and tournaments, 20 of whom
have picked up victories.
jCU'sfirst match Saturday was
agai nst Mount Union, and the 1815 victory was the key to the
Streaks' weekend. The Purple
Raiderssaw theSrreaksas the team
to beat and sh ifted their lineup to
try and edge out a win. Mount
Union moved thre e- time AllAmerican Brian Milloy, third in
Div ision Ill at l50 pounds, up to
w restlejCU sen ior jason Kessen,
eighth in Division lll at 158
pounds. Milloy edged Kessen, 9-7.
After switc hin g leads for the
first five bouts of the match, the
Streaks found th emselves down,

Shattered Dreams: The NBAjust isn't what it used to be'
thanks to expansion, free agency and skyrocketing salaries

nment
this
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W omen·s b-ball stops skid

Ada agonies continue for men's hoops
Brian Murphy
The john Carroll Umvers1ry
men 's basketball team saw one
streak continue and another end
last Sarurday at Oh10 Northern
University.
Unfortunately for the Blue
Streaks, the bad streak continued
and the good one ended .
Gomg tnto Saturday's game
again t ONU,JCU had lost ~ven
consecutive games in Ada dating
back to the l989-90season. Wtth
a 76 63 lo~s to the Polar Bears,
Carroll extended its losing streak
in Ada to eight games and saw Its
s1x -game wmning streak come to
an end.
The Streaks defeated Capital,
91 -77, last Wednesday at the Don
h u Ia Sports Center to extend
their winnmgstreak tOSIX games.
JCU head coach M1ke Moran
had no surprising reasons for th e
futilny
"Ohto Northern has an excel-

Ohio
Clinic

SKIN CARE

for....,llNi

lent basketball program," Moran
sa1d "l!'s always hard 10 wm on
theroad . Butldon'tth inkthere'sa
black cloud that follows usltherel."
jCU, whichentered the Capital
game shooting 48.6 percent from
the field and 43.1 percent from
beyond the three-point arc (tops
m the OAC), had a couple of tough
shooting games, especially from
three-point range. Against Capital, the Streaks on] y connected on
9 of 28 three-point attempts (31
percent). They followed that performance up by maktnga paltry3
of 13three-poinrshots(23 percent)
atONU.
No one struggled more in the
twogamesthansenior joey Bigler.
In the two games,R1glercombmed
to shoot 6 of 29 rrom the field ,
includmg 2 of 18 from behind the
three-point arc Bigler, who leads
the Streaks with a 15.8 points per
game average, mustered only 15
total pomts 1n the two games.
Bigler said that a slump wtll
happen from time to time over a
long season "If l go six or seven
games of shooting the ball pretty
well and prettyconsistently,something !tke th is is bound to happen ," Btgler said.
Sen1or JJ Richardson was one
of the few Streaks who was able to
get Into a rhythm in the two games.
Richardson was on fire against
Capital, netting a career-high 28
points on the evening, including 6
of 1} from three-point range.

Steven R. Colaianni

deep cleansing facial
treatmettiS

tlu:raptutic acne treatments
f~

and body waxins
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Junior Mark Heidorf sizes up a free throw during last Wednesday's 91-77 home victory over Capital.
daynight at7:30p.m Otterbein, lthey were in a zone," Richardson ence in the final score.
Junior Mark Heidorf came off ll in the OAC and 4-14 overall,
said following theCapitalgame. "I
felt good. It was really due to the the bench to score 18 of those lost an early-December meeting
points to go along with seven re- to JCU, 87-76, in Westerville.
unselfishness of the big guys."
After Otterbein, JCU will hit
Richardson , who had 21 points bounds. He also scored 19 points
the road for a game with Hiram
and 10 rebounds in the first game in the Capital con test.
"He's a 6-6 person locked in a 6 Wednesday night. JCU defeated
against ONU, found the going a
little tougher this time. He still foot body," Moran said of Heidorf Hiram , 88-77, in early December.
With the loss to ONU. JCU
managed to post l3 points, though, following the Capual game. "But
making 3of 5attem pts from three- we don't let him know that. If he dropped from a first place tie with
Mount Union (10-2 in the OAC)
found out, we'd be hurting."
point land.
JCU battled Baldwin-Wallace into a second-place tie with ONU.
Bench play was literally the
difference in the ONU game. The at home last night in a rematch of BothJoh n Carroll and Ohio NorthONU bench outscored thejCU re- a game which took place two ern are now 9-3 in the conference.
The Streaks overall record now
serves, 33-20, a difference of 13 weeks ago, a 64-63 JCU victory.
jCU will host Otterbein Satur- stands atl5-3.
in whl h w sl
he diHer-

Wooster woes don It drown swim team's hopes
Sports Editor

•

JOH'

-

No team ever wants to end its
regu lar season with a loss, but the
john Carroll men's and women's
swimming and diving teams
should be able to cope.
Both squads fell at Division II
rival Wooster last Saturday, but
the Streaks have put the loss behmd them as they prepare for the
OACChampionships, which will
take place at JCU's William
johnson Natatorium February 1315. The Streaks look forward to the
event with good reason; both the
JCU men and women have won
seven consecutive OAC titles dating back to 1989, their first year in
the league.
"I think we're full y prepared to

win another OAC title," senior
Debbie Janchar said. "We have
worked very hard this season and
with a week off, I know we will be
prepared fo r OACs."
Standing in the way of the
Sneaks' run at an eighth-straight
conference title, as usual, is Mount
Union. The Streaks and the Purple
Raiders were neck and neck in last
year's championships; the JCU
womencameouton top while the
men tied. Back on January 18,
Mount Union won the regular season meeting between the schools,
edging the JCU men, 57-55, and
topping the JCU women, 61-52.
j ancha r, however, believes the
Streaks have the advantage heading into the OACs.
"We worked very hard during

the season and we were broken
down for most of the year, especially in the loss to Mount Union,"
Jancharsaid "Wehavemoredepth
than Mount Union and that will
definitely help us. We're stronger
than Mount and we've trained
harder, and that will be to our advantage."
Recapping last Saturday's action, each team won five events as
the women fell to the Fighting
Scots,l32-105, and the men were
dea It a 139-97 setback. Shan non
Murphy continued herfinefreshman campaign for the women as
she placed first in the 50 Free with
a time of 26.50 and second in the
100 Free with a time of 58.06
Janchar also kept the women in
contention, winning the 100 Free

(57 70) while sophomore julie
Randles was the only JCU diver to
win an event, scori ng 183.70 on
the 3-meter board.
"We were trying to see where
we stood heading into OACs," said
junior Carrie Greenplate, who
swam on the winning 400 Free
Relay team. "We just wanted to
improve our timesand see how we
felt physically."
In the final dual meet of his
outstanding career, sen ior jeff
Juergen s fittingly led the way for
the men by winn ing two events.
Juergens won the 1000 Free in
l0:35and also captured first in the
500 Free with a time of 5:00.97.
Senior Jay Donato also helped the
men's cause with a first place fin-

see WOOSTER, page 13
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PEACE CORPS
"THE TOUGHEST .JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE"

Peace Corps Representatives
will be on campus

we need an attitude mangel

February 12
Peace Corps Visits CSU
Wednesday, February 12

Information Table
9:30 am to 3:00 pm, The Cage
Evening Presentation, 7:00 pm
Thwing Student Center, Meeting Room A
11111 Euclid Lane on CSWU Campus

No CXj)CfiCf\CC 1\CW:saru. jUSIll grca1 tltlilude.

ofWadakc
.30400
Detroit Road

Wc:sdake

We are currmtlw seeRing fun. positive people lo
service our guests! We've raised our slalldards,
a11d 11eed immediate wait staff members!
If \JOU want to be part of a NEW ATTITUDE,
appi\J in person loda!J!

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

t-800-424-8580
www _peacecorps.gov
_ _ _ __w~~~~~

RUBY TUESDAY RESTAURANT
BEACHWOOD PAVILLION !"!ALL
24325 CHAGRIN BLVD.

464-2700

Sometimes wins and losses do
not accurately reflect a team's performance. Such has been the case
lately for thejohnCarroll women's
basketball team Desptte hard
work and tntensity, the Blue
Streaks had dropped six straight
games heading into last Saturday's
matchup wtth Ohio Northern.
TheStreaks'efforts finally pa1d
off, though, as they defeated the
Polar Bears, 74-69,at the DonShula
Sports Center, ending their longest losing streak of the season.
In the game, JCU 00-8, S-7
OAC)continued toexhibtt sttfling
defense, creating 21 turnovers, as
it avenged an earlier 65-63 loss to
the Polar Bears on January 18.
JCU never tratled after senior
Bridget Jordan hit a jumper to
make the score, 12-ll, with 10:28
left in the first half. JCU extended
its lead to as many as 16 points,
but a 10-2 ONU run just before
intermission cut theJCU advantage ro eight, 35-27.
The Streaks maintained their
advantage throughout the second
half, but it was not until junior
Christine Marrapese hit two free
throwswith nine seconds lefr that
JCU sealed the victory.
A balanced offensive attack
propelled the Streaks to victory.
Marrapese led the way with a career-high 21 points, making three
of five three-point attempts, and
five assists.
Three others scored in double
figures for JCU . Junior Molly
Brenlove poured in 14 points and
grabbed six rebounds, while freshmanjackieTadych contributed lO
an d four boards off the

Coach Carol Dugan pra1sed the final score did not reflect the
Brenlove, who has comeback effort JCU put forth
strongf roman earl)~season inJury.
The Streaks played theCrusad"I'm really proud of all the hard crsevenly for the first 20 minutes
work Molly put into rchabilttat
asjCU shot an outstanding 63 permg her inJury," said Dugan "That cent from the field . JCU, however,
kind of work ethic develops char- trailed at halftune by l2 pomts,
acter. There i definitely a direct 43-31.
relationship between her dedicaJCU' hot shooung cooled off
tion and the way she's been play- considerably in the second half as
ing lately, and that's a tribute to the Streaks shot only 28 percent
Molly"
from the fteld .
In the game, the Streaks comWhile Btehle has been a dominant force in the low post, mitted 34 turnovers compared to
Marrapese, who has started the 24 for Capttal.
Even though JCU shot a relast nine games, has assumed the
role of floor gen eral. In the last
f1ve contests , 11
Marrapese has been just
Marrapese is a eraging 14 ppg,
while B1eh le has phenomenal as of late•.•
averaged 11.2 ppg
over the same I'm really impressed with
stretch as both a
starterandoff the her composure in running
bench.
"Marrapese the offense and setting up
has been just phenomena 1 as of different people to score."
Ia tc," said Dugan
"Scoring is notalarol Dugan
ways my main
concern, but she's
been getting the shots to fall. I'm spectable 12 of l5 from the free
reallyimpresscd with her compo- throw line, 1he Crusaders con sure 1n runnmg the offense and nee ted on 30 of 12 shots from the
harity tripe for an mcrcdlble94
setting u pd ifferent people to score.
"She hit two big free throws at percent. Three Streaks fouled out
the end [of Saturday's game]. If of the game. Biehle, jordan and
thosedidn 'tgo in , thmgs may have freshman V1kk1 Willson.
1 he Streaks hoped to extend
turned out differently."
thetr wtnntn g, streak to two Tucs
Dugan add ed, "Fri n had an
other solid game aga1n >t IOhto day ni ght whe n they V I S t tcd c ro~s
Northern!. he's become a real of- town r ival Baldwin-Wallace.
Wh n th teams fir t met , the
fensive threat for us "
Strt ctbfl'\1 Ill the Yc\\nw .KI<.et,;at
a~eJ to
The

er<J•urstanal ng play of
late with 11 points, and four rebounds of her own.

team
ro Orrcrbeln Saturday for a 3.00 p.m. mat hup with
1he Cardtnak

Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter

Winningstreak stops at six, shooting woes prove costly
Assistant Sports Edt tor

13

Junior Molly
Saturday's 74-69 victory over Ohio Northern. The win snapped
JCU's six-game losing streak.

lt4/1~1T~ FOJ~

WRESTLING
continued from page 11
15-9, going into junior Grant
Varnum's 190-pound match An
illegal move gave Varnum a sixpoint disqualification win, and
tied the score,15-15. Varnum ,however, truly took one fort he team as
he suffered a tear of the medialcollateral ligament in the win. He
may m1ss the rest of the season.
Varnum's victory set the stage
for senior Jimmie Lak e, whose
heavyweight match proved to be
the difference in the match. He
handilywon,9-2,and wastwosecondsaway from scoring a pin near
the end of the match. This marked
the third tim e this season Lake
has ei 1her broken a 1ie or sealed a
wm for the team. "1 never look at
the scoreboard," said Lake, "I don't
want to put any extra pressure on
myself. Coach tells me to just go
outandwrestle formyself.ltryto
win every time I wrestle"
And Lake has done just that in
d ua I meets. His 20-0 record this
season breaks the team season
record of l8dual meet wins,set by
current a5~istan t coach j.j.
Huszczo in 1994-95.
Senior Matt Colucci's also
upped his record to 17-2 by going
6-0on the weekend at 126 pounds.
·we rn is~ed h imat the Nattonal
Dual Championships, and he
played a big role in our successful
weekend," Volkmann satd of
Colucci , who IS currently ranked
second in DivisiOn Ill at 126
pounds
JCU posted four winsSaturday,

.

THEGN

397-4398

including a 34-9 victory over host
school BW in the final match for
both schools. "Saturday we were a
lot more focused," Steinmetz said.
"Friday we had to worry about
getting back into the steam room
for the weigh-in."
After being taken down three
times in the first period against
Mount Union's Kevin Richner,
Steinmetz picked up the pace and
proceeded to capture an ll-6 vic tory He is now 12-0 lifetime
against OAC wrestlers.
Saturday the Streaks hope to
cont inue th eir recent success
when they host Washington &
Jefferson in a non-conference
meet. JCU is 22-2l ifetimeagainst
Washington &: Jefferson. It will
be the first meeting between the
schools since 1989.

WOOSTER

continued from page 12
ish in the 200 Back while freshman Peter Wais won the 50 Free
fort he fifth consecutive meet.
"!don't think we had a letdown
!aga inst Wooster!, but l think we
were a litt le upught," Wais said. "
It was basically our last chance to
see what we could do before the
OAC Championships.
"I'm prett)•relaxed for theOACs.
!just want todomy best and have
a good time."
Greenplate added, "I think
there's some pressure on us, but
we know we can wtn because of
our depth and our divers."

Christine Marrapese
Senior, Wrestling

Junior, Basketball

Broke the school record for
most dual meet victories in a
season by going 5-0 at the
heavyweight level during last
weekend's OAC Dual Meet
Championships- His 20 dual
meet victories this season
break J.J. Huszczo's old mark
of 18 set in 1994-95.

Scored a career-high 21 points
in Saturday's victory over Ohio
Northern, including 3 of 5
three-pointers. She has started
the last nine games at point
guard. She leads the OAC in
steals with 54_ She is also tops
in the OAC in three-point field
goal percentage (.444)

-
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Women·s b-ball stops skid

Ada agonies continue for men's hoops

Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter
Sometimes wins and losses do
not accurately reflect a team's per
formance. Such has been the case
latelyforthejohnCarrollwomen's
basketball team. Despite hard
work and intensny, the Blue
treaks had dropped six straight
games heading into last aturday's
match up with Ohio Northern
TheStreaks'effonsfinally pa1d
off, though, as they defeated the
PolarBears,74-69,attheDonShula
Sports Center, ending their longest losing streak of the season.
In the game, jCU 00-8, 5-7
OAC)continuedroexhibitstifling
defense, creating 21 turnovers, as
it avenged an earlier 65-63loss to
the Polar Bears on january 18.
JCU never trailed after senior
Bridget jordan hit a jumper to
make the score, 12-11. with w28
left in thefirst half. JCU extended
its lead to as many as 16 points,
but a 10-2 ONU run just before
intermission cut the jCU ad vantage to eight, 35-27.
The Streaks maintained their
advantage throughout the second
half, but it was not until junior
Christine Marrapese hit two free
throws with nine seconds left that
JCU sealed the victory.
A balanced offensive attack
propelled the Streaks to victory.
Marrapese led the way with a career-high 21 points, making three
of five three-point attempts, and
five assists.
Three others scored in double
figures for JCU. junior Molly
Brenlove poured in 14 potnts and
grabbedsixrebounds,whilefreshmanjackie Tadych contributed 10
nts and four boards off the

Winningstreakstopsatsix,shootingwoesprovecostly
Brian Murphy
Assistant Sports Edt tor
The john Carroll University
men's basketball team saw one
streak conunue and another end
last Saturday at Ohio Northern
Un1 verslt y.
Unfortunately for the Blue
Streaks, the bad streak continued
and the good one ended.
Going mLO Saturday's game
again t 0 U,jCU had lost seven
consecutive games in Ada dating
back to the 1989-90season With
a 76-63 lo~~ to the Polar Bears,
Carroll extended 1ts los1ngstreak
in Ada to eight games and saw its
stx-game winning~treak come to
an end.
The Streaks defeated Capital,
91-77, last Wednesday at the Don
Shula Spons Center LO extend
thetrwinmngstreak tostxgames.
jCLJ head coach Mike Moran
had no surpristng reasons for the
futility.
"Ohio Northern has an excel-

Ohio
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lent basketball program," Moran
satd "It's always hard to wtn on
the road. But! don't think there'sa
black cloud that follows us! there!."
JCU, which entered theCapttal
game shooting 48.6 percent from
the fteld and 43.1 percent from
beyond the three-point arc (tops
in theOAC), had a couple of tough
shooting games, especially from
three-point range. Against Capital, the Streaks only connected on
9 of 28 three-point attempts (31
percent). They followed that performance up by makmga paltry3
of 13three-pOtntshots(23 percent)
atONU.
No one struggled more in the
two games than senior joey Bigler.
In thetwogames,Btglercombined
to shoot 6 of 29 from the field
including 2 of 18 from behind th~
rhree-potnt arc B1gler, who leads
the Streaks with a 15.8 points per
game average, mustered only 15
tow! potnts tnt he two games.
Btglcr said that a slump will
happen from time to ttme over a
long season. "If l go six or seven
games of shoottng the ball pretty
well and prettyconsistently,somerhing like this is bound to happen," Btgler said.
Senior jj. Richardson was one
of the few Streaks who was able to
get into a rhythm in the twogames.
Richardson was on fire against
Capital, netting a career-high 28
points on theeventng, including6
of ll from three-point range

JOH-
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Junior Mark Heidorf sizes up a free throw during last Wednesday's 91-77 home victory over Capi,tal.
daynightat7:30pm. Otterbein,lthey were in a zone," Richardson ence in the final score.
saidfollowingtheCapitalgame. "I
junior Mark Heidorf came off ll in the OAC and 4-14 overall,
felt good. It was really due to the the bench to score 18 of those lost an early-December meeting
points to go along with seven re- tojCU,87-76, in Westerville.
unselfishness of the big guys."
After Otterbein, JCU will hit
Richardson, who had 21 points bounds. He also scored 19 points
the road for a game with Hiram
and 10 rebounds in the ftrst game in the Capital contest.
agamst ONU, found the going a
"He's a 6-6 person locked m a 6 Wednesday night. JCU defeated
little tougher this time. He still foot body," Moran said of Heidorf Hiram, 88-77, in early December.
Wah the loss to ONU, JCU
managedtopost13poims,though, following the Capital game. "But
making3of5attemptsfromthree- we don't let him know that. If he dropped from a first place tie with
Mount Union (10-2 in the OAC)
pomt land.
found out, we'd be hurting."
Bench play was literally the
JCU battled Baldwin-Wallace mto a second-place tie with ONU.
difference in the ONU game. The at homelast night in a rematch of Bothjohn Carroll and Ohio Nort hONU bench outscored theJCU re- a game which took place two ern are now 9-3 in the conference.
The Streaks overall record now
serves, 33-20, a difference o{ 13 weeks ago, a 64-63JCU victory
·n whkh w
lso the differ·
] U will host Otterbein atur- stands a.t..l.S- 3.

Wooster woes don't drown swim team's hopes
Steven R. Colaianni
Sports Edttor
No team ever wants to end its
regular season with a loss, but the
john Carroll men's and women's
swimming and diving teams
should be able to cope .
Both squads fell at Diviston ll
rival Wooster last Saturday, but
the Streaks have put the loss behind them as they prepare for the
OAC Championships, which will
take place at JCU's William
johnson Natatorium February 1315. The Streaks look forward to the
event with good reason; both the
jCU men and women have won
seven consecutive OAC titles dating back to 1989, their first year in
the league.
"I thtnk we'rdully prepared to

win another OAC title," senior
Debbie janchar said. "We have
worked very hard this season and
with a week off, I know we will be
prepared for OACs"
Standing in the way of the
Streaks' run at an eighth-straight
conference ti tie, as usual, is Mount
Union. TheStreaksand the Purple
Ratders were neck and neck in last
year's championships; the JCU
women came out on top while the
men tied. Back on january 18,
Mount Union won the regular season meeting between the schools,
edging the jCU men, 57-55, and
topping the JCU women, 61-52.
janchar, however, believes the
Streaks have the advantage heading into the OACs.
"We worked very hard during

the season and we were broken
down for most of the year, especially in the loss to Mount Union,"
Jancharsaid. "We have more depth
than Mount Union and that will
definitely help us. We're stronger
than Mount and we've trained
harder, and that will be to our advantage."
Recapping last Saturday's action, each team won five events as
the women fell to the Fighting
Scots, 132-105, and the men were
dealt a 139-97 setback. Shannon
Murphy continued herfinefreshman campaign for the women as
she placed first in the 50 Free with
a time of 26.50 and second in the
100 Free with a time of 58.06.
janchar also kept the women in
contention, winning the 100 Free

(57 70) while sophomore julie
Randles was the only JCU diver to
win an event, scoring 183.70 on
the 3-meter board.
"We were trying to see where
we stood heading intoOACs,"said
junior Carrie Greenplate, who
swam on the winning 400 Free
Relay team. "We just wanted to
improveourtimesand see how we
felt physically."
In the final dual meet of his
outstanding career, senior Jeff
j uergens fittingly led the way for
the men by winning two events.
Juergens won the 1000 Free in
l0:35and also captured first in the
500 Free with a time of 5:00.97.
Senior jay Donato also helped the
men's cause with a first place fin-

see WOOSTER, page 13

pre and post operarivt
akin care
pon plastic 1urguy
c.tmouflage make-up

hair care servica
fwlline of skin care and
make-up products

sift certificates
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PEACE CORPS

"THETOUGHEST.JOBYOU'LLEVERLOVE,.

Peace Corps Representatives
will be on campus

We need CJn attitude chCJngc!

February 12
Peace Corps Visits CSU
Wednesday, February 12
Information Table

9:30 am to 3:00 pm, The Cage

216 808-9321

Evening Presentation, 7:00 pm
Thwing Student Center, Meeting Room A
11111 Euclid Lane on CSWU Campus

We are currentlw seeRing fun. positive people to
service our guests! We've raised our standards,
and need immediate wait staff members!
If \.JOU want to be part of a NEW ATTITUDE,
appi\.J in person todau!
No experience ncc(csarw. jus Ia grctll l:ltliluoc.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

.J0.400
Dttroit Road
WC$d&ke

1-800-424-8580
.4..~""

www.peacecorps.gov

----~~~~~~

RUBY TUESDAY RESTAURANT
BEACHWOOD PAVILLION IIALL
24325 CHAGRIN BLVD .

464-2700
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Coach Carol Dugan pra1sed the final score dtd not reflect the
Brenlove, who has omeback effortjCU put forth.
strongfromanearly-season inJury.
The S1rcaks played theCrusad"I'm really proud of all the hard ersevenly for the first20 minutes
work Molly put into rchabihtat- asjCU shot an outstand 1ng 63 pertnghermjury,"said Dugan. "That cent from the field. JCU, however,
kind of work ethic develops char- trailed at halftime by 12 pomts,
acter. There i definitely a dtre t 4 3-31.
relationship between her dediea
jCU's hot shooting cooled off
tion and the way she's been play- considerably in the second half as
ing lately, and that's a tribute to the Streaks shor only 28 percent
Molly."
from the field.
While Biehle has been a domi ln the game, the Streaks comnant force in the low post mitted 34 turnovers compared to
Marrapese, who has started th~ 24 forCapnal
hen though jCU shot a relast nine games, has assumed the
role of floor genera!. In the l~st
five contests, ~'Marrapese has been just
Mar rape e is averagmg 14 ppg,
phenomenal as of late•..
while Biehle has
averaged 11.2 ppg /'
/
over the same
m rea Impressed with
stretch as both a
stanerandoffthc her composure In running
bench.
"Marra pe ~ e the offense and setting up
has been just phenomenal as of different people to score."
late," satd Dugan
"coringisnotalCarol Dugan
ways my main
concern, but she's
been getting the shot to fall I'm spcctable 12 of 15 from the free
really impressed wl!h hcrcompo- throw line, the Cru aders con
ure in runnlllg the offense and nectcd on 30 of 12 shots from the
settingupdifferentpcopletoscore. charity tnpc for an mcrcd1ble 94
"She hit rwo big free throw at percent Three Streaks fouled out
the end lor Saturday's game]. If of the game. Biehle, Jordan and
thosedtdn't go in, things may have freshman Vikki Wills n
The "itrcaks hoped to extend
turned out differently."
thctr wmnmp, strc..1k to t wo Tucs
Dugan added, "Frin had an
other solid gam e again st !Ohio day night when they vt;tted cro~s ·
town rival Baldwm-Wallace.
Northern]. he's become a real of
When the teams first mer, the
fensive threat for us."
"ill ~..~k~ fd I ln Lh.:'( ·1\nw ,\<:K<:l ~ '\l
The

ly

Junior Molly Brenlove
Saturday's 74-69 victory over Ohio Northern. The win snapped
JCU's six-game losing streak.

ream
ro Otterbein Sarur·
day for a :0 p.m. match up with
the Cardinal-;

WRESTLING
continued from page 11
15-9. going into junior Grant
Varnum's 190-pound match. An
illegal move gave Varnum a sixpoint disqualification win, and
tiedthescore,l5-15. Varnum,however, truly took onefor the team as
he suffered a tear of the medialcollateral ligament in the win. He
may miss the rest of the season.
Varnum's victory set the stage
for senior jimmie Lake, whose
heavyweight match proved to be
the difference in the match. He
handilywon, 9-2,and was twosecondsawayfrom sconnga pin near
the end of the match. This marked
the third time this season Lake
has either broken a tie or sealed a
win for the team. "I never look at
the scoreboard," said Lake, "I don't
want to put any extra pressure on
myself. Coach tells me to just go
out and wrestle for myself. I try to
win every time I wrestle."
And Lake has done just that in
d ua I meets. His 20-0 record this
season breaks the team season
record of 18 d ua I meet wins, set by
current a ~istant coach JJ
Huszczo in 1994-95.
Senior Matt Colucci's also
upped his record to 17-2 by going
6-0 on the weekend at 126 pounds.
"We missed htmattheNational
Dual Championships, and he
played a big role in our successful
weekend," Volkmann said of
Colucct, who is currently ranked
second in Division Ill at 126
pounds.
jCU posted fourwinsSaturday,

.

lr41R1TE FOR THE GN
397-4398

including a 34-9victory over host
school BW in the final match for
both schools. "Saturday we were a
lot more focused," Steinmetz said.
"Friday we had to worry about
gettmg back into the steam room
for the weigh-in."
After being taken down three
times in the first period against
Moum Union's Kevin Richner,
Steinmetz picked up the pace and
proceeded to capture an ll-6 victory. He is now 12-0 lifetime
against OAC wrestlers.
Saturday the Streaks hope to
continue their recent success
when they host Washington &:
jefferson in a non-conference
meet. JCUis22-2ltfetimeagamst
Washington &: jeHerson. It will
be the first meeting between the
schools since 1989.

WOOSTER
continued from page 12
ish in the 200 Back while freshman Peter Wais won the 50 Free
for the fifth consecutive meet.
"Id on'tthink we had a letdown
!against Wooster!, but I think we
were a little upught,"Waissatd."
It was basically our last chance to
see what we could do before the
OAC Championships.
"I'm pretty relaxed fortheOACs.
ljust want to do my best and have
a good time."
Greenplate added, "I think
there's some pressure on us, but
we know we can win because of
our depth and our divers."

Christine Marrapese
Senior, Wrestling

Junior, Basketball

Broke the school record for
most dual meet victories in a
season by going 5-0 at the
heavyweight level during last
weekend's OAC Dual Meet
Championships. His 20 dual
meet victories this season
break J.J. Huszczo's old mark
of 18 set in 1994-95.

Scored a career-high 21 points
in Saturday's victory over Ohio
Northern, including 3 of 5
three-pointers. She has started
the last nine games at point
guard. She leads the OAC in
steals with 54. She is also tops
in the OAC in three-point field
goal percentage (.444)

-
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•Views/Editorial

OPINION

I 0

The Carroll News, February 6, 1997

Here's some food
for thought
1

"Quick I Somebody sneak out for a Big Mac and
friesl'

Daddy's little...armchair quarterback?
Despite the female-oriented atti tude in our house,
as the jock of thefamily, I really lucked out. I became
the son that never was. He was proud when I was the
only girl on my little league baseball team; he'd
attend all my track meets and give me the statistical
run-down on how I could improve my spli ts (He's got
a masters in engineering, minus the pocket protector),
and we'd watch foot ball every
Sunday together. As a result, I
can talk about the Cowboys'
bump and run game, change a
tire, and mow the lawn in really
cool patterns alternating each
week so the grass grows
perfectly. I also gained some
practical street smarts: I got the
lowdown on where to punch l
guy if I really wanted to hurt
him (poke him in the eyes, bite
really hard etc.).
While l can't understand how he is moved to tears
by Rocky and Old Yeller, and why he thinks acid
wash jeans are cool, my sentimentality towards
Bridges of Madison County and, on occasion, "ER,"
leaves him perplexed. There is no doubt that the
~ndrogyny o f our

re lati o ns hip mak es th ings

3

lit tl e

bit fuzzy. He wanted to be the first to buy me a beer
(legally), yet didn't want me to go to a Browns playoff
game because,"It wasn 't a placefor a young lady" (Of
course I went anyway).
An old adage says that a girl will marry someone
just like her father. When that time comes, I imagine
that I'll keep our name, which my dad will defintely
approve.

Researching the possibilities of research

HITS &misses

HIT: The groundhog did not see his dreaded
shadow. Is it safe to bust out the pastels yet?
HIT: The SU electorial debates will be broadcast on our very own JCU TV. Pop the popcorn,
program the VCR, and make an informed decision. HIT: The intriguing opportunites offered
by the CN Love Network. Advertise your innermost longings for that tall drink of water who
never seems to meet your amourous gaze
across the cafeteria. m I s s: Jabba the Hutt
shrinking to a mere third of his orgini ally int imidating bulk in Star Wars' re-released special
edition. Sprinkle some salt on him and call in
the next intergalatic crime lord.

I

l
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•Views/ Letters to the editor
The JUSTICE Saga Continues

terminals are probably
going to be therefor a
very long time. If one
Commentary
decides to ask a librarian
for assistance, he will
probably tell you to use
the bound volumes to the index of periodicals. I
don't know about you, but I don't have an extra
two hours to spare.
You could be one of the lucky ones and find an
available computer. You become extremely
excited when lnfotrac shows that there are 30
magazine arttcles related to your topic. You print
out the names of the articles and begin your search.
You leave the library with one article that is about
200 words long. Something is wrong here.
How come our library does not contain any of
the sources we need to do research' After all, we
are college students trying to enrich ou r minds
wnh new inform ation. houldn't we be able to do
that on our own campus? I understand that doing
research is a time-consuming process, and that it
may take several trtps to a library to have a wellresearched paper. It would be nice if I could do all

I

FORUW

The Carroll News. February 6, 1997

CAfc-reR\~ -

This is not going to be an editorial about the
notorious qua1ity of Marriott cuisine. Ask any
group regularly required w feed several thousand
students two or three times a day how they can
possibly manage to do it and they'll tell you the first
'If you'll step this way, Mr. President, our
time-saving techniques are not worrying whether
cafe teria will be honored to serve you.'
the pasta has formed a lump or the scrambled eggs
are rroperl y mixed. Taste is relative. One man's
Bee Ragout is another's Prime Rib, and just because
today's broccoli spears are cooked to pudding conI've always thought that my father should be
sistency, that doesn't mean they won't simply be
canonized a saint. Nor for heroic acts of heah ng the
smashing in tomorrow's vegetable soup.
sick, or forf eeding the poor, bur for an entirely
This is not going to be an editorial about the
different reason.
notorious pricing of Marriott cuisine. After all, there
I grew up in a house where Barbies were banned,
must exist some reason other than pure profit greed (Being the tomboy that l was, I preferred to play on
that simply prevents Marriott from refunding some bikes and catch bugs anyway), Mr. Rogers was
embraced, and soda was a
of the money we spend on uneaten meals. Perhaps
novelty. So between my
the weekday breakfast, the least -populated but
mom, me, my sister, and our
Gina
equally-priced meal of the day, soaks up the extra
golden retriever Nuggett
Girardot
cash. Perhaps it's spent on top-quality scrub
(she's a girl too), my shy,
Edltor-in-<::htet
spon~es for the dishes, or a through-rinse cycle for
quiet father had his hands
full weathering the
the silverware.
hurricane in a fu ll house o[
Instead, this will be a short, simple list of
Marriott-related transformations that might, with a boisterous women.
In high school, my dad
Commentary
bit of popular consideration, actually have a prayer rested easy for a time,
of becoming reality, such as:
thinking that I was popular
The transforming meal plan: Using up the weekly and well adjusted:he thought I spoke of good friends
when [talked about jenny (Craig), Estee (Lauder) and
10, 14, or 21 meals, plus the 100 dollars of Munch
Ann
(Taylor) and how we went to the mall to hang
Money allotted a semester needed to actually break
our. He soon wised up when he got his credit card bill.
even on the Marriott meal plan is near-impossible.
One response to numerous charges on his account
Cuttin down on Munch Money and/or allowing
from Victoria's Secret was, "Really Gina, how much
n o
ac t1
or an nn- we n
un erwear can one person own? You can only we"r
one pair at a time!"
Phmy Steak and Fries on one of those rushed eveYou really have to admire someone who can give
nings might stack the odds a little more fairly while
honest
on which nail polish looks better-not yanking huge handfuls of money from Marriott. vamp oropinions
hooker red--without looking up from his
Perhaps on those rare occasions where a visitor to
newspaper, and make fashion suggestions like maybe
JCU actually prefers to eat in the cafeteria instead of I should wear a shawl as I go out the door to Prom
(Sure, if I was Laura Ingalls Wilder from Liitle House
Pizzazz or Mama Santa's, the cafeteria could allow
on the Prairie).
the accompanying student to pay for the visitor's
meal with one of their weekly allowance. Options
on theJCU meal plan might increase the likelihood
of the meal plan being used.
As students at john Carroll, we all know what it
Ala carte? This oft-but-never-seriously-di.sis like to be assigned papers and speeches. Most of
cussed readjustment might kill two birds with one
these require that some research be done. When
stone. First, students wouldn't be throwing seven
we finally get around to doing the project, we
dollars down the tube every night to enter the
begin at the campus library. Little do we know of
cafeteria and then find themselves in the mood for
the adventure that Iies ahead of us.
The first step in doing the research usually
only a toasted bagel. Second, actually having to
begins
with lnfotrac, the internet, or the computershell out money for every single edible thing they
ized
card
catalog. Many
pick up between line and table might dissuade
times, especially at the
students from picking up that bagel, taking one
Noel
end of a semester, all of
bite, and throwing the rest away. The money saved the computer terminals
Price
Assistant
from not wasting food might end up paying for the are taken.
Forum Editor
Those
occupying
the
costs of adjusting the payment system.

•

of my research on campus.
I have heard many other students complain
about having to go to the libraries at Case, downtown Cleveland, and University Heights. I even
heard one girl say that she had to use Youngstown
State University's library because she could not
find information at Carroll. This is not only more
time-consuming because of the travel involved,
but also disappointing because
our school does not have
proper resources.
Some of us may be lucky
and find enough information
at the Carroll library. The next
problem you might encounter
deals with copying this
materia I. This requires use of
the copy machines or the
microfilm machines. Usually
only one copy machine works.
One machine might need more ink, the next
machine more paper, and the other machine just
cannot be figured out. You might be lucky in
finding a microf1lm machine that can take your
vend-a-card. Chances are, the machines will be
out of order or they will only take dimes.
The campus library is a great place to get
studying done, but it is very difficult to do
research there. It is true that our library was under
construction and a lot of things were out of order,
but why should the students suf fe r, let a lone their
papers, because of this?
I hope that sometime soon our campus library
will have more comp uter terminals, copy machines, m1crofilm machmes, resources, and
organization. I think this would save students a
lot of headaches, and many of them would also
rece tve better grades on their papers.

l would bke to express my concern over
the a !legations and unfounded innuendoes
leveled by the Caroll News in the direClion
of the Student Union's handling of thejUSTlCEconvention. As theSenator whocalled
for an investigation of the allegations of
impropriety at the jUSTICE convention I
am especially offended by the Carroll News
callmg into question the Senate's course of
action. Notonlywasa reportcompiled but
both Doralice and jeff offered heartfelt
apologies for any improprieties and have
since moved to rectify the structural problems that contributed to any problems.
Doralice acted as any President should,
when a formal process was not in place she
made an executive decision to purchase
plane tickets and save the Union money As
was pointed out at last week 's meeting, this
is why we, the student body, elected her; to
make decisions. In addition, when people
expressed concern over the lack of Senate
approval on summer monetary allocations
she worked to put in a summer finance
committee. Dora lice isalsocurrently working on a formal interview process with Fr.
Dan Reim.
Essentially both Dora lice and Jeff acted
with honor and comm itment to the Union
while the paper has offered criticism l
respectthe Carrol l News in that the allegations about JUSTICE need to be reported
but I diverge strongly wirh the opinion of
the paper that seems to relish in controversy and fai Is to report how the problems
that JUSTICE brought to light are being
addressed. While others may have strayed
from the Union in the wake of constant
criticism by the paper bitjeff and Dora lice's
commitment to the leadership, unity, and
service it stands for have only grown more
strong. These are indeed qualities !desire in
a current President and acandidatefor Presi-

the student body because he sees the uniqueness, power, and potentialforchangea united
student body can bring to john Carroll and
he will do everything in his power to make
this vision a reality
In sum , I would also like to assert that
one reason there has not been as many candidates for Executive Office positions is because of the constant criticism leveled at
the Union by the paper. Perhaps I am contributing to any animosity that exist by
writing this letter and for that I apologize,
but l would like to assert that the Carroll
Newsand theStudent Union could best serve
the John Carroll community by both re porting the negatives but by also working
together to address the real concerns of the
Student Body.
Erin O'Brien
Class of 1997
My experience of the john Carroll Student Union is a very cherished memory of
my time at John Carroll, and 1 feel it is important that my opinion on the JUSTICE
conference scandal be heard from the
Alumni point of view.
I must say what an extreme disappointment it has been to read about the occurrences within the student union as of the
last three months. It is extremely unfortunate that Mr.Bechererand Ms.Tavolario have
chosen to embarrass the university, its student body and staff in regards to the JUS·
TlCE scandal
It is incumbent upon any student within
the student body to ask forthese individuals
to be brought in front of the Judicia l Board
consisting of their peers because their acts
were clear violations of the S U. constitu·
tion. I see an extreme misuse of power and
trust in this case, and feel it is important that
the Student Union regain a measure of respectability

that she made a mistake, and a summer
finance committee has been set up so that
this will not happen again. I think it takes
a "strong and classyindividua l"to,notonly
realize theu mistakes, but to take steps to
ensure that, in the future,adifferentcourse
of action will be taken.
Toquoteanothereditorial in last weeks'
CN: "Escaping relatively unscathed from
outside consequences, implicated representatives promptly apologized, crafted
their own punishments, and hurried onto
nominations for the 1997-1998 SU Executive Board, hopmg the prospect of looking
forward might take campus focus from
the present." Again I ask, what pumshment is everyone looking for? l'm sure that
everyone, especially our tabloid student
newspaper, would love a scandal Many
people would like nothing else than to see
Ms. Tavolario resign from her position. ln
thatsameanicle,the implied theme is that
the lack of nominees for the various positions is a result of the "representatives' disgust with their own union ." I guess some
feel it is also her fault that hardly anyone is
running for next year's positions.
1, on the other hand, believe that the
lack of nominees is due ro the fact that
these elected officers are simply not appreciated. Would you run for an office
knowing that many people will not only
question the motives of ALL of your actions, but proceed to slander your integrity and devalue everything worthwhile
that you've done?
Let me say once and for all that I think
Jeff Bee herer and Dora lice Tavolar io should
BOTH be praised. They are human beings
who have not just made mistakes, but have
realized thisand taken steps to ensure that
they don't occur again. I do not question
the integrity of ei ther one, I applaud them.
And I too hope that "the prospect of look ing forward {may] take ca~pus focus from

move on f romjUSTICEand not succumb to and Doralice took demands that they upwhat essentially amounts to a dare from hold the traditions of the union. The tradithe Carroll News to take any unwarranted, tions include TRUTH and INTEGRITY, joy Malek
drastic, and unfound actions.
which are requirements that they have been Class of 1997
It is because of the action taken post· broken.JUSTlCE itself is devoted toupholdJUSTICE that I felt confident in nominat- ingjesuit ideals including these two quali- Chauvinistic homily typical
ing jeff Becherer for President of the Stu- ties. By going against these ideals, they have
After returning from Sunday, january
dent Union. l ca lied for an investigation, 1 made a mockery of the university.
19th's
6:30 pm mass I find myself husread the report, and I realized that jeff made
I ask the student body in the upcoming
a mistake. I also, in talking with Jeff and weeks to consider what ramifications Mr. trated, once again, with the established
listening to him at meetings, realized that Becherer being elected president would have male attitude I have been forced to listen to
he was not sorry he got caught, he was upon the union and the student body as a throughout the entirety of my four years at
sorry he made a poor decision. This is the whole. Do not allow the dishonesty of the John Carroll.
The homily began with a description
characterofjeff Becherer and is why I nomt· Tavolarioadministration to continue. I also
of
Vince
Lombardi,coachof the Green Bay
nated him Jeff is committed toworkingfor think it is important that the student body
Packers.
He was described as a man who
question Tavolario's actions. Again, it is imtold
his
players
that he wanted to win, and
portant to take ownership of your school
and whatitstandsfor. Makeachoicethat is anyone who was not willing to give his
responsible and one that will restore the best to win should leave. None of his players left. He was depicted as a father figure
good reputation of the union.
Gina M. Girardot
who holds the respect of all he workswi th.
Editor·ln-Olef
Christine E. Hynoa
Maury Petrak '96
He has molded 12 or 13 of his players into
Managng Editor
incredible athletes.
Steven ColaiMlftl
Robert T. Noll
The climax of the homily seemed to be
Brt.. Murphy
AdVisor
This letter is being writte n by an that "Vince Lombardi is like Jesus
Sports
AIM Stephenson, Ph.D.
Cllrlallne Dreach
uninvolved,generallyapathetic member of Chrisr...well, maybe jesus Christ is like
Fhotogra(tly AdVisor
Jaaon Tokar
the
student body. It is in response to Kelly Vince Lombardi."
Op1nioo
Nicola Sloboda
Tom O'Konowltz
Jones' letter to the editor in last weeks' CN;
l absolutely d1sagree. jesus challenged
Classified
News
· but, more importantly, to the many people the establishment which made rich people
Jeff Knelle
Krlaten Schneldler
Grarttlcs
Joe Wholley
that feel the need to "question" Doralice richer and poor people poorer. He pront. News & 9.Jsiness
Matt Simone
Tavolario's
integrity.
Fhotogra(tly
Sherry Lucchetti
motedgoodness,caring,and love, not winLI!WIIIIMIM
Marla Trlvlaonno
Correct me if I'm wrong,butgoingbymy ning at any cost.
Jeulca Graa.,.....
Features
avid following of the CN's various articles
CaaeyY-ek
s... Sublty
Vince Lombardi may have done great
Resa Whipkey
Colleen leslie
concerning the JUSTICE issue, she bought deeds in his life beyond being a great footCopy
Entertannent
airplane tickets withoutgetting permJSSion ball coach and leading a team ro the Super
first , right? ls that too simplistic? Oh no- Bowl, but the idea of Jesus Christ comthe bigger issue-someone's name was al- pared to him. is abhorrent.
ready on them. If anyone has ever bought a
The Carroll News is p.Jblished weekly during each semes·
The homily did continue with a brief
ter by the students of Join Carrolllkuversity. Optnjons
plane ticket before, they'll know that you mention of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and
expressed intheeditorials and cartoons are those of The
can't purchase them under the name his leadershtp in the Civil Rights moveCarroll News ed1tortal board and do not necessarily reflect the o(Jlnions of the JCU administration, facvlty, or
' Anonymous". Okay, she should've con- ment.
students. Signedmatenal and comics are solely the view
sulted the finance committee. Well, people
of the author.
It was explained that he was mspired in
make mistakes and I firmly believe that she part by a "woman on a bus" It was llQl
OfficephonenurrtJersare216·397-4479,21&397·1711
was concerned with saving the Student explained that th1s woman was Rosa Parks,
and 216·397·4398. Fax/Data 216·397-1729.
Union some money in the process. If she one of the most courageous activists to
TheCarroiiNewstspro<lucedooPowerMacntosh®compUters usmgCentns650AppleSI\arenetworkand Adobe
would've waited, the prices would've been ever have taken part in the Ctvil Rights
Pagemake< 5.0~. QuarkXpress®. Adobe Fhotoshop".
higher. Even an uninvolved , generally apa- movement by resisting racism. No men Adobe lllustrator ~. AdobeFreehand~.Agf a studto scan",
Microsoft,.. Word and El<cel, and TouchbasePro
thetic member of the student body can see tion was made of Jesus during the bnef
that spending less money is a good thing.
The Carroll News IS prnted oo 70% recycled paper. One
dtscussion of Dr. Martin Luther KingJr or
copy of The Carroll News 1S available to each member of
Aside from all this, what would every- the "woman on the bus."
the Join Carrolllili"ersity conm..tiUIY at no cost Addi·
one like our president do' She has realized
ttonal copres are va~ at 5 cents each.
Frankly, and unfortunately, Ido not find
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myself surprised at th1s homily. It is not an
isolated mcident. I have encountered this
attitude in many more homilies, classes,
professors, and within r he mternal politics
of the university. I find it distasteful,
prompted by the power of money,and rna lecenteredness.
However, m the past four years I do NOT
recall many pro-female, good-deed -ismore·t mportant-than -money-or-power
classes or mstitutional decisions other than
those I have searched out form yself
It 1s important that we not sit back and
"let" this attitude continue. I refuse to do it
any longer.
Linda lekel
Class of 1997

CN error disgusts

~andldate

On behalf of Meghan Rogers and myself, Iwould like to express my disgust with
last week 's Carroll News. In the front page
article,"Six run for five U offices" as well as
in the editorial ca rtoon, the CN seems to be
attacking the student union for their alleged apathy in regards to the upcoming
executive board elections. This issue also
once again questions the ethics of various
student union offi ials.
Having previous experience wnting for
a newspaper, I realize that the CN has a
right and obhgauon to repon"bad" news as
well as good
I am not asking them to "sugar-coat"
anything that happens a I John Carroll,:md
I think weare privileged to have a newspa·
per that reports the sometimes-harsh tr uth
and questions what1s going on here
My concern is that the N does not adequately cover the more positive thmgson
this campus. along with the problems Although the title to last week's article reads,
" ix r u1 [o w •
[ ·
"on\ [ ur can 1·
the article.
The front page article wa o concerned
with con vcying infor matton about the vtce
presidential campatgn with no candidates
running and the two candidates running
unopposed that the writer completely forgot there will be an election for secretary of
the student union this year.
I am pleased to know that in this week's
issue, there is election information provided, which includes the secretarial candidates. It is just unfortunate that this race
between two qualified candidates, Amy
Kerner and Meghan Rogers, was not newsworthy to the CN last week because it did
not contribute to apathy or raise any ethical questions about the candidates.
Amy Kerner
Class of 1998

Editor's Note: The text regarding the SU
Executive
Secretary
Race
was
inadvertantly removedfrom the story while
bei ngcut and pasted to fit space: constraints.
ANNOYIID!
HERE'S YOUR OUTLET.
WRITE THE CN BY NOON MONDAYS.

The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN.
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in
the CN office. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS, jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.

-
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•Views/Editorial

The JUSTICE Saga Continues

for thought
This is not going to be an editorial about the
notorious quality of Marriott cuisine. Ask any
group regularly required to feed several thousand
students two or three nmes a day how they can
possibly manage to do it and they'll tell you the first
'If you'll step this way, Mr. President, our
time-saving techniques are not worrying whether
cafeteria will be honored to serve you.'
the pasta has formed a lump or the scrambled eggs
arerroperly mixed. Taste is relative. One man's
Bee Ragout is another's Prime Rib, and just because
today's broccoli spears are cooked to pudding conl've always thought that my father should be
sistency, that doesn't mean they won't simply be
canonized a saim. Not for heroic acts of healing the
smashing in tomorrow's vegetable soup.
sick, or for f ceding the poor, bur for an emirely
This is not going to be an editorial about the
different reason.
notorious pricing of Marriott cuisine. After all, there
I grew up m a house where Barbies were banned,
must exist some reason other than pure profit greed (Being the tomboy that I was, I preferred to play on
that simply prevents Marriott from refunding some bikes and catch bugs anyway), Mr. Rogers was
embraced, and soda was a
of the money we spend on uneaten meals. Perhaps
novelty. So between my
the weekday breakfast, the least-populated but
mom,me, my sister, and our
Gina
equally-priced meal of the day, soaks up the extra
golden retriever Nuggett
Girardot
cash. Perhaps it's spent on top-quality scrub
(she's a girl too). my shy,
Editor-In-Chief
spon~es for the dishes, or a through-rinse cycle for
quiet father had his hands
full weathering the
the silverware.
hurricane in a full house of
Instead , this will be a short, simple list of
boisterous women.
Marriott-related transformations that might, with a
In high school. my dad
Corrmentary
bit of popular consideration, actually have a prayer rested easy for a time,
of becoming reality, such as:
thinking that I was popular
The transJorming meal plan: Using up the weekly and well adjusted: he thou ght I spoke of good friend s
when I talked about Jenny (Craig), Estee (Lauder) and
10, 14, or 21 meals, plus the 100 dollars of Munch
Ann
(Taylor) and how we went to the mall to hang
Money allotted a semester needed to actually break
out. He soon wised up when he got his credit card bill.
even on the Marriott meal plan is near-impossible.
One response ro numerous charges on his account
Cuttin down on Munch Money and/or allowing
from Victoria's Secret was, "Really Gina, how much
u n o pa
an nn- ween
un erwear can one person own? You can only wear
one pair at a rime!"
Philly Steak and Fries on one of those rushed eveYou really have to admire someone who can give
nings might stack the odds a little more fairly while
honest
on which nail polish looks better-not yanking huge handfuls of money from Marriott. vamp oropinions
hooker red--without looking up from his
Perhaps on those rare occasions where a visitor to
newspaper, and make fashion suggestions like maybe
JCU actually prefers to eat in the cafeteria instead of I should wear a shawl as l go out the door to Prom
(Sure, if I was Laura Ingalls Wilder from Lilt le House
Pizzazz or Mama Santa's, the cafeteria could allow
on the Prairie).
the accompanying student to pay for the visitor's
meal with one of tneir weekly allowance. Options
on rheJCU meal plan might increase the likelihood
of the meal plan being used.
As students at john Carroll, we all know what it
A !a carte? This oft-but-never-seriously-disis like to be assigned papers and speeches. Most of
cussed readjustment might kill two birds with one
these require that some research be done. When
stone. First, students wouldn't be throwing seven
we finally get around to doing the project, we
dollars down the tube every night to enter the
begin at the campus library. Little do we know of
cafeteria and then find themselves in the mood for
the adventure that lies ahead of us.
The first step in doing the research usually
only a toasted bagel. Second, actuallx having to
begins with Inf otrac, the internet, or the computershell out money for every single edible thing they
ized card catalog. Many
p1ck up between line and tabre might dissuade
times, especially at the
students from picking up that bagel, taking one
Noel
end of a semester, all of
bite, and throwing the rest away. The money saved the computer terminals
Price
Assistant
from not wasting food might end up paying for the are taken.
Forum Editor
Those
occupying
the
costs of adjusting the payment system.

'Quick! Somebody sneak out for a Big Mac and
fries!"

Daddy's little... armchair quarterback?
Despite the female-onented attitude in our house,
as the jock of the family, I really lucked out l became
the son that never wa s. He was proud when 1 wast he
only girl on my httle league baseball team; he'd
auend all my track meets and give me the statistical
run-down on how I could improve my splits (He's got
a masters in engineering, minus the pocket protector),
and we'd watch football every
Sunday together. As a resu lt, I
can talk about the Cowboys'
bump and run game, change a
tire, and mow the lawn in really
cool patterns alternating each
week so the grass grows
perfectly.! also gained some
practical street smarts: I got the
lowdown on where to punch I
guy if 1 really wanted to hurt
him (poke him in the eyes, bite
really hard ere.).
While I can't understand how he is moved to tears
by Rocky and Old Yeller, and why he thinks acid
wash jeans are cool, my sentimentality towards
Bridges of Madison County and, on occasion, "ER,"
leaves him perplexed There is no doubt that the
~ ndrogyny o f our rebt io m>hip makes things a l ittle

bit fuzzy. He wanted to be the first to buy me a beer
(legally), yet didn't want me to go to a Browns playoff
game because, "It wasn't a place for a young lady" (Of
course I went anyway).
An old adage says that a girl will marry someone
just like her father. When that time comes, I imagine
that I'll keep our name, which my dad will defintely
approve.

Researching the possibilities of research

HIT: The groundhog did

see his dreaded
shadow. Is it safe to bust out the pastels yet?
HIT: The SU electorial debates will be broadcast on our very own JCU TV. Pop the popcorn,
program the VCR, and make an informed decision. HIT: The intriguing opportunites offered
by the CN Love Network. Advertise your innermost longings for that tall drink of wat er who
never seems to meet your amourous gaze
across the cafeteria. m I s s: Jabba the Hutt
shrinking to a mere third of his orginially intimidating bulk in Star Wars' re-released special
edition. Sprinkle some salt on him and call in
the next intergalatic crime lord.

FORUM
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terminals are probably
going to be there for a
very long time. If one
Commentary
decides to ask a librarian
for assistance, he will
probably tell you to use
the bound volumes to the index of periodicals. I
don't know about you, but 1don't have an extra
two hours to spare.
You could be one of the lucky ones and find an
available computer. You become extremely
excited when lnf otrac shows that there are 30
magazine articles related to your topic. You print
out the names of the articles and begin your search.
You leave the library with one article that is about
200 words long Something is wrong here.
How come our library does not contain any of
the sources we need to do research? After all, we
are college students trying to enrich our minds
wHh new mformation Shouldn't we be able to do
that on our own campus? I understand that doing
research is a nmc-consuming process, and that it
may take several tnps to a hbrary to have a wellresearched paper. It would be nice if I could do all

of my research on campus.
I have heard many other students complain
about having to go to the libraries at Case, downtown Cleveland, and University Heights. I even
heard one girl say that she had to use Youngstown
State Umversity's library because she could not
find information at Carroll. This is not only more
time-consuming because of the travel involved,
but also disappointing because
our school does not have
proper resources.
Some of us may be lucky
and find enough information
at the Carroll library. The next
problem you might encounter
deals with copying this
material. This requires use of
the copy machines or the
microfilm machines. Usually
only one copy machine works.
One machine might need more ink, the next
machine more paper, and the other mach ine just
cannot be figured out. You might be lucky in
fi nding a microfilm machine that can take your
ve nd-a-card. Chances are, the machines will be
out of order or they will only take dimes.
The campus library is a great place to get
studying done, but it is very difficult rodo
research there. It is true that our library was under
construction and a lot of things were out of order,
but why should the students suffer, let alone their
papers, because of this?
I hope that sometime soon our campus library
will have more computer termmals, copy ma chines, microfilm machines, resources, and
organization. !think this would save students a
lor of headaches, and many of them would also
receive better grades on their papers.

I would like to express my concern over
the allega tions and unfounded innuendoes
leveled by the Caroll News in the direction
of the Student Union's handling of thejUSTICEconvention. AsrheSenatorwhocalled
for an investigation of the allegations of
impropr iety at the jUST ICE convention I
amespeciallyoffended by the Carrol I News
calling into question the Senate's course of
acuo n. Notonlywasa report compiled but
both Doralice and Jeff offered heartfelt
apologies for any improprieties and have
si nce moved to rectify the structural problems that contr ibuted to any problems.
Dora li ce acted as any President should,
when a formal process was not in place she
made an executive decision to purchase
plane tickets and save the Unio n money. As
was pointed out at last week's meeting, this
is why we, the st udent body, elected her; to
make decisions. In addition, when people
expressed concern over the lack of Senate
approvalonsummer monetary allocat ions
she worked to put in a summer finance
committee. Dora lice isalsocurrently working on a formal interview process with Fr.
Dan Reim.
Essentially both Dora li ce and jeff acted
with honor and commitment to the Union
while the paper has offered criticism. I
respect the Carroll News in that the allegations about jUSTICE need to be reported
but I diverge strongly with the opinion of
the paper that seems 10 relish in controversy and fails to report how the problems
that jUSTICE brought to light are being
addressed. While others may have strayed
from the Union in the wake of constant
cri ticism by the paper bitjeff and Dora lice's
commitment to the leadership, unity, and
service it stand s for have only grown more
strong. These are indeed qualities !desire in
a cu rrent President and a candidate for Presimove on fromjUSTICEand notsuccumbto
what essentiall y amounts to a dare from
the Carroll News to take any unwarranted,
drastic, and un found actions.
It is because of the action taken postjUSTICE that I felt confident in nominating jeff Becherer for President of the Student Union I called for an investigation, I
read the report,and l realized thatjeff made
a mistake. I also, in talking with jeff and
listening to him at meetings, realized that
he was not sorry he got caught, he was
sorry he made a poor decision. Thi s is the
characterofjeff Becherer and is why I nominated him. jeff is committed to working for
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that she made a mistake, and a summer
finance committee has been set up so that
this will not happen again. I thmk it takes
a "strong and classyindividual"to, not only
realize their mistakes, but to rake steps to
ensure that, in thefuture,adifferentcourse
of action will be taken.
Toquoteanothereditorial in last weeks'
CN: "Escaping relatively unscathed from
outside consequences, Implicated representatives promptly apologized, crafted
their own pun ishments, and hurried onto
nominations for the 1997-1998 SU Executive Board, hoping the prospect of lookmg
forward might take campus focus from
the present." Again I ask, what punishment is everyone looking for? l'm sure that
everyone, especially our tabloid student
newspaper, would love a scandal. Many
people would like nothing else than to see
Erin O'Brien
Ms. Tavolario resign from her position. In
Class of 1997
that same article, the implied theme is that
My experience of the j ohn Carroll Stu- the lack of nominees for the various posident Union is a very cherished memory of tions is a result of the "representatives' dismy time at john Carroll, and I feel it is im- gust with their own union " l guess some
feel it is also her faultthat hardly anyone is
portant that my opinion on the JUSTIC E
conference scandal be hea rd from the running for next year's positions.
I, on th e other hand, believe that the
Alumni point of view.
lack
of nominees is due to the fact that
I must say what an extreme disappointthese
elected officers are simply not apment it has been to read about the occurpreciated.
Would you run for an office
rences within the student union as of the
knowing
that
many people will not on ly
last three months. It is extremely unfortunate that Mr. Becherer and Ms.Tavolario have question the motives of ALL of your acchosen to embarrass the university, its stu- tions, but proceed to sla nder your integdent body and staff in regards to the JUS- rity and devalue everything worthwhile
that you've done?
TICE scandal.
Let me say once and for all that I think
It is incumbent upon any student within
jeff Becherer and Dora lice Tavolarioshould
the srudem body to ask for these individuals
to be brought in front of the judicial Board BOTH be praised. They are hum an beings
consi sting of their peers because their acts who have not just made mistakes, but have
were clear violations of the S.U. constitu- realized thisand taken steps to ensure 1hat
tion. I see an extreme misuse of power and they don't occur again. I do not question
the integmy of either one, l applaud them.
trust in thiscase,a nd feel it is important that
And
1 too hope that "t he prospect of lookthe Student Union regain a measure of reing
forward
Imay] take campus focus from
spectabil ity.

myself surprised at this homlly. It rs not an
isolated incident. I have encountered this
attitude in many more homilies, classes,
professors, and within the internal politics
of the university. 1 fmd it distasteful,
prompted bythepowerof money,andmalecenteredness.
However, in 1he past four years I do NOT
recall many pro-female, good-deed-ismore-i mporta n t-tha n -money-or-power
classes or institutional decisions other than
those l have searched our form yself.
It is important that we not sa back and
"let" this atti tude continue. I refuse to do it
any longer.

and Doralice took demands that they uphold the traditions of the union. The traditions include TRUTH and INTEGRITY, joy Malek
which are requirements thatthey have been Class of 1997
broken. JUSTICE itself is devoted to upholding jesuit ideals including these two quali- Chauvinistic homily typical
ties. By going against these ideals, they have
After returning from Sunday, january
made a mockery of the university.
19th's
6:30 pm mass I find myself frusI ask the student body in the upcoming
weeks to consider what ramifications Mr. trated, once again, with the established
Becherer being elected president would have male attitude I have been forced to listen to
upon the union and the student body as a throughout the entirety of my four years at
whole. Do not allow the dishonesty of the john Carroll.
The homily began with a description
Tavolario administration to continue. I also
ofVinceLombardi,coachof
the Green Bay
think it is important that the student body
Packers.
He
was
described
as
a man who
question Tavolario's actions. Again, it is important to take ownership of your school told his players that he wanted towin,a nd
and what it stands for. Make a choice that is anyone who was not willing to give his
responsible and one that will restore the best towinshould leave. None of his players left. He was depicted as a fat her figure
good reputation of the union.
who holds the respect of all he works with.
Maur y Petrak '96
He has molded 12 or 13 of his players into
incredible athletes.
The climax of the homily seemed to be
This letter is being written by an that "Vince Lombardi is like jesus
uninvolved,generally a pathetic member of Christ...well, maybe jesus Christ is like
the student body. It is in response to Kelly Vince Lombardi."
jones' letter to the editor in last weeks' CN;
I absol utely disagree. jesus challenged
· but, more importantly, to the many people the establishment which made rich people
that feel the need to "question" Doralice richer and poor people poorer. He proTavolario's integrity.
motedgoodness,caring,and love, not winCorrect me if I'm wrong,butgoingbymy ning at any cost.
avid following of the CN's various articles
Vince Lombardi may have done great
concerning the jUSTICE issue, she bought deeds in his life beyond being a great footairplane nckets without getting permission ball coac h and leading a team to the Super
first, right? Is that too simplistic? Oh noBowl, but the idea of jesus Christ comthe bigger issue-someone's name was al- pared to hlm. ISabhorrent.
ready on them. If anyone has ever bought a
The homily did continue with a brief
plane ticket before, they'll know that you mention of Dr Martin Luther King Jr. and
can't purchase them under the name his leadership in the Civil R1ghts move"Anonymous". Okay, she should've con- ment.
sulted the finance committee. Well, people
It wasexplamed that he was inspired in
make mistakes and I firmly believe that she part by a "woman on a bus." It was .DQ1
was concerned wnh saving the Student explained that this woman was Rosa Parks,
Unwn some money in the process. If she one of the most courageous activists lO
would've waited, the prices would've been ever have taken part in the Civrl Rights
higher Even an uninvolved,generallyapa- movement by resistmg racism. No menthetic member of the student body can see tion was made of jesus during the brief
that spending less money is a good thmg.
discussion of Dr. Martin Luther Kingjr. or
Aside from all th1s, what would every- the "woman on the bus"
one like our president do? She has realized
Frankly, and unfortunately, Ido not find

the artlcle.
The from page article wa o concerned
withconveyinginformarlon about the vice
presidentialcampa1gn with no cand1dates
running and the two candidates running
unopposed that the writer completely forgot there will be an election for secretary of
the student union this year.
lam pleased to know that in this week's
issue, there is election information provided , which includes the secretarial candidates. It is just unfortunate that this race
between two qualified candidates, Amy.
Kerner and Meghan Rogers, was not newsworthy to the CN last week because it did
not contribute to apathy or raise any ethical questions about the candidates.

the student body because he sees the uniqueness, power, and potential forchangea united
student body can bring to john Carroll and
he will do everything in his power to make
this vision a reality.
In sum, l v;ould also like to assert that
one reason there has not been as many candidates for Executive Office positions is because of the constant criticism leveled at
the Union by the paper. Perhaps I am contribut ing to any animosity that exists by
writing this letter and for that I apologize,
but I would like to assert that the Carroll
News and the Student Union could best serve
the john Carroll community by both reporting the negatives but by also working
together to address the real concerns of the
Student Body.

Linda Jekel
Class of !997

CN error disgusts

~andidate

On behalf of Mcghan Rogers and myself, 1would like to express my disgust with
last week's Carroll New . ln the front page
arncle, "Six run for five Uoffices" as well as
in rheeduorial cartoon, the CN seems to be
attacking the student union for their alleged apathy in regards to the upcoming
executive board elections. This issue also
once again questions the ethics of various
.......
student union orficra ls.
Having previous experience writing for
a newspaper, I realize that the CN has a
right and obligation to report "bad" news as
well as good.
l am not a king them to "sugar-coat"
anythin g that happensatjohn Carroll, and
I think weare privi leged to have a newspaper that reports the sometimes· harsh truth
and questions what is going on here.
My concern is that the CN does not ad equately cover the more posiuve thmgs n
this campus, along with the problems. Although the title to last week's article reads,
"Srxrun[o ivc
r · 'n\ fur · n 1

-

Amy Kerner
Class of 1998
Editor's Note: The text regarding the SU
Executive
Secretary
Race
was
i nadvertantly removedJrom the story while
bei ngcut and pasted tofit space constraints.
ANNOYiiDI
HliRii'S YOUI OUTLET.
WRITii THii <N BY NOON MONDAYS.

The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN.
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in
the CNoffice , to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS · jcvaxa.jcu . edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.
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Cfaaalfled ada coat $2 .50 for the flrat ten word a and $..20 for eaeh additi onal word. To
place • clntltted ad, It mua t be typed or handwr i tten clearly and leclblr and aent to or
dropped off at the Ca"oll Hews office w i th payment. Clasalfled ads will not run wltho4Jt
pr..-paymenL Claaalflec:ta will not be taken ower the phone. The deadline for claaalfl" adt
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For N J - ............ ~~ooo
Buolneu: (218) 397-4393

MarKet
Free T-shirt + $1 000! Credit
Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities and
groups .
Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a
whopping $5 .00 I VISA
application. Call1-800-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE TSHIRT.

Fax / Dat.: (218) 397·1729
Generollnfo: (216) 397·17U

Part-time help with infants
and toddlers. Day-care on
Belvoir and Bluestone .
Please call Audree at 3821802 for more information.

for rent. Appliances, carpet,
and garage. Can be partially
furnished . Located 2 miles
north of JCU on South Belvoir
Blvd. at Mayfield Rd.
Large one bedroom. Newly
remodeled . Hardwoodfloors.
Heat included. Located in
the coventry area, available
March 1. Call 397-8197 if
interested.

Direct Care .
Make a
difference in the life of a child
with special needs. The
Hattie Larlham Foundation
provides community home
care to children and young
M I S C .
Men I women earn $480 adults with special needs
weekly assembling circuit throughout NE Ohio. An Spring Break Bahamas Party
6 days $279!
boards
I
electron ic opportunity is now available Cruise!
components at home . to care for a 9-year-old young Includes all meals, parties,
Experience unnecessary, man with Cerebral Palsy in and taxes! Great Beaches
will train .
Immediate the Beachwood area . A and nightlife! Leaves directly
openings in your local area. healthy appreciation for from
Ft.
Lauderdale!
Call 1-520-680-7891 ext. video games and computers www.springbreaktravel .com
C200 for more information. a plus! Hours: M-F 3:30 - or call 1-800-678-6386.
6:30 pm .
Some Sat.
Pizzaria Uno Chicago Bar & afternoons or weekend Cancun and Jamaica Spring
Grill is actively seeking high evenings. This care position Break Specials! 7 nights air
energy individuals for all may expand to 35+ hours I and hotel from $4291 Save
positions. We offer flexible week in the Summer (during $150 on food, drinks, and
For free parties! 111% lowest
hours. Leaders may be Summer camp).
considered for management information call Ms. Vesely price guarantee. See us at:
www.springbreaktravel.com
positions. Please apply in at 1-800-551 -2658.
or
call1-800-678-6386.
person to: 5433 Mayfield
Road, Lynhurst at 460-1910
FOR RENT
Florida spring break!
or at 3750 Orange Place,
Beachwood at 831-0031.
1 and 2 bedroom apartment Panama City! Room with

- t o .. lll:

Tile carroll New•
20700 Nottll P-" Boulev..a
Unl-slty Nel&hb, Ohio 44U8

are great!

kitchen near bars $119!
Daytona - best location $139!
Florida 's new hotspot Cocoa Beach Hilton $169!
www.springbreaktravel.com
or call 1-800-678-6386.

Carla: fun times to come! We
must get the 20 free hours!
And soon!

PERSONALS

Why does everyone want to
make out with Andy Garcia?

MM- Thank you for all ofthe
signs and for the card! You

AD- I'm glad you stopped
puking.

ACROSS

1. Broedway hit
2. Betred rooms
1D. .Btolidlqy hit
14. Tennis' Arthur
15. Toward the left
16. Addict
17. _Cang
1a Btr»tJwey hit
2D. Oalrvoyance
21 . SUm
22. Zephyrs

23. Retained
2S.Oboefves
27. Dry red win•
29- 8rolldway hit
33. SharpenS

34. Anllclpala
36.0wned
311. Sldh
37. Won1ea
38. Baao opposlo
39. HR sign
40. Skttt type
41 . Tall bird .
42. Hit aoog from 1 Acros3
44. Higher

..
5. Document seal
6. Plad pest
7. Hired thug
8.Sln
Q. Mt Granger 10 friends
10. StOObom
11. ·ll'a
total a Ue:

51. Brtlloh IJII'
aa. Smatll blla
6ll. Wlhotl melilcal alruco

19.........
21. Vooy In Parill
24.Angera

41 . Rogues
43. City In tho UkrU1e
44. Hamlllon's biJ
06. Large"47. LA problem
48. Ms. 1\mer
49. Munldlasa
50. Concella
52. Reput
u. "-' lheldlly
56.1mlllrte
56. Mr. Ger$hwln

lure
110. Coupcf
61.6811
-

:>S. Fdlowsct.ap

57. Latin but

26. Yale alumni
27.1>b{as
28. NJ.llr Pete<
29. Olympion ~

45. Pickpocket&
411. French '"'ne region

47. 1ron alloy
50. Etamilea
51 . ~ Thurman
154.~/rit

82.Faclllllor
113. Vall..,.
POWN

1. Spelunker'a dellghl
2. u-1 car renn
3. BroerJwey charwl;tw: 2

wds
(. Plal:e

12. - - 13. Poou beloroe

30. 111ooc1Wayhil
31. Down Eat

32.V'*

34- Sign alh ram
37. MtWIIon
38. Mt Glalv1e
-4(). Seed COYet'lnga

P. 0. Box 46.1, Sdlenectady, tlf 12301

c 1996 All rights resMied GRI Associates

Yep, it's almost upon us and you don't have a
date ... or even a prospect. Well, take some
initiative already, we'll even help out.

THE

(~N

LOVE NE'l,WORK

It's simple. Write out whatever you wish you said to that special
someone (or even just a friend) and we will publish it on a special
page in the next issue of The Carroll News, and it's just in time for
Valentine's Day. Maybe now you won't be sitting in your room
watching Reality Bites again this year.

5lines
8lines
10 lines

$2.50
$3.00
$3.50

1line equals approximately 5 words
any

Call

que~ttionR?
3~7 -4398

Submissions to The CN Love
Network will only be accepted with
cash or check payment. Checks
should be made out to The Carroll
News. Either drop off submissions
in the CN office or purchase space
during lunch or dinner hours in the
Atrium. Submission cut off date is
Monday, Feb. 10 at noon.

"I can't go
play in
\his weather, but you'll send
me to school in it. What

kind of oarent are vou?!"

